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STANDING SENATE COMMITTEE 

ON NATIONAL FINANCE

The Honourable Douglas D. Everett, Chairman 

The Honourable Senators:

Aird Isnor
Beaubien Laird
Benidickson Langlois
Bourget Manning
Bourque * Martin
Buckwold McDonald
Croll McLean
Desruisseaux Méthot
Everett Molson

* Flynn Nichol
Fournier O’Leary

(Madawaska- Paterson
Restigouche) Phillips

Gélinas Sparrow
Grosart Walker—27.
Hays
(Quorum 7)

*Ex officio Member



Order of Reference
Extract from the Minutes of Proceedings of the Senate 

of Wednesday, March 8, 1972:
“With leave of the Senate,
The Honourable Senator McDonald moved, second

ed by the Honourable Senator Hayden:
That the Standing Senate Committee on National 

Finance be authorized to examine and report upon the 
expenditures set out in the Supplementary Estimates 
(B) laid before Parliament for the fiscal year ending 
the 31st March, 1972.

The question being put on the motion, it was—
Resolved in the affirmative.”

Robert Fortier 
Clerk of the Senate
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Minutes of Proceedings
Thursday, March 23, 1972.
(1)

Pursuant to notice the Standing Senate Committee on 
National Finance met this day at 10.00 a.m. to consider the 
Supplementary Estimates (B) laid before Parliament for 
the fiscal year ending March 31, 1972.

Present: The Honourable Senators Everett (Chairman), 
Beaubien, Benidickson, Bourque, Croll, Desruisseaux, 
Grosart, Hays, Isnor, Laird, Manning, McDonald and 
Sparrow. (13)

On motion of the Honourable Senator Manning, it was 
Resolved that 800 copies in English and 300 copies in 
French of these proceedings be printed.

On motion of the Honourable Senator Grosart, it was 
Resolved that a letter dated February 8, 1972, from Mr. 
Bruce A. MacDonald, together with answers to questions 
relating to Supplementary Estimates (A), 1971-1972, be 
printed as Appendix (A) to these proceedings.

It was also moved by the Honourable Senator Benidick
son it was Resolved in future the Treasury Board furnish 
explanations of dollar items and that these be made avail
able to the members of the Committee a few days before a 
meeting.

WITNESSES:

Treasury Board:
Mr. D. B. Dewar,
Deputy Secretary (Program Branch).
Mr. B. A. MacDonald,
Director General,
Budget Co-ordination Group.

The Honourable Senator Grosart Moved:
“That in the opinion of the Committee it is desirable 

that any amendment to an existing Act of Parliament 
be made by a separate amending Act of Parliament 
other than an Appropriation Act and that the present 
practice of amending legislation by $1 votes in the 
Main and Supplementary Estimates is unsatisfactory 
for several reasons, including the fact that such 
amendments are not systematically reported either in 
law reports, digest or other sources of information 
readily available to the legal profession and the public.

It is recognized, however, that there may be cases 
where separate amending acts for each and every 
legislative amendment now made by Appropriation 
Acts would unnecessarily add to problems of time and 
timing in the already over-burdened Parliamentary 
legislative processes.

The Committee therefore recommends that consid
eration be given to the formalization of the amending 
effects of such $1 votes in Appropriation Acts by an 
explicit amendments to the existing Acts concerned in

a separate schedule to any Appropriation Act where 
such amendments are required.”
The motion was carried in the affirmative.

The officials of Treasury Board undertook to supply 
answers to several questions relating to Supplementary 
Estimates (B), 1971-1972.

It was unanimously Agreed that the drafting of the 
Report be left in the hands of the Chairman and presented 
at the earliest opportunity.

At 12.55 p.m. the Committee adjourned to the call of the 
Chairman.

ATTEST:

Gérard Lemire, 
Clerk of the Committee.
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Report of the Committee
Thursday, March 23, 1972.

The Standing Senate Committee on National Finance, to 
which were referred the Supplementary Estimates (B) for 
the fiscal year ending March 31, 1972, has in obedience to 
the order of reference of March 8, 1972, examined the said 
Supplementary Estimates and reports as follows:

1. The Committee has examined the said Supplementary 
Estimates (B) and has heard evidence thereon from Mr. D. 
B. Dewar, Deputy Secretary, Program Branch, Treasury 
Board, and Mr. B. A. MacDonald, Director General, 
Budget Coordination, Treasury Board.

2. The said Supplementary Estimates (B) provide for 
total expenditures for which Parliament will be asked to 
provide funds of $185,000,000; statutory expenditures of 
$98,000,000 and loans, investments and advances in the 
amount of $434,000,000. This brings the total of the Main 
and Supplementary Estimates for the fiscal year ending 
March 31, 1972 to $16,474,000,000 of which $15,195,000,000 
is for budgetary items and $1,279,000,000 is for loans, 
investments and advances.

3. The major items of expenditure under Supplementary 
Estimates (B) are as follows:

$20 million to recoup the Agricultural Commodities 
Stabilization Account for deficiency payments paid on 
hogs;
$12 million under the Canadian International Develop
ment Agency to provide aid for rehabilitation and 
reconstruction in East Bengal;
$145 million for loans to developing countries;
$40 million being an upward revision in the amount 
forecast as payable in equalization payments to the 
provinces;
$92 million for a revision in the forecast of payments 
to Quebec under the Established Programs (Interim 
Arrangements) Act—principally because of higher 
hospital services costs and higher welfare costs;
$11 million to the Canadian Wheat Board for losses 
incurred in the operation of the barley pool account 
for the crop year ending July 31, 1971;
$68 million for payments to producers for wheat to 
increase their returns from wheat going in to domestic 
consumption;
$25 million in additional funds for the Local Initiatives 
Programs under the Department of Manpower and 
Immigration;
$25 million for a revision in the forecast of Canada 
Assistance Plan payments which the federal govern
ment makes to the provinces in sharing their welfare 
costs;
$15 million to the Ministry of Transport to cover the 
cost of three ferry vessels originally financed under a 
loan vote in 1968-69.

4. Your Committee expressed continued concern regard
ing the use of $1 items in the Appropriation Acts to amend 
other legislative enactments. One of these concerns 
respects the difficulties that this method of legislation 
creates in reporting the amendments to the legal profes
sion and the general public. Accordingly, your Committee 
recommends as follows:

In the opinion of the Committee it is desirable that any 
amendment to an existing Act of Parliament be made 
by a separate amending Act of Parliament other than 
an Appropriation Act and that the present practice of 
amending legislation by $1 votes in the Main and Sup
plementary Estimates is unsatisfactory for several rea
sons, including the fact that such amendments are not 
systematically reported either in law reports, digests 
or other sources of information readily available to the 
legal profession and the public.
It is recognized, however, that there may be cases 
where separate amending acts for each and every 
legislative amendment now made by Appropriation 
Acts would unnecessarily add to problems of time and 
timing in the already over-burdened Parliamentary 
legislative processes.
The Committee therefore recommends that considera
tion be given to the formalization of the amending 
effects of such $1 votes in Appropriation Acts by 
explicit amendments to the existing Acts concerned in 
a separate schedule to any Appropriation Act where 
such amendments are required.

5. Your Committee was provided with the explanation of 
$1 items in the said Supplementary Estimates (B) and a 
copy of this document is appended as an addendum to this 
report.

6. Your Committee recommends that where possible the 
type of explanation used in the document attached as an 
addendum to this report be used in the description of the 
expenditure in the Supplementary Estimates (B). Your 
Committee also recommends that in future the explana
tion of $1 items be provided in advance of the hearings on 
the Supplementary Estimates.

Respectfully submitted.

D.D. Everett 
Chairman

ADDENDUM TO THE REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE 

EXPLANATION OF ONE DOLLAR ITEMS 

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES (B), 1971-72 

SUMMARY

The one dollar items included in these Estimates have 
been grouped in the attached according to purpose.
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A—One dollar items authorizing transfers from one 
vote to another within a Ministry to meet certain 
increased costs or additional expenditures to be 
incurred (20 items including 8 items which also appear 
in Sections B and C).
B—One dollar items which require listing in the Esti
mates in order to secure approval of certain grants 
and contributions (7 items including items 10b for 
External Affairs and 15b of Secretary of State which 
also appear in Section A).
C—One dollar items which are legislative in nature (20 
items including 5 items to authorize deletion of debts 
due to the Crown and 6 items which also appear in 
Section A)

Estimates Division,

March 1972.

SECTION A

ONE DOLLAR ITEMS AUTHORIZING TRANSFERS 
FROM ONE VOTE TO ANOTHER WITHIN A 

MINISTRY TO MEET CERTAIN INCREASED 
COSTS OR ADDITIONAL EXPENDITURES TO BE 

INCURRED (20 ITEMS INCLUDING 8 ITEMS 
WHICH ALSO APPEAR IN SECTIONS B AND C)

ENERGY, MINES AND RESOURCES
Vote lb—The amount of transfer to this vote in 

$98,899.
Purpose—This additional amount will be used to pro

vide for:
(a) the cost of a reorganization within the Department 
including the hiring of senior and support staff as well 
as other minor staff requirements—$82,000
(b) the additional cost of repairs based on a recently 
completed inventory of office machines by the Depart
ment of Supply and Services—$17,000
Source of funds—Vote 5 ($98,899)—Funds are available 

due to delays in recruitment of staff and consequent 
underexpenditures in salaries and associated costs.

ENVIRONMENT
Vote lb—The amount of transfer to this vote is 

$914,999.
Purpose—This additional amount will be used to pro

vide for the following:
(a) the cost of hiring consultants and travel for depart
mental staff to carry out organizational studies— 
$100,000
(b) the cost of developing and establishing consistent 
management systems throughout the new department. 
This involves the retention of consultants and the hold
ing of certain conferences and seminars by depart
mental officials at headquarters and regional 
offices.—$ 150,000
(c) the issue of new or revised forms and manuals for 
day-to-day operations of the new Department— 
$200,000

(d) the hiring of contract staff to supplement regular 
staff while working on task forces and to provide for 
increased workload in all operational areas of the 
Department—$175,000
(e) the purchase of new furniture—$170,000
(f) moving and associated costs—$120,000
Source of funds—Vote 15 ($914,999)—Funds are availa

ble as the result of certain contributions not being 
made under the Canada Water Act due to delays in 
reaching agreements with Provincial authorities on 
river basin studies.

ENVIRONMENT
Vote 10b—The amount of transfer to this vote is 

$899,999.
Purpose—This additional amount is to be used to pro

vide for:
(a) the purchase of equipment to replace that formerly 
provided by the Department of Energy, Mines and 
Resources ($300,000) and the purchase of additional 
Hydrological equipment ($200,000)—$500,000
(b) the purchase of equipment for the Canada Centre 
for Inland Water, Burlington, Ontario ($110,000) and 
the Pacific Water Quality Laboratory in Westminister, 
B.C.—$310,000
(c) renovations to the laboratories at Moncton, N.B. 
and Calgary, Alta.—$90,000
Source of funds—Vote 5 ($599,999)—Funds available 

due to delays in certain federal projects
—Vote 15 ($300,000)—Funds available as the result 

of contributions not being made under the Canada 
Water Act due to delays in reaching agreements with 
Provincial authorities on river basin studies.

ENVIRONMENT
Vote 20b—The amount of transfer to this vote is 

$1,009,999.
Purpose—The additional amount will be used to pro

vide for:
(a) increased costs of fish inspection as the result of 
Mercury in Marine and Freshwater samples of com
mercial fish—$478,000
(b) a payment to the Great Lakes Fisheries Commis
sion to assist with the control of Lamprey—$200,000
(c) a payment to the Canadian Forestry Service to 
cover a damage award made as the result of a vehicle 
accident and the purchase of air reconnaissance film 
($5,000)—$117,000
(d) the payment of the travel expenses incurred as a 
result of the sponsoring of a conference by the Fisher
ies Advisory Council ($40,000) and the payment of the 
expenses of the Special Advisory Committee on Atlan
tic Seals—$90,000
(e) miscellaneous other expenditures including sports
men shows and publicity for alien sports license fees 
($50,000)—$75,000
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(f) the balance of Emergency Assistance to the Prov
ince of Ontario. The total approved under the Agree
ment with the Province was $1,360,000. This Agree
ment was not completed in time for inclusion of the 
total cost in previous Supplementary Estimates— 
$50,000
Source of Funds—Vote 15 ($1,009,999)—Funds are 

available as the result of contributions not being 
made under the Canada Water Act, due to delays in 
reaching agreements with Provincial authorities on 
river basin studies.

EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
Vote 5b—The amount of transfer to this vote is 

$210,999.
Purpose—This additional amount is required to pro

vide for a portion of cost of setting up a diplomatic 
mission in Algeria. The balance of the cost is to be 
absorbed.

Source of Funds—Vote 1 ($210,999)—Funds are availa
ble due to reductions in the operating expenditures 
for foreign operations and allowances.

EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
Vote 10b—(Also listed in Section B)—The amount of 

transfer to this vote is $35,299.
Purpose—This additional amount will be required to 

provide for the payment of:
(a) a grant to the Atlantic Association of Young Politi
cal Leaders. The aim of this NATO-approved Associa
tion is to promote understanding, interchange of ideas 
and co-operation among political youth organizations 
of the Atlantic area.—$300
(b) a grant to the Pacific Basin Economic Council. This 
grant will be used in the organization and establish
ment of this Council—$25,000
(c) a grant is proposed to United Nations Trust Fund 
for South Africa. This fund provides legal assistance 
as well as relief, education and training to persons and 
their families in South Africa and to refugees—$10,000
Source of Funds—Vote 1 ($35,299)—Funds are availa

ble due to reductions in the operating expenditures 
for foreign operations and allowances.

INDIAN AFFAIRS AND NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT 
Vote 60b—The amount of transfer to this vote is 

$671,999.
Purpose—The additional amount will be used to pro

vide for the payment of:
(a) the costs of accelerating the development of new 
National Parks in Newfoundland, Quebec, Ontario 
and British Columbia—$558,000
(b) the cost of additional administrative costs incurred 
by staff of several regional offices as the result of the 
implementation of employment stimulation programs 
in Quebec, Ontario and Vancouver, B.C.—$114,000 
Source of Funds—Vote 65 ($671,999)—Funds are avail

able due to unavoidable delays not only in minor 
capital projects which have little labour content, but 
also in the acquisition of land.

NATIONAL DEFENCE
Vote 5b—(Also listed in Section C)—The amount of 

transfer to this vote is $15,400,000.
Purpose—This additional amount will be used to pro

vide for the payment of:
(a) retroactive civilian pay increases—$5,000,000
(b) the cost of commodity price increases and currency 
revaluations—$5,100,000
(c) the cost of removal expenses due to new schedules 
having been implemented with comparable provisions 
to those extended to Public Servants—$4,000,000
(d) the cost of implementing pay parity for Reserves 
and Cadets—$1,300,000
Source of Funds—Vote 10 ($ 15,400,000)—Funds are 

available due to production and delivery delays and 
cost changes. No planned projects have been 
restricted or deferred.

NATIONAL HEALTH AND WELFARE
Vote 40b—The amount of transfer to this vote is 

$171,000.
Purpose—This additional amount is required to sup

plement funds approved for the 1971 Student 
Summer Employment Program.

Source of Funds—Vote 25 ($171,000)—Funds are avail
able due to the delays in the construction of two 
Food and Drug Laboratories in Montreal and 
Toronto.

PUBLIC WORKS
Vote 10b—The amount of transfer to this vote is 

$999,999.
Purpose—The additional amount will be used to 

finance the cost of additional Federal Labour Inten
sive Projects to be carried out in connection with the 
repair and upkeep of Federal Buildings as well as 
tenant alterations to leased space.

Source of Funds—Vote 15 ($999,999)—Funds are avail
able due to slippage in the capital building program.

PUBLIC WORKS
Vote 20b—The amount of transfer to this vote is 

$600,000.
Purpose—This additional amount will be used to carry 

out miscellaneous repairs to wharfs, floats, transit 
sheds, breakwaters and other marine structures at 
various locations throughout Canada.

Source of Funds—Vote 40 ($600,000)—Funds are avail
able due to delays in completing negotiations for a 
cost-sharing agreement covering the construction of 
a highway bridge between New Brunswick and 
Quebec.

SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote 15b—(Also included in Section B)—The amount 

of transfer to this vote is $1,049,999.
Purpose—The additional funds will be required to pro

vide assistance to cultural organizations.
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Source of Funds—Vote 10 ($607,000)—Funds are avail
able from the Bilingualism Development Program 
due to delays in the signing of agreements with Pro
vincial governments.

—Vote 30 ($442,999)—Funds are available due to 
delays in recruitment of qualified staff.

SOLICITOR GENERAL—CORRECTIONAL SERVICES
Vote 5b—(Also listed in Section C)—The amount of 

transfer to this vote is $1,296,716.
Purpose—This additional amount will be used to pro

vide for the payment of:
(a) overtime, salary revisions, costs of accelerating the 
opening of Millhaven and stepped-up temporary 
absence program, etc.—$950,000
(b) the cost of repairs to plumbing and electrical sys
tems, windows, etc. following the Kingston Penitenti
ary riot—$111,000
(c) legal fees for staff brought before courts following 
Kingston riot—$90,000
(d) an additional grant to the After Care Agencies for 
inmates—$75,000
(e) the cost of various studies undertaken and other 
minor increases—$51,000
(f) reimbursement of the Industrial and Stores 
Account—$19,717
Source of Funds—Vote 10 ($1,296,716)—Funds are 

available mainly due to the deferment of the new 
facilities in British Columbia pending the result of a 
policy review on the nature and location of max
imum security institutions and the deferment of the 
new Ontario Reception Centre to permit reassess
ment of design.

SOLICITOR GENERAL—ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNT
ED POLICE

Vote 25b—The amount of transfer to this vote is 
$414,999.

Purpose—This additional amount will be used to pro
vide for the payment of:

(a) the cost of purchasing vehicles and other equip
ment related to the Enforcement of Federal Statutes 
and Executive Orders and other minor items—$133,000
(b) the purchase of vehicles and other equipment 
required by the Force in the carrying out its reponsi- 
bility for Police Services under Contract—$282,000
Source of Funds—Vote 10 ($414,999)—Funds are avail

able mainly due to the deferment of new facilities in 
British Columbia pending the result of a policy 
review on the nature and location of maximum 
security institutions and the reassessment of design.

SUPPLY AND SERVICES—CANADIAN COMMERCIAL
CORPORATION

Vote 20b—The amount of transfer to this vote is 
$208,020.

Purpose—To authorize the reimbursement of the 
Canadian Commercial Corporation Operating 
Reserve for losses incurred from 1965-66 to 1971-72.

Source of Funds—Vote 5 ($208,020)—Funds are availa
ble due to the redeployment of purchasing 
resources.

TRANSPORT
Vote 5b—The amount of transfer to this vote is 

$253,286.
Purpose—This additional amount will be used to pro

vide for:
(a) the cost of hiring casual staff required—$48,000
(b) the cost of repairs following the grounding of a
Coast Guard vessel ($175,000) and additional cost of oil
pollution clean-up costs relating to the “Arrow”—
$205,286
Source of Funds—Vote 10 ($253,286)—Funds are avail

able due to delays in awarding a contract for the 
construction of the Marine Agency Building at 
Quebec.

TRANSPORT—ATLANTIC PILOTAGE AUTHORITY
Vote 110b—(Also listed in Section C)—The amount of 

transfer to this vote is $223,999.
Purpose—This additional amount is required to pro

vide for the operating deficit of the Atlantic Pilotage 
Authority for the period February 1 to March 31, 
1972.

Source of Funds—Vote 10 ($223,999)—Funds are avail
able due to delay in awarding a contract for con
struction of the Marine Agency Building at Quebec.

TRANSPORT—GREAT LAKES PILOTAGE AUTHORI
TY

Vote 115b—(Also listed in Section C)—The amount of 
transfer to this vote is $360,999.

Purpose—This additional amount is required to pro
vide for the operating deficit of the Great Lakes 
Pilotage Authority for the period February 1 to 
March 31, 1972.

Source of Funds—Vote 10 ($360,999)—Funds are avail
able due to delay in awarding a contract for con
struction of the Marine Agency Building at Quebec.

TRANSPORT—LAURENTIAN PILOTAGE AUTHORI
TY

Vote 120b—(Also listed in Section Q—1The amount of 
transfer to this vote is $203,999.

Purpose—This additional amount is required to pro
vide for the operating deficit of the Laurentian Pilot
age Authority for the period February 1 to March 31, 
1972.

Source of Funds—Vote 10 ($203,999)—Funds are avail
able due to delay in awarding a contract for con
struction of the Marine Agency Building at Quebec.
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TRANSPORT—PACIFIC PILOTAGE AUTHORITY
Vote 125b—(Also listed in Section C)—The amount of 

transfer to this vote is $155,999.
Purpose—This additional amount is required to pro

vide for the operating deficit of the Pacific Pilotage 
Authority for the period February 1 to March 31, 
1972.

Source of Funds—Vote 10 ($155,999)—Funds are avail
able due to delay in awarding a contract for con
struction of the Marine Agency Building at Quebec.

SECTION B

ONE DOLLAR ITEMS WHICH REQUIRE 
LISTING IN THE ESTIMATES IN ORDER

TO SECURE APPROVAL OF CERTAIN GRANTS 
AND CONTRIBUTIONS (7 ITEMS INCLUDING
ITEMS 10b FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS AND 15b 

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE WHICH ALSO APPEAR 
IN SECTION A)

ENERGY, MINES AND RESOURCES
Vote 5b—To authorize a grant of $15,000.
Explanation—The proposed grant to the Petroleum 

Industry Training School in Edmonton will provide 
for part of the capital cost of establishing a course to 
improve the skills of personnel in the gas and oil 
drilling operations. This project will be shared by 
the Province of Alberta, the Petroleum Industry and 
the Federal Government. This training service will 
be part of the Northern Alberta Institute of Tech
nology. A grant will also be provided by the Depart
ment of Indian Affairs and Northern Development 
toward this new School, which will concentrate ini
tially on Oil Well Control training appropriate to 
operating conditions in northern Canada.

Source of Funds—Vote 5 ($14,999)—Funds are availa
ble due to delays in recruitment of staff and conse
quent underexpenditures in salaries and associated 
costs.

ENVIRONMENT
Vote 15b—To authorize the payment of additional 

grants totalling $150,000.
Explanation—This additional amount is required to 

provide for the payment of additional grants in aid 
of water research under the Canada Water Conser
vation Assistance Act. Applications received for 
research grants have exceeded the originally 
approved amount of $495,000.

Source of Funds—Vote 15 ($149,999)—Funds are avail
able as the result of contributions not being made 
under the Canada Water Act due to delays in reach
ing agreements with provincial authorities on river 
basin studies.

external affairs

Vote 10b—(Also listed in Section A)—To authorize the 
payment of additional grants totalling $35,306.

Explanation—This additional amount will be required 
to provide for the payment of:

(a) a grant to the Atlantic Association of Young Politi
cal Leaders. The aim of this NATO-approved Associa
tion is to promote understanding, interchange of ideas 
and co-operation among political youth organizations 
of the Atlantic area—$300
(b) a grant to the Pacific Basin Economic Council. This 
grant will be used in the organization and establish
ment of this Council—$25,000
(c) a grant is proposed to United Nations Trust Fund 
for South Africa. This fund provides legal assistance 
as well as relief, education and training to persons and 
their families in South Africa and to refugees—$10,000
Source of Funds—Vote 1 ($35,299)—Funds are availa

ble due to reductions in the operating expenditures 
for foreign operations and allowances.

INDIAN AFFAIRS AND NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT 
Vote 30b—To authorize a grant of $30,000.
Explanation—The proposed grant to the Petroleum 

Industry Training School in Edmonton will provide 
part of the capital cost of establishing a course to 
improve the skills of personnel in the gas and oil 
drilling operations. This project will be shared by 
the Province of Alberta, the Petroleum Industry and 
the Federal Government. This training service will 
be part of the Northern Alberta Institute of Tech
nology. A grant will also be provided by the Depart
ment of Energy, Mines and Resources towards this 
School which will concentrate initially on providing 
Oil Well Control training appropriate to operations 
in northern Canada.

Source of Funds—Vote 30 ($29,999)—Funds are availa
ble from provision made for a grant to the Govern
ment of Yukon Territory to cover costs of Indians 
under a territorial Medicare plan. Because the initia
tion of Medicare was postponed by one year, the 
grant will not be made.

LABOUR
Vote lb—To authorize the payment of $350,000 in 

Transitional Assistance Benefits.
Explanation—A higher number than expected of eligi

ble workers who were laid-off as a result of the 
Canada-United States Automotive Agreement are 
claiming benefits under the Transitional Assistance 
Benefit Program. This Program provides supple
mentary income over and above Unemployment 
Insurance Benefits for workers certified by the 
Automotive Adjustment Assistance Board.

Source of Funds—Vote 1 ($349,999)—Payments under 
the Adjustment Assistance Benefits Program (Tex
tile Workers) have been less than expected.

NATIONAL HEALTH AND WELFARE
Vote lb—To authorize the payment of a grant of 

$250,000.
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Explanation—It is proposed to pay an additional grant 
of $250,000 to the United Nations Fund for Drug 
Abuse Control in 1971-72 instead of 1972-73. This 
grant was originally provided within the 1972-73 
Estimates.

Source of Funds—Vote 1 ($249,999)—Funds are availa
ble due to certain reductions elsewhere in the 
Program.

SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote 15b—(Also listed in Section A)—To authorize 

grants totalling $1,050,000.
Purpose—It is proposed to provide assistance to cul

tural organizations.
Source of Funds—Vote 10 ($607,000)—Funds are avail

able from the Bilingualism Development Program 
due to delays in the signing of agreements with Pro
vincial governments.

—Vote 30 ($442,999)—Funds are available due to 
delays in recruitment of qualified staff.

SECTION C

ONE DOLLAR ITEMS WHICH ARE LEGISLATIVE 
IN NATURE (20 ITEMS INCLUDING 5 ITEMS

TO AUTHORIZE DELETION OF DEBTS DUE TO 
THE CROWN AND 6 ITEMS WHICH ALSO APPEAR 

IN SECTION A)

AGRICULTURE
Vote L18b—To provide an extension to the vote work

ing so as to authorize payments from the Race Track 
Supervision Revolving Fund to reimburse race 
associations for certain supervisory services provid
ed by them under regulations set out in the Criminal 
Code.

Explanation—This extension is proposed to enable the 
Department of Agriculture through the Race Track 
Supervision Revolving Fund to reimburse race 
associations for certain services (saliva and urine 
testing) performed by them as required under the 
Criminal Code. While these services have been paid 
for since the establishment of the Fund, a recent 
legal opinion suggests that there is no obligation on 
the part of the Minister to do so. The existing Vote 
wording does not clearly provide authority for these 
payments to be charged to the Fund and as the 
Department wishes to continue to do so, a revised 
Vote wording is requested.

FINANCE
Vote 17b—To authorize the exclusion of the Canada 

Development Corporation from the provisions of 
Section 149(l)(d) of the Income Tax Act.

Explanation—This proposed legislative provision will 
make the Canadian Development Corporation liable 
for Income Tax in the same manner as corporations 
in the private sector.

FINANCE
Vote L22b—To authorize the amending of certain 

legislation which contains international gold value 
obligations in terms of U.S. Currency.

Explanation—During the post-war years, it has 
become the practice in Canadian legislation dealing 
with Canada’s membership in certain international 
financial institutions, to include a “maintenance of 
value” clause reference to the concept of a gold price 
fixed in terms of U.S. currency. With the recent 
undertaking by the U.S. to implement a devaluation 
of the U.S. dollar in terms of gold, relevant legisla
tion must be amended to clarify the intent of the 
legislation as provided for in the International 
Agreements appended thereto and hence incorporat
ed in Canadian law, and to provide for the continued 
fulfillment of Canada’s international obligations in 
respect of the external value of the U.S. dollar. 
There is no substantive legislative revision involved.

INDIAN AFFAIRS AND NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT
Vote 5b—To authorize the deletion of certain debts due 

totalling $13,117.34.
Explanation—It is proposed to write-off the residual of 

a second mortgage of $5,176.73 issued by the Depart
ment pursuant to the Indian Off-Reserve Housing 
Regulations and to delete a loan relating to economic 
development made under the Indian Act of $7,940.61.

INDUSTRY, TRADE AND COMMERCE
Vote 10b—To authorize an extension to the vote word

ing so as to increase the commitment authority by 
$50,000,000 in the current and subsequent fiscal 
years to develop and maintain the technological 
capability of Canadian defence industry.

Explanation—It is proposed to increase the commit
ment authority from $150,000,000 to $200,000,000 for 
the current and subsequent fiscal years in order to 
provide for continued federal support of projects 
currently being planned.

LABOUR—UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE COMMIS
SION

Vote 5b—To authorize an extension to the existing vote 
to provide transitional authority for the payment of 
the Government’s contribution to the Unemploy
ment Insurance Fund.

Explanation—When the new Unemployment Insur
ance Act was prepared a transitional authority was 
not included to authorize payment of the Govern
ment’s contribution to the Unemployment Insurance 
Fund during the period June 27, 1971 to January 1, 
1972. This proposed extension provides for the inclu
sion of that transitional authority.

NATIONAL DEFENCE
Vote 5b—(Also listed in Section A)—To authorize the 

write-off of certain claims totalling $18,620.71.
Explanation—It is proposed to write-off three claims 

each of which exceeds $5,000.00. These claims con-
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sist of two claims arising as the result of servicemen 
being involved in motor vehicle accidents and a third 
claim covering an uncollectable balance owing on 
the purchase by a serviceman of his release from the 
Forces.

NATIONAL REVENUE—TAXATION
Vote 5b—To authorize the deletion of certain debts 

and claims totalling $5,775,305.66.
Explanation—It is proposed to delete certain debts, 

each of which is in excess of $5,000. Most of these 
debts have been designated as uncollectable because 
the individual is deceased with no assets, or corpora
tions are bankrupt or without assets and further 
collection expense is not justified.

PRIVY COUNCIL
Votelb—To authorize an extension in the vote word

ings so as to provide for the payment of the salary of 
a Minister of State other than a Minister who pre
sides over a Ministry of State.

Explanation—The extension of the vote wording is 
proposed in order to permit the payment of the 
salary of the Honourable Patrick Mahoney who is a 
Minister of State without a Ministry and who has 
been appointed to work with the Minister of Finance 
on a continuing review of taxation.

REGIONAL ECONOMIC EXPANSION
Vote lb—To authorize the reimbursement of the Prai

rie Farm Rehabilitation Stores Working Capital 
Advance for the cost of inventory items which have 
become obsolete.

Explanation—It is proposed to reimburse the Working 
Capital Advance for the value of inventory items 
which have become obsolete, unserviceable, lost or 
destroyed, totalling $13,404. These stores have 
accummulated during the period 1965-66 to 1970-71.

SECRETARY OF STATE—NATIONAL LIBRARY
Vote 95b—To authorize an increase $196,000 in the 

limit of payments to the National Library Purchase 
Account for the purpose of acquiring books.

Explanation—Authority is requested to increase the 
amount of money to be credited to the National 
Library Purchase Account to provide for the pur
chase of a collection of books during the current 
year.

SOLICITOR GENERAL—CORRECTIONAL SERVICES
PROGRAM

Vote 5b—(Also listed in Section A)—To authorize the 
reimbursement of the Industrial and Stores Account 
Working Capital Advance for obsolete stores 
amounting $19,717.23.

Explanation—It is proposed to reimburse the Working 
Capital Advance for the cost of stores, which have 
accummulated over the past four years, and which 
are now being declared surplus to requirements. 
These stores will be disposed of by the Crown Assets

Disposal Corporation. This Advance Account pur
chases approximately $1 million in stores annually.

TRANSPORT—ATLANTIC PILOTAGE AUTHORITY
Vote 110b—(Also listed in Section A)—To authorize the 

payment of the deficit arising from operations 
during the period February 1 to March 31, 1972 for 
the Atlantic Pilotage Authority.

Explanation—Provision was not included in the Main 
Estimates since the pilotage authorities were not 
established by the legislation until February 1, 1972.

TRANSPORT—GREAT LAKES PILOTAGE AUTHORI
TY

Vote 115b—(Also listed in Section A)—To authorize the 
payment of the deficit arising from operations 
during the period February 1 to March 31, 1972 for 
the Great Lakes Pilotage Authority.

Explanation—Provision was not included in the Main 
Estimates since the pilotage authorities were not 
established by the legislation until February 1, 1972.

TRANSPORT—LAURENTIAN PILOTAGE AUTHORI
TY

Vote 120b—(Also listed in Section A)—To authorize the 
payment of the deficit arising from operations 
during the period February 1 to March 31, 1972 for 
the Laurentian Pilotage Authority.

Explanation—Provision was not included in the Main 
Estimates since the pilotage authorities were not 
established by the legislation until February 1, 1972.

TRANSPORT—PACIFIC PILOTAGE AUTHORITY
Vote 125b—(Also listed in Section a)—To authorize the 

payment çf the deficit arising from operations 
during the period February 1 to March 31, 1972 for 
the Pacific Pilotage Authority.

Explanation—Provision was not included in the Main 
Estimates since the pilotage authorities were not 
established by the legislation until February 1, 1972.

TREASURY BOARD
Vote 5b—To authorize the deletion of authority for a 

reserve to cover 1971-72 retroactive salary increases.
Explanation—Reserves were established in 1968-69, 

1969-70, and 1970-71 through the transfer of the 
unexpended balances from Treasury Board Vote 5. 
It is now proposed instead to provide for retroactive 
pay increases for 1971-72 and subsequent years from 
Treasury Board Vote 5 in use at the time of payment 
of the retroactive salaries.

TREASURY BOARD
Vote 12b—To authorize the inclusion of employees of 

the Canadian Wheat Board under the Public Service 
Superannuation Act.

Explanation—It is proposed to amend the Act estab
lishing the Canadian Wheat Board so as to permit 
Board employees to be covered under the Public 
Service Superannuation Act, Schedule A, instead of
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the pension plan of the Board. It is contemplated 
that the Public Service Plan will assume the liabili
ties of the Wheat Board Pension Plan and absorb its 
assets.

VETERANS AFFAIRS
Vote 5b—To authorize the deletion of certain debts 

amounting to $41,903.30.
Explanation—Authority is requested to delete from 

the accounts 7 debts due to overpayment of War 
Veterans Allowances. These debts are considered

uncollectable since the debtors have died leaving no 
known estates.

VETERANS AFFAIRS
Vote 25b—To authorize the deletion of certain debts 

totalling $16,770.76.
Explanation—To authorize the deletion of 2 debts due 

as a result of overpayments of pensions. These debts 
are considered uncollectable since the debtors have 
died leaving no known estates.
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The Standing Senate Committee on National Finance 
Evidence
Ottawa, Thursday, March 23, 1972

The Standing Senate Committee on National Finance, to 
which was referred the Supplementary Estimates (B) laid 
before Parliament for the fiscal year ending the 31st 
March, 1972, met this day at 10 a.m.

Senator Douglas D. Everett (Chairman) in the Chair.

The Chairman: Honourable senators, may I have the 
usual motion for the printing of proceedings?

Upon motion, it was resolved that a verbatim report be
made of the proceedings and to recommend that 800
copies in English and 300 copies in French be printed.

Honourable senators, I would like to table material 
which has been provided by the Treasury Board in answer 
to questions which were asked at our last committee meet
ing on Thursday, December 2, 1971. Is that agreed?

Honourable Senators: Agreed.

Senator Grosart: Mr. Chairman, are we publishing this 
material?

The Chairman: Yes, copies can be printed.

Senator Grosart: No, but are we including it in the evi
dence of today’s committee meeting?

The Chairman: If it is your wish.

Senator Benidickson: I feel that one compliments the 
other.

Senator Grosart: I think we should, Mr. Chairman, 
because very often this material is not available to us 
anywhere else.

The Chairman: Do you move to have this material printed 
as an appendix to today’s proceedings?

Senator Grosart: Yes, and also for future proceedings.

See Appendix “A”, p. 1 :32.

The Chairman: We are honoured to have with us today 
from Treasury Board: Mr. D. B. Dewar, Deputy Secretary, 
Program Branch; and Mr. B. A. MacDonald, Director Gen
eral, Budget Co-ordination Group.

I assume that you will be making an opening statement, 
Mr. Dewar. However, before you begin, do you have any 
material to distribute to the senators?

Mr. D. B. Dewar, Deputy Secretary, Program Branch, Treasury 
Board: We have material to present regarding the one-dol- 
lar votes, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Benidickson: I am very happy to have this materi
al. This has always been a bone of contention in dealing 
with supplementary Estimates, particularly when some of 
these items are legislative in nature. It involves a continua

tion of legislation from previous years, and sometimes it is 
voting legislation which is applicable in future years.

The Chairman: That is correct.

Senator Benidickson: I am appreciative of the information 
which is being made available to us this morning. I could 
have saved hours and hours of work if this had been 
provided a few days ago. However, I have had to go 
through Supplementary Estimates (B) and make queries 
beside the pages. I would not have had to read so exten
sively and study the explanations which were given in the 
estimates committee of the other place. However, when 
this material is handed to us only a few minutes before our 
committee meeting, it makes my exercise over the past 
couple of days rather useless.

I hope that in future the material on these one-dollar 
items will be made available to us beforehand.

Senator Grosart: Is this material made available to the 
committee of the House of Commons?

Mr. Dewar: No, sir.

Senator Benidickson: As I have said, we are in another 
crunch here. The end of the year is approaching and we 
will soon be into our Easter recess. We do not have much 
time to do our homework and we are under great pressure.

The Chairman: Perhaps, Senator Benidickson, your 
chairman can take responsibility for this. I feel it would 
have been imposing no hardship on Treasury Board to 
have provided this material in advance of our committee 
meeting, had the chairman thought to ask for it. I feel it is 
a good suggestion. Mr. Dewar, if we had asked for this 
material, could it have been provided?

Mr. Dewar: Yes.

Senator Benidickson: It would certainly eliminate a lot of 
confusion. I have not had time to read this material in the 
five minutes I have been here. We have only been assem
bled ten minutes.

The Chairman: This can be rectified for future occasions.

Senator Grosart: It has been the practice of Treasury 
Board to provide us with this information for the past year 
and a half, or perhaps two years.

Senator Benidickson: I had forgotten about that.

The Chairman: This is why I indicated that I would take 
responsibility for this error. This will be rectified in the 
future.

Senator Grosart: We are aware of the history of this. We 
began some three years ago asking questions about these 
one dollar items, and particularly the objections which 
were made to legislative amendments. About a year later
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Treasury Board agreed that in the future they would pro
vide us with an analysis of these one-dollar items.

I have asked on other occasions whether the Miscellane
ous Estimates Committee of the House of Commons are 
provided with this information. Why are they not provided 
with this information?

Senator Benidickson: They have never asked for it.

Mr. B. A. MacDonald, Director General, Budget Co-Ordina
tion Group, Treasury Board): The primary reason is that they 
have not asked for this information. It was provided on 
one occasion and they made no use of it, that we could 
determine. The Miscellaneous Estimates Committee called 
various ministers and deputies from the departments and 
explored the estimates from a d-ifferent point of view than 
does this committee.

Senator Benidickson: This is not new. I was in the House 
of Commons for twenty years, and in my early years Mr. 
Stanley Knowles, M.P., opposed very vigourously some of 
these one-dollar items. This went on for about ten years, 
and I suppose he found the exercise futile. I have not 
heard from him recently on this matter. However, the 
Senate committee has revived these objections.

The Chairman: Perhaps, honourable senators, if that 
point has been thoroughly dealt with . . .

Senator Grosart: Mr. Chairman, before we leave this, why 
is it not possible to show these one-dollar items by way of 
formal amendments to the act? The reason I state this is 
because there have been cases where a lawyer, in looking 
at the act, has been completely misled because he has 
assumed they were available to him in one compilation or 
in a list of amendments to the act. I remember one case 
particularly where an act regarding veterans’ allowances 
had been extended by a one-dollar vote in the supplemen
tary Estimates to Newfoundland, and lawyers in New
foundland had advised their clients that they were not 
covered by the act. There is no easy method for them to 
obtain this information to determine whether the act had 
been amended.

I am also aware of the objections to this situation. It has 
been said over and over again that legislation is a cumber
some process and it takes a great deal of time. Secondly, 
some of these items are of a temporary nature.

The Chairman: You are referring only to the ones which 
are legislative in nature?

Senator Groeart: Yes.

The Chairman: This would come under Item “C”?

Senator Grosart: That is right. I hope we will receive an 
answer to this question today. It seems to me there could 
be a formal amendment attached to the supplementary 
Estimates covering these one-dollar items which would 
indicate the acts which are to be amended. It would seem 
to me that this would not delay the passing of supplemen
tary Estimates or the covering of the appropriation bills.

The legislatures have agreed to these amendments in 
this one-dollar form. I ask why it is not possible to just say,

“The following acts are amended . . .” This would then be 
included in the index used by lawyers and others, and 
would seem to me to be a much tidier method.

As to the suggestion that some are temporary, legislation 
lapses continually. Much legislation is not removed due to 
lapsing for perhaps 10 years. In view of this I direct the 
attention of the representatives of Treasury Board to the 
following: firstly, has this been considered?; secondly, are 
there good reasons why it cannot be implemented?

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Chairman, as the senator has pointed 
out, this route is used in the case of certain amendments to 
legislation. This matter having been raised in this commit
tee on a number of occasions, I checked the recent revised 
statutes and cannot say in all cases, but in a considerable 
number the statutes do incorporate the amendments 
under the appropriation acts.

Senator Benidickson: How is that done? How are they 
given section numbers?

Mr. MacDonald: If I may take a case in point, the Trans- 
Canada Highway Act was extended a number of times 
through appropriation acts. The section of the act which 
defines the period during which the act would apply, indi
cates at the end that it was amended by an appropriation 
act in such-and-such a year, giving the necessary 
references.

Senator Benidickson: That is good, but the revised statutes 
are published only every 10 years.

Mr. MacDonald: In recent years there has developed some 
hope that publication will be more frequent.

Senator Benidickson: While not personally sure of this, I 
believe that Senator Grosart is quite right, that these 
amendments are missed by those who publish law digests 
for lawyers and other interested parties. They will, of 
course, keep us abreast of changes made since the last 
publication of the Revised Statutes. However, this type of 
legislation is not necessarily promulgated to the law 
profession or such organizations of veterans and others 
who are simply interested in the current status of the law.

Mr. MacDonald: We have drawn this matter to the atten
tion of the officials of the Department of Justice. That may 
have had some effect on what has been done with respect 
to the Revised Statutes.

Senator Benidickson: Three or four organizations issue 
information annually as to changes in statute law. Whether 
they overlook these I cannot say, but they very well could.

The Chairman: When inquiring into a particular act of 
Parliament, is it not true that on request the department 
will issue a list of amendments?

Senator Benidickson: Two years later.

Senator Grosart: In my experience, the consolidation 
which is made available seldom includes these.

The Chairman: One item excludes the Canada Develop
ment Corporation from section 149 of the Income Tax Act. 
It would be interesting to know what happens in that case?
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Senator Benidickson: Would CCH make a note of that?

Mr. MacDonald: I do not know. We could suggest to the 
secretary of the board that he draw this to the attention of 
the Deputy Minister of Justice.

Senator Benidickson: Well, this has been done year after 
year. In my opinion, ministers and Cabinet just find it a 
quick method of sliding these changes through, rather 
than presenting an amending bill to the house. No matter 
what we say, they seem to insist on favouring personal 
convenience.

Senator Grosart: My feeling is that we may be under a 
misapprehension that this is a necessary short cut. I repeat 
my suggestion that there should be included in the appro
priation bill a statement that: “The following acts are 
hereby amended . . .” because the appropriation bill 
becomes an act of Parliament. It would merely be a matter 
of clearly stating the amendment. Another advantage of 
this would be that it is obvious that these legislative 
changes made by one-dollar items are not made in lan
guage which provides opportunity for proper judicial 
review of their exact effect. It merely says, “For the pur
poses of”—usually section so-and-so shall be extended. It 
is not, however, phrased in statutory language. Normally, 
we require that an act be drafted by officials of the 
Department of Justice in the least ambiguous language 
possible. The language contained here is not unambiguous 
in the sense of draftmanship.

Mr. MacDonald: I cannot pretend to any expertise. I 
believe, however, it is in the form similar to the language 
contained in bills amending sections, deleting words and 
extending periods.

Senator Grosart: I am not a lawyer, but I am reasonably 
sure that if my suggestion were adopted and accurate 
amending wording were drafted, the form of the wording 
would be considerably different.

Mr. Dewar: Mr. Chairman, if it is the wish of the commit
tee, we will make a particular effort to discuss this with 
the solicitor of the Treasury and others who are involved. I 
am sure they have a concern, as does the Department of 
Justice, that the effects on the legal profession referred to 
by the senator should be presented.

Senator Grosart: And, of course, the effects on the public.

Mr. Dewar: And the effects on the public. I would like to 
make one comment, Mr. Chairman, with regard to Section 
C of this document. Senators will find in glancing through 
the items involved that very few are other than govern
ment housekeeping and financial management operations. 
I say this not to excuse the process, but to comment that, 
apart from the item referred to by the Chairman with 
respect to the Canada Development Corporation, and the 
Income Tax Act, and perhaps one other . . .

Senator Benidickson: The deletion of debts, of course, is 
similar.

Mr. Dewar: Yes, senator.

Senator Benidickson: Write-off of stores.

Mr. Dewar: These items are not likely to affect the public 
and not likely to involve lawyers in the problems to which 
Senator Grosart referred.

Senator Grosart: The effect of legislation is never certain.

The Chairman: Further to Senator Grosart’s very worth 
while points, Vote L22b, on page 30 of the Estimates, could 
be a very substantive amendment. It could have far reach
ing consequences, with which Parliament might very 
much desire to concern itself.

Senator Benidickson: Except that it does not affect the 
individual citizen very much; it is a matter of balancing 
the accounts in Treasury.

Mr. Dewar: Mr. Chairman, as senators have probably 
already realized, this is a vote for the purpose of clarifying 
the intent in Canadian legislation to continue to fulfill our 
commitments to these international organizations in terms 
of our gold obligations to them. The practice has devel
oped in Canada, as in other countries during the post-war 
period, of expressing in our legislation, including appro
priation acts, the value of our obligations in terms of the 
U.S. dollar equivalent of gold.

With the declared intention of the United States of 
changing their dollar relationship to gold, we must take 
legislative action of this kind to re-establish in legal form 
our obligation to these organizations, at the level to which 
we intended to maintain it.

The Chairman: So, in other words, our guarantee now is, 
in effect, 6 per cent to 8 per cent below what it was before, 
speaking strictly in terms of the present value of the 
American dollar?

Mr. Dewar: Yes, Mr. Chairman. This has occurred for a 
rather unforeseen reason.

Senator Grosart: My point is that we might very well have 
made a different decision, as part of our foreign policy or 
trade policy. This was not the only alternative decision 
open to us. We have made this decision, so it is a major 
legislative change. It is not just bookkeeping; it is a policy 
decision.

The Chairman: Let us probe a little further. What, for 
example, is Finance Vote L5, Appropriation Act No 3, 
1971?

Mr. Dewar: This was a vote to authorize the Minister of 
Finance to make contributions to the International Devel
opment Association in the three years commencing 1971- 
72, in the amount of $150 million U.S. Senators will realize 
that this is the contribution to the Soft Loan Fund of the 
World Bank for International Development.

The Chairman: That means that, roughly speaking, the 
contribution in present-day funds is now somewhere in the 
neighbourhood of $162 million. Would that be correct?

Mr. Dewar: At the time the vote was passed, it was 
estimated in the Blue Book that it was $153 and some 
million Canadian dollars.

The Chairman: It would therefore be somewhere in the 
neighbourhood of $165 million, would it not?
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Mr. Dewar: My arithmetic fails me at the moment.

The Chairman: I am thinking of the 8 per cent 
devaluation.

Mr. Dewar: The legal authority, as you realize, has been 
declared in terms of the US dollar, and the dollar equiva
lent in Canadian terms is simply expressed as an estimate. 
The US dollar having changed its relationship to gold and 
to the Canadian dollar, the intent of the vote L22b, which 
we are discussing, is of course to restore the Canadian 
dollar equivalent to the original contribution.

Senator Laird: Where would an interested party get a clue 
as to the existence of this item that we are speaking about, 
other than from perusing this document? Is there no index 
anywhere, that would give him a clue that this has 
happened?

Senator Grosart: That is what we are discussing.

Senator Laird: I know, but let us be specific. There are 
annotations to acts put out by private law book companies.

Senator Benidickson: Digests.

Senator Laird: Senator Benidickson mentioned digests. In 
those private publications, is there any indication, in your 
experience, as to whether or not these things are tracea
ble? I do not know the answer. I am wondering whether 
you do.

Mr. Dewar: I am not a lawyer. I have had no direct 
experience of this. To my knowledge, there is no source of 
accumulated data like this, apart from perhaps the annual 
statutes.

The Chairman: Senator Grosart, you were talking about 
having these items come under the appropriations act.

Senator Grosart: I was thinking in terms of an appendix, 
or an extra section in the appropriate act, saying, “In 
keeping with the foregoing, the following acts are amend
ed, as follows: ... “I do not think it would delay the 
process.

The Chairman: It would be an omnibus bill.

Senator Grosart: Yes.

Senator Benidickson: This is an omnibus act on our part.

Senator Laird: Then, Mr. Chairman, it would appear in 
these private annotations.

The Chairman: What would you think of that 
arrangement?

Mr. MacDonald: It is not a matter that is under our own 
control. We check the Appropriation Acts to make sure 
that they add up, and things like that. We could certainly 
check this out with the Department of Justice, and with 
the parliamentary officials who co-operate with us on the 
Appropriation Act. I understand that the suggestion would 
be for an additional schedule to the Appropriation Act 
which would say something to the effect that section so 
and so of—in this particular case it might be the Canada 
Development Corporation Act—now reads. We will cer
tainly investigate that.

Senator Grosart: I would move that the Treasury Board 
officials be requested by the committee to report on the 
feasibility of handling it in this way. I will leave it to you to 
word it.

The Chairman: How would you like to word it, senator? I 
think it is important.

Senator Benidickson: I would preface it by saying, “Not
withstanding our preference, where appropriate, for 
actual amendments to the bills themselves”—this is not 
good language, but this is what I have in mind—“our 
preference still is that the bills be amended when you are 
introducing legislation of consequence.”

The Chairman: It would have that effect, as I understand 
it.

Senator Grosart: Might I be allowed to move my motion 
later?

The Chairman: Is it agreed?

Hon. Senators: Agreed.

The Chairman: Would you second that, Senator 
Benidickson?

Senator Benidickson: Yes.

The Chairman: Perhaps we can now proceed.

Senator Benidickson: I think we are still on the document.

The Chairman: It might be worthwhile to hear the open
ing statement of the officials and then come back to the 
document. At that stage, I presume you would want to be 
more detailed in your examination.

Senator Benidickson: When perusing the document—I 
have already said it explains many things that I was up in 
the air about when I simply read the Blue Book, Supple
mentary Estimates (B)—I am also impressed with the fact 
that you have taken pains to provide us with this good 
summary, which I appreciate, although it would have been 
more helpful to us had it been presented to us three days 
ago. In looking through the one-dollar items, it seems to 
me that it would take no more printing in the Blue Book, 
Supplementary Estimates (B), to say what you have said 
by way of explanation in this document, particularly with 
the “A” section of the document, the one-dollar items 
authorizing transfers from one vote to another within a 
ministry to meet a certain increased cost. In this supple
mentary document, which came into our hands only this 
morning, you explain why it was possible to take money 
from elsewhere in the department in order to provide 
everything but one dollar for the new proposed 
expenditures.

It would hardly enlarge this Blue Book, which I call 
Supplementary Estimates (B), if the explanation given in 
this new document had originally been incorporated in it. 
In this latest document it is stated that the reason for the 
additional expenditure is that a vessel went aground; and 
there is extra money unexpended up to March 31, 1972 to 
meet this additional expenditure as a result of a building 
in British Columbia not proceeding.
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The Chairman: I think your point is understood, senator. 
Perhaps we could ask the officials for the answer.

Mr. Dewar: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I believe the 
Senate, House of Commons, and the government are deal
ing with a question of a spectrum of choice. There is no 
doubt that the explanation given in this latest document 
would be helpful for a better and clearer understanding of 
the offsets, as we call them, the sources of additional funds 
on $1- items.

Senator Benidickson: They are all fairly brief.

Mr. Dewar: Some of them are briefer than others, sena
tor. I think it is a matter of decision and judgment as to 
how far this should go. If you think of it in terms of the 
supplementary Estimates book I think we might find our
selves with a bit of a narrative running through a lot of 
items which could turn a legislative document into a 
highly descriptive commentary.

Senator Benidickson: That might be so, but I also want to 
compare it with the pages and pages and hours and hours 
filled by parliamentarians in the committees of the two 
houses in asking questions as a result of the explanation in 
the Blue Book being inadequate. There have been eight 
volumes printed of the proceedings which took place on 
the other side, and there will be some here. I feel a good 
part of those proceedings could have been eliminated if a 
line or two extra by way of explanation had been put into 
the Supplementary Estimates (B) book.

The Chairman: It may be that if we move towards the 
concept of Senator Grosart’s motion we will satisfy that 
very valid point, senator.

Senator Benidickson: I am not so sure of that, Mr. Chair
man. I find a trend in most bills contrary to my earlier 
experience. We used to have a full explanatory note on the 
right-hand page, but this practice is today, more often than 
not, abandoned.

The Chairman: It is sometimes clearer if there are no 
explanatory notes.

Senator Benidickson: Well, we certainly do not see them 
today. It used to be the custom that we did get in layman’s 
language, on the right-hand pages of the proposed statute, 
explanatory notes. We do not get those in bills these days, 
in most cases.

Mr. Dewar: If I may make one additional comment on 
this point, Mr. Chairman. We continually have in mind the 
problem of better communication with Parliament on 
these matters. Senators will be aware of the changes made 
in recent years, and I am sure it has already been noted by 
the committee that this is helpful in stating the activity 
distribution of estimates and giving a better example of 
the purposes for which the funds are asked. At the other 
end of the spectrum, senator ...

Senator Benidickson: That was what was promised, but 
after carefully reading Supplementary Estimates (B) I do 
not feel it has been accomplished.

Mr. Dewar: If I might just suggest, senator, this is what 
we reach—a book like this which my notes are in—if we go

to the other end of spectrum. It is a balanced judgment as 
to what should be incorporated in the Supplementary Esti
mates book, which I think we shall have to continue.

Senator Benidickson: I think it is still too terse or 
ambiguous.

The Chairman: If there are no other views on that par
ticular point, we will pass on to the opening statement.

Mr. Dewar: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do have copies, if 
it is the wish of honourable senators to have them 
distributed.

The Chairman: Is it your wish, honourable senators?

Hon. Senators: Agreed.

Mr. Dewar: Mr. Chairman and honourable senators, the 
supplementary Estimates you have before you ar the 
second and final supplementary Estimates for the fiscal 
year 1971-72 now drawing to a close. As you will see from 
the summary of the totals on page 5 of the shall Blue Book 
these estimates are made up of:

$185 million for budgetary expenditures along with
$151 million in non-budgetary expenditures—in other 

words, loans, investments and advances—which Parlia
ment is being asked to vote. The Estimates also contain net 
changes in amount of

$98 million in statutory items for a grand total of $434 
million.

The total of all Estimates presented to Parliament this 
year, then, amounts to $15,195 million for budgetary items 
and $1,279 million for non-budgetary items.

A few large items account for most of the amounts 
involved in the supplementary items. These items are:

$20 million to recoup the Agricultural Commodities Sta
bilization Account for deficiency payments paid on hogs.

Senator Benidickson: Was there not also a large item in 
there relating to barley?

Mr. Dewar: Yes, sir.

Senator Benidickson: It was not as big as this.

Mr. Dewar: I will get to that later, senator. It is under a 
different department.

Continuing the large items: $12 million under the 
Canadian International Development Agency to provide 
aid for rehabilitation and reconstruction in East Bengal.

$145 million for loans to developing countries. This is not 
really an increase in loans as I will explain later.

$40 million being an upward revision in the amount 
forecast as payable in equalization payments to the 
provinces.

$92 million for a revision in the forecast of payments to 
Quebec under the Established Programs (Interim 
Arrangements) Act, principally because of higher hospital 
services costs and higher welfare costs.

$11 million to the Canadian Wheat Board for losses 
incurred in the operation of the barley pool account for 
the crop year ending July 31, 1971.
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Senator Benidickson: One is Agriculture and the other is 
Trade and Commerce.

Mr. Dewar: That is correct, sir.
$68 million for payments to producers for wheat to 

increase their returns from wheat going into domestic 
consumption.

$25 million in additional funds for the Local Initiatives 
Programs under the Department of Manpower and 
Immigration.

$25 million for a revision in the forecast of Canada 
Assistance Plan payments which the federal government 
makes to the provinces in sharing their welfare costs.

$15 million to the Ministry of Transport to cover the cost 
of three ferry vessels originally financed under a loan vote 
in 1968-69.

$20 million to the National Capital Commission to cover 
the acquisition of certain lands and structures owned by 
the E. B. Eddy Company.

There are also some reductions in forecast amounts of 
statutory items noted in these estimates. In particular, 
there is a $55 million reduction from the $80 million origi
nally established as a limit under the Employment Sup
port Act set up to reduce the unemployment effects that 
were expected to flow from the 10 per cent United States 
surcharge. There is also a reduction of $18 million in the 
amount forecast as payable to the Unemployment Insur
ance Commission as the government’s contribution. This 
amount is no longer payable with the coming into full 
effect of the new Unemployment Insurance Act.

Senator Benidickson: The government will probably have 
a greater obligation under the new act.

Mr. Dewar: Yes, that is right, sir. It is as the result of the 
timing of the introduction of the new legislation that this 
amount of $18 million occurs.

I should also mention that the $145 million for loans to 
developing countries . . .

The Chairman: I am sorry, but may I interject for a 
moment? Why would the government have a greater obli
gation under the new act?

Senator Benidickson: The benefits are greater and the 
contributions are greater.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Chairman, under the old act, the 
government made a matching contribution which was 
essentially one-fifth of the total amount; two-fifths were 
supplied by the employer, and two-fifths by the employees. 
It was made on a current basis, that is, the 1971-72 contri
butions were made in 1971 and 1972. However, under the 
new legislation, the government pays all of the cost of 
benefits for unemployment over 4 per cent. It pays this 
amount in arrears. Whatever costs arise in the year 1972 
would appear in the 1973-1974 estimates based on actual 
unemployment experience. In a sense this is a somewhat 
deceptive figure which is shown here.

Senator Sparrow: How does the fund finance itself in the 
interval?

Mr. MacDonald: There is a provision in the legislation 
whereby the Minister of Finance can make repayable 
advances to the Unemployment Insurance Account to 
meet any deficiency in the amount needed to pay benefits 
and meet administrative costs.

The Chairman: How does the government determine the 
amount which is payable for unemployment in excess of 4 
per cent?

Mr. MacDonald: This legislation is sometimes complex. 
However, it permits taking into account unemployment in 
the various regions and a number of factors of this kind. I 
am not familiar with the Act in detail.

The Chairman: Thank you.

Mr. Dewar: I should mention that the $145 million for 
loans to developing countries replaces an item for $172 
million for the same purpose that was in the Main Esti
mates for 1971-1972. That is, the provision for these loans 
is being reduced by $27 million to offset most of the 
amount provided in the supplementary Estimates this 
year—both these and the ones of last December—for spe
cial aid grants occasioned by the needs arising out of the 
incidents in what used to be called East Pakistan. As the 
members of the committee probably know, the Canadian 
government establishes an aid target each year covering 
all loans and grants to developing countries and interna
tional financial agencies who provide other loan funds to 
these countries. The reduction in loans to offset an 
increase in grants is designed to keep us within the target 
for 1971-1972.

Finally, these estimates contain some one-dollar items, 
39 in all. Twenty of these are concerned with the provision 
of authority to transfer money, already approved in a 
previous appropriation act of this year, from one vote to 
another.

The others are concerned with: other amendments to 
previous appropriation acts or other legislation; the dele
tion of debts when the amounts exceed $5,000 which is the 
statutory limit on executive power to delete debts; authori
ty for the payment of grants for which funds already exist 
but which had not previously been brought to the attention 
of Parliament.

Honourable senators will notice that there are more than 
39 items listed in the document dealing with one-dollar 
items. This is because some of the same items appear in 
more than one category.

Senator Benidickson: Regarding the item on deletion of 
debts, as I recall reading the Supplementary Estimates (B), 
there were other items concerning write-off of stores 
which were obsolete. These were not one-dollar items. 
They were gross items, were they not?

Mr. Dewar: No, Senator Benidickson, in items of that 
kind, an amount is appropriated to write-off those stores.

The Chairman: I wonder whether Mr. Dewar has finished 
his statement?

Mr. Dewar: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator Groeart: Regarding the last item, which deals 
with Canadian International Development Agency, I 
wonder why it is necessary to make this provision, because 
when I read the Main Estimates I find that last year $150 
million was approved for the same purpose and, apparent
ly, only $81 million was spent. Can you give us the figures 
regarding the backlog, if I may use that term, of approved 
expenditures which have not yet been spent? I am not 
being critical. I am aware of some of the reasons why they 
do not spend all of the money in one year. Of that figure of 
$172 million, how much money is on hand at present?

Mr. Dewar: I think Mr. MacDonald will be able to give us 
some of these figures. However, before he does, I am sure 
that all honourable senators will be aware that both on the 
loans and the grants side of the aid program we are 
dealing with non-lapsing accounts in the sense that each 
year the estimates vote money into the accounts which 
may be spent either at the time or in future years.

Senator Grosart: This is the reason I asked that question, 
because non-lapsing accounts of this kind are unusual.

Mr. Dewar: Yes, that is quite right. I am sure we have 
some information available. I do not know how up to date 
it will be.

Mr. MacDonald: The only information we have here now 
deals with the grants side and not the loans side of the aid 
program. It indicates that there is $83 million authorized 
and unspent as of March 31st, 1971. I do not have the 
balance on the loans. We could obtain that information 
and supply it to you.

Senator Grosart: I would appreciate that very much, 
because a few years ago almost the total annual appro
priation for the year had not been spent and was on hand.

Senator Croll: That is $81 million out of how much?

Senator Grosart: The figures are not exactly comparative. 
The actual expenditures for the years 1969-1970 were $81 
million and the approved estimates for the years 1970-71 
were $150 million; but they are relatively the same.

Mr. Dewar: If I may, Mr. Chairman, I do not feel we are 
dealing with a question of $81 million out of some larger 
figure because over a period of years Parliament appro
priates money into the non-lapsing fund both on the grant 
side and on the loan side. It accumulates over the years. So 
the outflow in any one particular year must be measured 
against the accumulation on either the grant or the loan 
side. My information is not statistical in nature. However, 
the situation which Senator Grosart has described regard
ing the slow outflow of money as against the amounts 
which have been voted is changing and has been over the 
past year or two. I believe we are now in a situation where 
incremental additions on the loan side in any one year is 
approximately balanced by the outflow. On the grant side, 
we have been close to that situation for a number of years 
since grants are used for payments of services such as to 
Canadian teachers, or technical advisors. They use this 
appropriation as they would use an appropriation on a 
normal vote which was not nonlapsing.

Having said this, I would be more than happy to provide 
you with up to date information.

Senator Grosart: I think this is necessary for several rea
sons. Underdeveloped countries complain because we 
appropriate an amount which does not get transferred to 
them. Another reason is that in the OECD comparative 
statements, which indicate the level of aid from developed 
countries to underdeveloped countries, they use actual 
expended figures. Therefore, very often Canada shows up 
rather badly in that type of comparison, because OECD 
does not give us credit for what we are committed to 
spend. That would be a more important figure in the long 
run than what we actually transfer in any one year.

Mr. Dewar: I believe, Mr. Chairman, that we have suc
ceeded now in obtaining the agreement of OECD to pro
duce data on both aspects. However, it is quite correct that 
in the past the Canadian statistics have tended to appear 
not so good as those of some other countries, for the 
reason mentioned by the senator. In addition to that, the 
nature of our aid differs from that of some other countries 
where the outflow in dollar terms is faster, but one might 
think that the quality of the aid is different.

Senator Grosart: That, of course, is another and larger 
question, because, certainly, our own loan program is 
probably still the softest in the world.

The contingencies vote has been discussed here and 
elsewhere many times, and the type of development of this 
fund has come under considerable criticism. I notice that 
there are some quite fundamental changes dating back to 
the last supplementaries. Could you explain to us now—as 
I know you have done elsewhere, Mr. Dewar—the exact 
status and purpose of the contingencies vote now? Would 
you do this particularly in relation to the negation of the 
reserves for retroactive salary increases?

The Chairman: That refers to Vote 5b on the last page of 
the one-dollar items.

Mr. MacDonald: This goes back to 1968-69, when we had 
difficulties in collective bargaining in reaching settlements 
in the expected year. I believe it was in that year that 
authority was obtained in the supplementary Estimates to 
set up as a reserve the balance remaining in the contingen
cies vote. The money was there for the purpose of meeting 
expected costs of retroactive salary adjustments arising 
out of the first round of collective bargaining. These agree
ments, however, were much delayed and I gather that the 
government was rather unwilling to in effect inflate the 
Estimates year after year. Therefore, in that and subse
quent years the contingencies vote has contained a provi
sion to establish these reserves, showing the amount trans
ferred to the reserve as an expenditure of the year in 
question.

This practice has been subjected to considerable criti
cism, so the effect of this item in the supplementary Esti
mates is to negate the provisions of the main Estimates 
from 1971-72. Therefore no reserve will be set up at this 
year end. The main Estimates for 1972-73 do not contain a 
provision to set up a reserve. In other words, the practice 
of establishing reserves has been discontinued.

The balance remaining from all reserves, dating from 
the establishment of the first, was $40 million at the end of 
January 1972. Current demands remain outstanding 
against that figure. These consist of payments which will
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be made with respect to collective bargaining agreements 
recently concluded.

Senator Grosart: For what type of unforeseen require
ments has this fund been used in the past?

Mr. MacDonald: The hard core of the vote is roughly $50 
million or $60 million per year. Last year the largest 
demands made on it were for the student summer employ
ment programs, which were essentially covered in subse
quent supplementary Estimates. We have occasionally met 
forest firefighting costs. Initial payments under relief 
items to Bangla Desh, which were mentioned earlier, were 
made.

We instruct the departments to include in their Esti
mates a certain per cent of their current year salary costs 
as a provision against any general salary increases. Any 
amount over and above this per cent will be met from the 
contingencies vote. Year after year something like the 
major portion of the contingencies vote is used for that 
purpose.

Senator Benidickson: I cannot recall the item in Supple
mentary Estimates (B), but I remember yesterday reading 
at least one which votes a replacement of something 
drawn from the contingencies fund. Are there other items 
of that type?

Mr. MacDonald: There would be quite a number.

Mr. Dewar: A good example is the forest firefighting cost. 
Last summer in the territories was very bad for forest 
fires, which exceeded the provision in the departmental 
votes.

Senator Benidickson: So, through supplementaries, the 
gross of the contingencies fund is returned in substantial 
part to what it was at the beginning of the fiscal year?

Mr. Dewar: Yes, senator, for that type of item that is 
correct.

Senator Grosart: What is the constitutional nature of the 
access of the government to that fund?

Mr. MacDonald: I suppose it lies in the actual wording of 
the vote, which is very broad.

Senator Benidickson: It is in the original Estimates.

Mr. MacDonald: If it is of any relevance, I compared the 
size of the contingencies votes throughout the years with 
the size of the vote portion of the Estimates. It has tended 
to remain constant, or to decline. If I may exclude those 
amounts which related in those years to setting up 
reserves to meet retroactive salary costs, it stayed fairly 
constant, while the size of the Estimates has increased. 
Looking ahead into the 1972-73 Estimates, one or two items 
which might in other years have appeared as provisions in 
the contingency vote, such as students summer employ
ment and something to do with bilingualism, have been set 
up as separate votes in order to keep the contingencies 
vote down to its usual level.

Senator Grosart: Has Treasury Board itself complete 
authority to withdraw funds from the contingencies vote 
for a specific purpose?

Mr. MacDonald: For the use of the Treasury Board itself, 
as a department?

Senator Grosart: No, I should say Treasury Board in the 
larger or Cabinet sense.

Mr. MacDonald: All withdrawals from the contingencies 
vote are subject to approval of the Treasury Board and 
are the subject of a formal submission to it.

Senator Grosart: I refer now to the short fall of $55 mil
lion in the appropriation in the Employment Support Act. 
It would seem to me that the contingency for which the $80 
million was provided continues to be ongoing. Will there 
be further provision in next year’s Estimates, or is the 
problem over?

Mr. Dewar: Mr. Chairman, under the terms of the 
Employment Support Act approved by Parliament, the 
grants were to be provided, if I may quote, as follows:

... to support employment in Canada by mitigating 
the disruptive effect on Canadian industry of the 
imposition of foreign import surtaxes or other actions 
of a like effect

The United States surcharge having been discontinued 
on December 19, applications now being received are with 
respect to unemployment resulting from other causes. I 
am afraid I am not being very clear on this.

Senator Grosart: I get your point. The reason I ask this 
question is that at the time it was brought in, it was made 
clear to us that this did not apply, from the government’s 
point of view, merely to the United States; that there might 
be other—I have forgotten the phrase—actions of a like 
effect. If the situation arose again, would money be found 
in the contingency fund? This act of Parliament has not 
been repealed.

Mr. MacDonald: In effect, the act, as it is written, makes 
provision only for the year 1971-72. The payments would 
not be possible under that law after March 31 of the 
current year.

Senator Croll: How much was expended?

Mr. Dewar: The forecast expenditure is $25 million. Not 
all of that has been expended to this date, because some 
applications relating to the period before December 19, are 
still under study.

Senator Grosart: The short fall is $55 million.

The Chairman: That vote was increased, was it not, from 
its original amount?

Mr. MacDonald: No, Mr. Chairman; it was always $80 
million, plus about $300,000 for administration.

The Chairman: Are there any further questions?

Senator Grosart: The total figure which we have on page 5 
of this year’s expenditures—which also appears in the 
statement—is once again not the total spending of the 
government for the year. We went into that at a previous 
session. Can you tell us what is the total spending figure of 
the government?
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Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Chairman, I think there are several 
totals.

Senator Grosart: That is what worries me.

Mr. MacDonald: The first thing one might add is non
budgetary expenditures—loans, investments and advances 
made under other statutes. There add to a figure of $800 
million to $1 billion. They embrace loans under the Nation
al Housing Act, the Farm Credit Corporation Act and so 
on. You would have to go on and add disbursements out of 
superannuation accounts, and disbursements out of cer
tain non-lapsing funds which are shown in the accounts. 
There is a definition of government expenditures in the 
National Accounts, but that would not satisfy you because 
it treats the Post Office as a public sector. We do not have 
a figure on total government expenditures in those terms.

Senator Grosart: Are you working on it?

Mr. MacDonald: No, sir, other than to explain the difficul
ties, as we have attempted to in the return that was made.

Senator Grosart: I think it is desirable to do this. It seems 
to me that we should be told what is the total outflow of 
expenditure by the government.

Mr. MacDonald: In the Treasury Board we do not have 
the resources. We do not do economic analyses. In the 
statistical sense, it is the function of Statistics Canada, and 
of the Department of Finance. We are more of a consumer 
of statistics.

Senator Grosart: I would imagine that in reaching, say, a 
figure of $16.4 billion, you would want to relate it in the 
larger context, to all spending. There must be a connection 
between the two.

Senator Hays: May I ask an unrelated question?

The Chairman: Before you do, senator, on pages 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9 and 10 of the document that is being printed as an 
appendix to these proceedings, which are answers provid
ed by Treasury Board to some of the questions asked in 
our examination of Supplementary Estimates (A), Trea
sury Board deals with the feasibility of providing a com
plete list of outstanding loans, investments and advances, 
with particulars. It also deals with the feasibility of provid
ing the committee with the total of the government spend
ing program, with as much of a breakdown as possible, as 
compared with the previous year and the Gross National 
Product. Perhaps that should be examined by honourable 
senators and be the subject of discussion at our next 
meeting. Are you working on your motion, Senator 
Grosart?

Senator Grosart: I have to leave to keep an appointment. 
However, I will have the motion typewritten and brought 
down to you.

Senator Benidickson: Are we starting in the Blue Book, or 
have we finished with the one-dollar items? Some of the 
explanations in this morning’s document explaining the 
one-dollar items, answer some of the question marks that I 
put in the Blue Book, Supplementary Estimates (B), and 
some may not.

Then we have the third document, which is the mimeo
graphed statement that was given us. I do not recall that I 
had marked for query a request for an explanation of the 
barley item.

Are we going to go through the Blue Book item by item? 
If so, when we come across these items in reading the Blue 
Book, Supplementary Estimates (B), we can deal with our 
questions at that time.

The Chairman: It is not generally the approach of the 
committee, senator, to go through the Estimates item by 
item. If you have any questions to raise, please feel free to 
do so.

Senator Benidickson: Then I shall have to turn pages. 
Some are answered by this paper handed to us this morn
ing. Apparently, it is not the practice here to go through 
the Estimates department by department, page by page, 
such as is done by the Estimates Committee of the other 
place.

The Chairman: Generally, our approach to the Estimates, 
and the approach of this committee, has been along the 
lines that we have been discussing today—methods of pre
sentation. We tend to leave to the other place the detailed 
examination of the Estimates, unless honourable senators 
have a question about a particular item.

Senator Benidickson: I have those on a separate page.

The Chairman: It has been the stance of this committee 
that it tends to duplicate the work of the other place. Our 
function is probably to be found in two main areas: an 
examination of a particular program or department in 
detail; or a general economic examination of the type that 
we made under the heading of Growth, Employment and 
Price Stability.

Senator Benidickson: I note that only certain departments 
with items in Supplementary Estimates(B) had departmen
tal officials, other than officials from Treasury Board, 
before the committee of the other place. There is printed, 
of course, the general discussion of Treasury Board's over
all statements; and then another session, I note, dealt with 
Energy, Mines and Resources. I have not read that particu
lar one, but I am sure it is covered. However, from that 
point on, alphabetically, we have Environment. I do not 
think the Minister of the Environment was before the 
committee of the other place.

In order not to breach what the chairman says has been 
our practice, I have a question by reason of the explana
tion of the one-dollar items. Under the one-dollar items, 
20b, Environment—and I reiterate I do not feel this is too 
lengthy to be incorporated in the Blue Book . . .

The Chairman: That point has been noted, senator.

Senator Benidickson: You will find under Environment 
Vote 20b, (e), there is an expenditure of $75,000 for sports
men’s shows and publicity. My question also relates to the 
next paragraph, (f), and I am curious as to whether these 
are foreign sports shows, or not.

Mr. Dewar: If I may, sir, the reference to sportsmen’s 
shows, according to the information we have received 
from the department, is that this is a specific requirement
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of $25,000, of the total of $75,000 shown, for a sportsmen’s 
show in Vancouver at which the department will have a 
display.

Senator Benidickson: You will see by looking at para
graph (f) under the head “Emergency Assistance to the 
Province of Ontario” an additional $50,000 to the $1,360,- 
000 in the main Estimates. My question is: Do paragraphs 
(e) or (f) refer to moneys which have already been provid
ed federally by the Department of the Environment to help 
combat those problems that have arisen as a result of the 
discovery in the lakes of northwestern Ontario of what is 
considered an excessive mercury content?

Mr. Dewar: Yes, senator, the $50,000 item additional to the 
funds previously provided under the main Estimates does 
refer to that.

Senator Hays: Of the 37 per cent of the Gross National 
Product collected in taxes from all levels of government, 
do you have a percentage breakdown of that used by the 
federal government, the provincial governments and 
municipal governments?

Mr. MacDonald: We could supply that. I would not want to 
rely on memory, but it is available in the national 
accounts.

Senator Hays: Is the amount used by the federal govern
ment decreasing?

Mr. MacDonald: In a relative sense it is decreasing, yes. 
The more informative way in which to look at those fig
ures, of course, is to realize the federal government is 
essentially a transfer agent for much of its expenditure.

Senator Hays: I realize that.

Mr. MacDonald: I believe certain figures in the national 
accounts are presented net of transfers, first, from the 
federal government to the provincial governments, and 
then from the provincial governments to the municipal 
governments. We will supply those figures.

Senator Hays: My other question is this: With respect to 
this $20 million which is going to the stabilization account 
for the deficiency payment on hogs, do you have the for
mula governing the distribution of that?

Mr. Dewar: Senator, I can only speak to this in fairly 
general terms. It arises, as I am sure senators are aware, 
from price falls as a result of a hog surplus, and the way it 
operates under the act is that a base price is arrived at on 
the average of the previous ten years and then the Gover
nor in Council establishes a prescribed price which is 
frequently 80 per cent of the base price.

I cannot tell the committee with certainty if this was, in 
fact, the formula used with hogs. I do not have that infor
mation with me.

Senator Hays: I believe that is the correct formula. The 
information I am after is how it is broken down. For 
example, I believe the number eligible for deficiency pay
ment is 200. Now, of the 200 hogs, is there a class or 
category on which the farmer receives payment, or does 
he receive it on all marketable hogs that he would ship?

Mr. Dewar: I do not know in sufficient detail the opera
tion of this program to answer your question senator, but 
if it is the wish of the committee we will obtain that 
information and provide it to the committee.

Senator Hays: It is my understanding that if one’s 
application for such payments is not received by March 31, 
then he will not be able to participate. There is some 
confusion as to the claim that a hog raiser is allowed to 
make. For example, he might sell feeder hogs, marketable 
hogs, or other categories. In other words, if a sow is worth 
so much, a marketable hog is worth so much. Is it tied to 
grade?

Mr. Dewar: We will contact the Department of Agricul
ture and obtain that information as quickly as possible, 
senator.

The Chairman: Is that satisfactory, senator?

Senator Hays: Yes.

The Chairman: Let us just go over what we are to be 
provided with.

Mr. MacDonald: I have a note to provide information on 
unspent balances under International Development loans, 
and the details on the formula for hog deficiency pay
ments under the Agricultural Stabilization Act.

The Chairman: Yes, and the third item, I believe, is the 
relative percentages of expenditures by the various levels 
of government.

Mr. MacDonald: Yes.

The Chairman: Were there any other items, honourable 
senators? There is a fourth item I should like to have. We 
have had this in the past and it has proved to be useful. I 
am referring to the write-off of National Revenue. There is 
a write-off of $5.7 to $5.8 million of claims which essential
ly arise, I gather, out of uncollectible taxation debts. I 
believe it has been our approach in the past to have a list 
of those write-offs.

Mr. Dewar: I can give you some information on that by 
category, Mr. Chairman. The complete list comprises a 
huge book.

The Chairman: It seems to me that what we did in the 
past was establish a minimum figure; it may have been 
$100,000; in other words, we would only be interested in 
the major write-offs. In the past, write-offs in excess of 
$100,000 were provided.

Mr. Dewar: I believe we can compile such a list, senator.

The Chairman: Would that be a lengthy list? In the past it 
has been a rather short one.

Mr. MacDonald: May I examine our records, Mr. Chair
man, and if it seems unduly long I might take the liberty of 
phoning you to see whether you want it or not. I rather feel 
it will be short.

The Chairman: It is really the major ones we wish to look 
at.

Mr. MacDonald: We would list them by category of 
reason.
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Senator Isnor: That is a good question, Mr. Chairman. I 
should like to know the basis on which the department 
arrives at a decision to write-off a debt.

The Chairman: For the most part, senator, according to 
what we have found in the past, a write-off results from a 
taxpayer being deceased or bankrupt.

Senator Benidickson: And in the case of some overpay
ment to veterans' pensions or veterans’ allowances.

The Chairman: That is another item, senator, but it is of a 
similar nature. The one we are dealing with is taxation.

Mr. Dewar: The categories I have listed here are in accord 
with what the chairman said. It is comprised of deceased 
taxpayers with no estate or bankrupt companies.

Senator Beaubien: How would you assess a debt if he has 
no estate? Would that be income tax he did not pay?

The Chairman: If he had a debt by virtue of either estate 
tax, income tax or some form of taxation, and then he died 
without any assets in his estate. Is that not so?

Mr. Dewar: That is right.

Senator Beaubien: You cannot levy an estate tax, if he 
dies with nothing.

The Chairman: But it may be a previous claim for income 
tax.

Senator Benidickson: I am still trying to stay within your 
broad history of examination. On External Affairs, page 
20 of Supplementary Estimates (B), under “Activity to be 
Supplemented”, comes “Foreign Operations.” That takes 
up only part of the line for printing purposes, and it does 
not satisfy anyone who wishes to know where we are 
expanding and why we are expanding. But you, in the 
document you presented this morning, make it very easy 
for us to understand. I think you could have done that in 
the Blue Book. You say this is basically for setting up a 
diplomatic mission in Algeria. That information could 
have been put right here in the Blue Book or in the 
supplementary Estimates, and we would not have been 
worried about it.

Again, on the principle that was raised earlier this morn
ing, on page 22, also under External Affairs, referring to 
Vote L26b, we get into the field of legislation for years 
backward and forward. You will find there the phrase 
“subsequent fiscal years”. If I followed Senator Grosart’s 
questioning properly this morning with respect to interna
tional aid, there is a form of continuing pool for unspent 
funds. Is this a vote of that nature? Then there is another 
one that relates to legislation that we are continuing with 
respect to something we promised or committed ourselves 
to in 1968-69. Those kinds of things we would call legisla
tive, would we not?

Mr. Dewar: Yes, sir, it is a legislative item.

Senator Benidickson: On page 24, under Grants, you are 
dealing with something based on authority that goes back 
to Appropriation Act No. 2, 1965.

Mr. Dewar: Yes, sir. That $12 million item, for example, is 
a payment into the special account established by the 
Appropriation Act of 1965, which is the form of carrying 
in a non-lapsing way the funds voted for grants.

Senator Benidickson: Non-lapsing way? I see. But we are 
simply giving more money on the principle of the legisla
tion of 1965?

Mr. Dewar: That is right, senator. If I may comment on 
Vote L26b, that involves a request for Parliament to give 
authority for $145 million of additional loan funds which 
may be spent in this or in subsequent fiscal years.

Senator Benidickson: There is another one-dollar item 
under Finance on page 30, Vote L22b. It is only a one-dol- 
lar item, but it is very confusing because it refers to 
Appropriation Act No. 4, 1969. I am sure the people whose 
job it is to inform the public annually of law changes do 
not look at Appropriation Acts.

The Chairman: I think that point and the other points you 
have made will be reflected in our report to the Senate, 
Senator Benidickson.

Senator Benidickson: Would you be able to provide later 
some detail about the fairly substantial and increasing— 
and I think properly increasing—expenditures under the 
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development 
as indicated at the bottom of page 34? On that page, 
without any detail or explanation, it says that the general 
item, Community Affairs, will be $110 million. Could we 
have an explanation of the purposes and of the type of 
expenditures provided by that very large appropriation?

Mr. Dewar: There is a description, senator, in the main 
Estimates book of what Community Affairs covers. The 
amount you refer to is an additional provision under that 
activity.

Senator Benidickson: On page 40 there is a reference to 
last fall’s legislation, $80 million. When you put something 
in brackets, like that $55 million which is in brackets, it 
means that the $55 million of the $80 million was not 
utilized or will not be utilized in the current fiscal year. Is 
that what it means?

Mr. Dewar: That is correct.

The Chairman: That is covered in the statement, Senator 
Benidickson.

If I may interrupt for a moment, Senator Grosart has 
just given me a copy of his motion. Perhaps, if I read it to 
you, we could vote on it now. It reads as follows:

Moved:
In the opinion of the committee it is desirable that any 

amendment to an existing Act of Parliament be made by 
a separate amending Act of Parliament, other than an 
Appropriation Act, and that the present practice of 
amending legislation by $1 votes in the main and supple
mentary Estimates is unsatisfactory for several reasons, 
including the fact that such amendments are not sys
tematically reported either in law reports, digests or 
other sources of information readily available to the 
legal profession and the public.

24898—
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It is recognized, however, that there may be cases 
where separate amending acts for each and every legis
lative amendment now made by Appropriation Acts 
would unnecessarily add to problems of time and timing 
in the already over-burdened parliamentary legislative 
processes.

The committee, therefore, recommends that considera
tion be given to the formalization of the amending 
effects of such $1 votes in Appropriation Acts by explicit 
amendments to the existing acts concerned in a separate 
schedule to any Appropriation Act where such amend
ments are required.
That motion has been moved by Senator Grosart and 

seconded by Senator Benidickson. Is there any discussion 
on the motion? Is it agreed that it should carry?

Hon. Senators: Agreed.

The Chairman: The motion is carried.

Senator Grosart: Mr. Chairman, perhaps you should ask 
the witnesses whether, in general, that motion meets, shall 
I say, their convenience.

The Chairman: That is a good suggestion, senator.
Mr. MacDonald: From my knowledge of the subject, it 

sounds conceivable, but we would really have to discuss it 
with the Department of Justice and the legislative authori
ties attached to parliament.

Senator Grosart: The operative word is “consideration”?

Mr. MacDonald: Yes.

Senator Benidickson: On page 42, under Industry, Trade 
and Commerce, I was curious about the last paragraph, 
which refers to contributions for the purpose of defence 
export sales. That is a one-dollar item. I recently heard, on 
a phone-in program on national TV, General Allard ques
tioned very severely about the extent to which we in 
Canada provided financial assistance and encouragement 
for the export of defence products that might make their 
way to Vietnam, and so on. What kind of firms receive 
contributions of this type? Have we a list of them, or could 
it be provided?

Mr. Dewar: The reference on page 42 refers back to Vote 
10b on page 40, which has to do with a change in commit
ment authority under the program. If I may, I would like 
to point out that this program supports developments in 
Canadian defence industry for the purpose of defence 
export sales or civil export sales. Without commenting on 
the point you have made, senator, let me say that the same 
industrial firms may in fact be operating in the field of 
civil exports sales as well. One thinks of things like air
craft, for example. I do not have the information that you 
are specifically seeking, in terms of the firms involved. I 
think this is something the Department of Industry, Trade 
and Commerce would have to comment on. Generally we 
are talking about secondary industry, which may be oper
ating in the field of producing equipment or technological
ly advanced vehicles that could fall under both the defence 
and civil use category. However, I think any listing of the 
firms or categories of firms would have to come from the 
department.

Senator Benidickson: On page 50 there is a large item 
gross, not a large item net, under the Department of 
National Defence. We slide over the transfer in this form 
of report of $15,400,000 that was apparently available in 
the department somewhere else. It is a large amount of 
money. I just make the point that it would take very little 
more printing to give the information that you have pro
vided this morning under National Defence, in which you 
say very briefly, but adequately, that funds are available 
due to production and delivery delays and cost changes. 
What is in the blue book is not very helpful.

There are several places in the Supplementary Esti
mates, as on page 52, where you say “New capital projects 
(Information only—no appropriation required)”. For 
instance, under National Defence you give some detail, 
which I am glad to see, of these capital projects approved. 
For what reason do you put that kind of item in the 
supplementary Estimates? It is in several places, as in 
Public Works and some other places.

Mr. MacDonald: When the form of the Estimates was 
changed in 1970-71 the minister and officials from the 
Treasury Board met with the Public Accounts Committee 
of the other place, and I believe discussed the new Esti
mates with this committee as well. Under the heading of 
“Information” a number of changes were made. For 
instance, the listing of grants and contributions, the break
out of the Civil Service in terms of the classifications, are 
all provided in the main Estimates. In the case of capital 
projects, although the size of the capital vote for a depart
ment may be established in main Estimates, some projects 
are not yet approved by the Treasury Board. This is a 
listing of new capital projects that have, as it were, 
reached a stage where they could be particularized in the 
supplementary Estimates but were not at that stage in the 
main Estimates.

Senator Benidickson: Then, as production proceeds, we 
will be asked to vote simply what is the estimated amount 
for the subsequent fiscal year.

Mr. MacDonald: You will see in the main Estimates a 
table which talks about the current. . .

Senator Benidickson: 1972-73?

Mr. MacDonald: Yes. It is current estimated cost. It will 
talk about expenditures to date, expenditures expected in 
the new year and expenditures in future years. An attempt 
is made to provide a fairly updated list of major capital 
construction and acquisition.

Senator Benidickson: Referring to the Health, Insurance 
and Resources Program on page 54, I am surprised that 
there is apparently an under-expenditure under the Medi
cal Care Act. My reading in recent times may have been 
faulty, but I have the recollection that everybody was 
complaining that the doctors’ bills that had been received 
under this scheme were accelerating at an amazing pace, 
each province was worried about the problem, and we 
were even going to impose a maximum acceleration in 
future years for post-secondary education, and perhaps 
for this. Why would there be an under-estimate on some
thing that, if my understanding is correct, has been jump
ing forward in leaps and bounds?
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Mr. Dewar: The fact is that the $581 million forecast as 
the requirement. . .

Senator Benidickson: It is a small percentage, I guess, of 
the total.

Mr. Dewar: ... is now considered to have been too high a 
number. The reason for the reduction in forecast expendi
ture is that final settlements in respect of the 1970-71 year 
is somewhat lower than expected, mainly because of lower 
than estimated costs retroactively in the Province of 
Quebec.

Senator Benidickson: I return to the question of legisla
tion. On page 56 we have Vote 30b, Welfare Services. You 
would, I think, regard that as a legislative item, would you 
not?

Mr. Dewar: Yes.

Senator Benidickson: Again I say that the figures, without 
some explanation, are scarecely adequate for a poor par
liamentarian who is not an accountant, because he has to 
add up all those items that are not going to be expended. 
There are five in the paragraph, and they total the fairly 
substantial sum of $2,863,000. H owever, in heavy print we 
are only directed to the net of $477,000. That is the kind of 
thing I find difficult.

The Chairman: If I could just interject there, it is one of 
the things that bothers me. You say that is a legislative 
item?

Mr. Dewar: Yes, it is.

Senator Benidickson: It is extending the statute.

The Chairman: That is right. We have been tremendously 
concerned in this committee about legislative items, but 
we have always confined ourselves to the one-dollar votes 
that give rise to legislative items.

Senator Benidickson: I do not now see the difference. This 
is relatively new.

The Chairman: I am wondering if under the heading of 
legislative items we should include not only the one-dollar 
items but other items where there is an appropriation.

Senator Benidickson: That is the motion we have already 
Passed.

The Chairman: I am not sure that it is.

Senator Benidickson: It could have special attention.

The Chairman: It refers to just one-dollar item votes.

Senator Benidickson: No, because this is an example of an 
extension of an act, the authority of an act.

The Chairman: I agree with you, senator.

Senator Benidickson: It is not a one-dollar item, I agree.

The Chairman: I am saying that the motion we passed 
Was for one-dollar items. I wonder if that ought to be 
extended to deal with other items.

Mr. MacDonald: It probably should.

The Chairman: Are there many items of that nature.

Mr. MacDonald: They are relatively rare. You may 
remember that on one occasion we attempted to provide a 
rather more exhaustive listing than the one-dollar listing, 
on anything that could be in any sense construed as being 
legislative in the Estimates; the committee expressed a 
preference for returning to the one-dollar listing.

Senator Benidickson: Again, I am trying not to confine 
myself to details of expenditure, although beyond the 
point that I think in a vew words more pointed informa
tion could be given from time to time, although not invari
ably, I find in the Supplementary Estimates (B) that in 
connection with an expenditure you also have a column 
showing the additional man years authorized that will 
result from the expenditure. On that basis, it would seem 
pertinent to ask representatives of Treasury Board if they 
have figures which would show either the growth or 
reduction of the Civil Service as of this date, or the nearest 
date, they could provide as it would compare to the year 
immediately previous.

Mr. MacDonald: There are comprehensive tables in the 
main Estimates.

Senator Benidickson: On what page would you find that?

Mr. MacDonald: It would be table 8 in the main Estimates 
which you have before you.

Senator Benidickson: The main Estimates?

Mr. MacDonald: Yes, it would show over a period of three 
years the authorized level and the actual strength of the 
civil service at key points.

Senator Benidickson: I do not recall having seen that. 
What is the amount to be added to this figure as a result of 
the appropriations we are being asked to pass this morn
ing? How many more bodies are involved in this figure?

Mr. Dewar: We do not have the aggregate sum.

Senator Benidickson: Every now and again in the Esti
mates I see it indicates one body, four bodies, fifteen 
bodies. But you have not totalled all those amounts.

I did not have time to read through as far as page 72 on 
Secretary of State this morning, and perhaps you have 
given us these details, but under the item “Arts and Cul
tural Support”, under the heading “Activity to be Supple
mented”, the additional amount which is being requested 
this year is $1,050,000. How is this amount being spent?

Mr. Dewar: The $1,050,000 relates to assistance which is 
being requested for three cultural organizations: $500,000 
to the Shaw Festival towards the cost of construction of a 
new theatre . . .

Senator Benidickson: That is in Stratford?

Mr. Dewar: No, that is at Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario; 
$250,000 for Jeunesses Musicales du Canada towards the 
cost of moving from Montreal to its facilities at Mount 
Orford, Quebec, and for refurnishing its facilities to make 
it a year-round theatre. $300,000 is for Théâtre du Nouveau 
Monde towards the purchase and refurnishing of a theatre 
in Montreal.
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Senator Benidickson: While this is a one-dollar item, I 
think you have omitted in your document, under the head
ing Secretary of State, any details of the work which was 
not done in 1971-72 which makes it possible to have this 
convenient offset of $1,049,999.

Mr. Dewar: Senator Benidickson, if I may, there is a 
reference to the source of funds in the document which we 
have tabled.

Senator Benidickson: As I have said, I did not have time to 
look for it.

Senator Laird: Where is it? I have been looking for it.

Mr. Dewar: The page is not numbered. It is Section “A” 
on the fifth substantive page, vote No. 15b, Secretary of 
State.

Senator Benidickson: Yes, thank you.
There are three sections which are not marked by page 

numbers under Section “S”—at the bottom of page 84 
under Solicitor General you are asking for additional 
funds of $75,000. I do not think the Solicitor General 
appeared before the committee of the other place this 
year. They are requesting a grant for that department, and 
it has been approved by your office, for $75,000 for 
rehabilitation of inmates. Can you indicate to which after
care agencies this sum will be provided?

Mr. Dewar: Senator, I do not have a list of the agencies. 
However, we are told that, for example, it may be the John 
Howard Society.

Senator Benidickson: They have received grants in the 
past. But there are some new agencies that are performing 
this type of work, and one which I am particularly inter
ested in is in Ottawa. I was wondering whether that was 
one of the agencies included in this list?

Mr. Dewar: I will obtain that list for you Senator if you 
wish.

The Chairman: Do you wish to have that list, Senator 
Benidickson?

Senator Benidickson: Yes, please.

The Chairman: Is that a long list?

Senator Benidickson: It is only for an amount of $75,000.

The Chairman: I am wondering if we should limit the 
amount on the lower items.

Mr. Dewar: Mr. Chairman, the $75,000 is a supplementary 
increment to a base of $335,000 mentioned in the earlier 
estimates.

Senator Benidickson: Then I ask you, why is that not 
indicated when a column is provided for previous 
estimates?

Mr. Dewar: The larger figure, which I have indicated, 
would be part of the Estimates detailed at the top of page 
84.

Senator Benidickson: You mean the figure of $63 million?

Mr. Dewar: Yes, although we do not indicate the base in 
the previous Estimates column at the bottom of the page.

Senator Benidickson: Since the main Estimates and Sup
plementary Estimates (A) were prepared, a decision has 
been made to provide $75,000 to after-care agencies. Some 
of these agencies may have been assisted in the main 
Estimates. I am curious to know if there are some new 
agencies on that list; and, if so, which?

The Chairman: What are we being asked to provide then?

Mr. Dewar: If it is the wish of the committee, we will 
request a list of those agencies which are receiving sup
port and the total amount of support.

The Chairman: Is that for the total of $370 million?

Senator Benidickson: Yes, and specifically what the 
amount of $75,000 would cover.

Mr. Dewar: Yes.

Senator Benidickson: On page 88 under the heading “Sup
ply and Services”, I have heard about departments obtain
ing computers and Treasury Board taking over supervi
sion in order to avoid duplication and an excess in 
capacity of various types, and an attempt has been made 
in the field of information to centralize the operation and 
eliminate the large information bureaux which exist in 
every conceivable department. This does not seem to have 
accomplished very much.

What control have you exercised in the matter of depart
mental purchases of computers, and to what extent, if you 
have made an inquiry, do you feel that the computers that 
have been purchased and do exist but are not in a central 
place like Supply and Services and are in departments 
themselves—what percentage of each day are those expen
sive computers utilized? Have you made a study of that?

Mr. Dewar: There are two points I would make in reply to 
that question. The first is that if the departments are to 
obtain computers by rental or purchase they must, of 
course, come to Treasury Board for the authority to do so. 
This sets up a procedure of review. Secondly, we recognize 
the problem of underutilization. There has been a major 
study underway of this problem the results of which I 
hope will begin to appear in the near future. The purpose 
will be to create a better centralized direction of the plan
ning, acquisition and use of computers throughout the 
government including the central computer services.

Senator Benidickson: You have a responsibility in this 
respect, being the overall economic representatives of 
Cabinet and Parliament. Has the Minister of Supply and 
Services any responsibility for this? If a department does 
not want to use Supply and Services, can it go out, subject 
to your approval, and have its own computer?

Mr. Dewar: The Department of Supply and Services has a 
responsibility only to supply service in this field if asked. 
The Treasury Board operates as a control agency.

Senator Benidickson: To try to avoid duplication and 
underutilization?

Mr. Dewar: That is correct.
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Senator Bourque: Referring to page 28, Department of 
Finance, Contracting-Out Payments Program, I find the 
figure of $91,945,000. Total Budgetary Expenditures is also 
put down as $91,945,000, but I think the Quebec Govern
ment got a total of $256,400,000. Under the heading of the 
Supplementary Estimate this figure of $91,945,000 is cor
rect, but, as I say, I think the Quebec Government got 
$256,400,000.

Mr. Dewar: That is correct. What we have here is a 
revision in the supplementary Estimates to the forecast of 
payments under the statute that was given in the main 
Estimates. The main Estimate forecast was $164,000,000 
and we are now revising that upward by reason of later 
information, by $91,000,000 to $256,400,000.

Senator Bourque: But then the total budgetary expendi
tures would not be $91,945,000. That figure might be 
misleading.

Mr. Dewar: Perhaps it refers to total budgetary expendi
tures expressed in this Supplementary Estimate.

Senator Bourque: You see, I think the federal government 
paid $256,400,000.

The Chairman: I think, senator, you would have to look at 
the column to the right. The three columns added together, 
the previous Estimate of $164,455,000 plus the Supplemen
tary Estimate of $91,945,000, make $256,400,000 which is on 
the right-hand side.

Senator Bourque: That is how I figure it too, but then you 
see the total budgetary figure is $256,400,000.

The Chairman: That is correct, and that is under the 
heading “This Supplementary Estimate", and what is 
intended there is the total of this particular Supplemen
tary Estimate.

Senator Bourque: Well, I think that the “Total Budgetary 
Expenditures" there under the explanation does not give 
the true explanation because, in fact, the federal govern
ment paid $256,400,000, and that might mislead a lot of 
people into thinking that they had only paid $91,945,000.

The Chairman: So you would like to see the $256,400,000 
alongside the figure of $91,945,000.

Senator Bourque: Yes, because they got $256,400,000.

The Chairman: Thank you, senator.

Senator Manning: Mr. Chairman, on page 44, dealing with 
the Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce, we 
find a supplementary Estimate of $68,000,000 as “Contri
butions to Price of Domestically Consumed Wheat” Does 
that all pertain to the new two-price system?

Mr. Dewar: Yes.

Senator Manning: Is there any information available with 
respect to the formula that is indicated in the quotation 
from the regulations on that page? There is a reference, 
for example, to designated areas and to certain acreage 
restraints. Is that all spelled out somewhere where we can 
get it?

Mr. Dewar: The information is available from the Depart
ment. We have obtained a copy of the statement made by 
the Minister on this point, and if you wish I can give the 
committee some information from this as to the method of 
distribution.

Senator Manning: Well, we can get it from the Depart
ment of Agriculture.

Mr. Dewar: Yes, sir, but it is in fact from the Department 
of Industry, Trade and Commerce.

The Chairman: Did you want that information, Senator 
Manning?

Senator Manning: No, I can get it from the department.

The Chairman: Treasury Board can provide it to the 
committee.

Senator Manning: Well, if they can do that, so much the 
better.

Another question comes to mind as a matter of curiosity. 
On page 76, dealing with the Secretary of State, the 
National Film Board shows a supplementary Estimate of 
$703,000. The main item of this is $664,000 for the produc
tion of films and other visual material. I am just curious as 
to why, in this type of operation, there would be a need for 
a supplementary of this kind, because this is not the type 
of operation where emergency situations come up, or 
where there are unforeseen reasons for having to expand 
during the year. What would prevent the making of a total 
estimate at the beginning of the year and staying within it? 
I agree this is not a large amount, but it seems to me that it 
is hard to relate an emergency or an unforeseen situation 
to this type of operation.

Mr. Dewar: Mr. Chairman, this would not be explainable 
in terms of contingency or emergency, but rather in terms 
of program change. These would be changes decided on 
by the government on the proposal of the Film Board 
made sometime during the year. To be somewhat more 
specific, the films involved in the $664,000 figure are a 
number of informational films on federal government 
departments which it was decided should be done since 
the main Estimates were prepared. Secondly it concerns 
the production of films on Canadian ethnic groups as part 
of the government’s policy on multi-culturalism. This was 
decided upon subsequent to the preparation of the main 
Estimates for 1971-72.

Senator Manning: Well, Mr. Chairman, I think that prac
tice of approving that type of expenditure during the year 
is rather unsound. These things are never so urgent that 
they cannot wait and be embodied in the regular Estimates 
for the following year. It is the kind of thing that in the 
aggregate can throw your Estimates out considerably if 
the practice is accepted that if something becomes desira
ble then it also becomes urgent. In my view, it very rarely 
is urgent. I think that from the control standpoint of Trea
sury Board, that is a point which should be insisted upon.

Mr. Dewar: I have no particular comment on that except, 
perhaps, the observation that, as I am certain Senator 
Manning is well aware, we are dealing here with quite a 
long time-span between the preparation of the main Esti-
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mates and the completion of the fiscal year to which they 
pertain. Main Estimates are, in effect, locked-up, printed 
and tabled approximately four months before the fiscal 
year commences. There is therefore approximately 16 
months or more between the printing and tabling of the 
main estimates and the end of the fiscal year. Without in 
any sense arguing against the very good point that has 
been made, specifically with reference to cases such as 
this, I think it is a fact that government programs will 
sometimes change, or priorities shift which, of course, is 
the reason for such supplementaries as these.

The Chairman: Have you anything to add, Mr. 
MacDonald?

Mr. MacDonald: No, except that the length of the budge
tary cycle is a factor. An expenditure may not be urgent if 
it is a matter of a few months but over a matter of a year 
and a half it acquires a degree of urgency.

The Chairman: Do you consider that the particular item 
mentioned by Senator Manning is of that degree ' of 
urgency?

Mr. MacDonald: The difficulty is that we operate on a 
one-year appropriation basis. If a department is to under
take an expenditure within a year, provision must be made 
for the funds and the bills must be paid within that year. 
There is first a question of the urgency of making such 
films in a particular year. Then there can be no question 
as to the urgency of the funds once the decision has been 
reached to make the films, because there is no method of 
carrying costs over into succeeding years.

Senator Benidickson: On page 96, under the heading 
“Transport”, Vote 45b, I believe it was stated with refer
ence to one of your documents provided only this morning 
that this is a transfer to something that will be an expendi
ture for something that in 1968-69 was included in the loan 
category. What was the justification or philosophy in 1968- 
69 of including it in loan, rather than construction of 
building? You would wish to spend so much in 1968-69 and 
so much in 1969-70 and so on?

Mr. MacDonald: This is really the adjustment of a previ
ous supplementary Estimates item.

Senator Benidickson: But did I not hear you say that in the 
previous years it was included under the heading of 
“Loans”.

Mr. MacDonald: That is correct.

Senator Benidickson: What was the philosophy that 
caused it to be included under “Loans” at that time when 
now it is thought that it is more properly an expenditure, 
with which I agree?

Mr. MacDonald: I believe it is an admission of a mistake 
in approach in the first instance. This item was criticized 
by the Auditor General and this is an adjustment to cor
rect the accounts.

Senator Benidickson: There are two illustrations on the 
same page referring to ferries, which I believe strongly 
support my suggestion that adequate detail, without 
becoming undue detail, would be very helpful to a par

liamentarian. Its absence simply means that we have to 
carry out unnecessary investigations. It would be simple in 
the first instance to state, as is stated in the document 
supplied only this morning, with reference to an item that 
is almost $17 million, the details as to where this ferry is 
located. It is not contained here, but there is an empty line 
where it could easily have been printed.

The last item on the same page is “Ferry Services: 
Modification and refit of vessel.” Most of us did not know 
where this vessel operates, but it is indicated in the docu
ment presented this morning. It would have been so easy, 
and there is plenty of space for the printer to include its 
location. I found, after some diligence in session No. 8, 
page 34, of the House of Commons Estimates committee 
that this vessel plies from North Sydney to Port aux 
Basques. Someone from another part of the country may 
not know that and we are curious with respect to these 
matters. Our curiosity is aroused when even a refit is 
worth $1,250,000. We may find a need for such a ferry in 
our own territory.

Is it agreed that Votes 5b and 12b contained in page 104, 
under Treasury Board, are legislative items of some 
consequence?

Mr. MacDonald: Vote 5b is an amendment to a previous 
appropriation act.

Senator Benidickson: This relates to the contingencies 
fund, in connection with which Senator Grosart earlier 
inquired regarding its purposes and method of utilization. 
Does Vote 5b contain anything that would in any way alter 
the explanation you gave earlier this morning?

Mr. MacDonald: No.

Senator Benidickson: Do you think it simply covers it?

Mr. MacDonald: That is correct.

Senator Isnor: Is that the vote dealing with the specified 
per cent in respect of salary increases?

Mr. MacDonald: Yes.

Senator Isnor: Is it a wise policy to put into the minds of 
employees that provision is made for an additional per 
cent increase in salaries?

Mr. MacDonald: I heard the explanation given by the 
President of the Treasury Board, I believe at this commit
tee. We have a problem in the legislation which makes it 
necessary to provide payments of funds within no more 
than 90 days after settlement is reached. In view of that, 
the budgetary cycle and the times at which these settle
ments take place, we must provide somewhere in the Esti
mates for funds sufficient to meet these costs as they arise.

We have the alternatives of providing the total amount in 
the Treasury Board’s contingencies vote, the total in 
departments or part in Treasury Board and part in depart
ments. We have chosen the third alternative.

The wisdom of forecasting increases in salary is a 
matter on which I cannot comment.

Senator Isnor: It appears to me that you are extending an 
invitation to thousands of employees to ask for an increase 
in salary of a stated per cent.
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Senator Beaubien: They will ask for it anyway.

Senator Isnor: That is their business, but for the employer 
to suggest to them that provision is made for it appears to 
me to be unwise. Will the employer suggest that?

Senator Benidickson: The employer is suggesting that he 
expects it.

The Chairman: It seems to me that in examining that 
from the past, the board has obfuscated the precise 
amounts to a fair extent. As a matter of fact, I recall that 
the minister did not want to give, and did not give us any 
details on the amount of the contingency reserve as it 
related to retroactive salary payments, on the grounds that 
negotiations were at that time going on and to do so would 
indicate the stance of the Treasury Board in respect of 
those negotiations. We did not press him any further for 
the information. I suppose it is a trade-off between what is 
good accounting and what is exposing your hand prior to 
negotiations. Do you have anything further on that, 
senator?

Senator Isnor: Thank you very much for your answer, Mr. 
MacDonald.

Senator Benidickson: I should like to reinforce the criti
cism of legislation by one-dollar items. I think a gross 
example of what is improper is probably at the bottom of 
page 104, under Vote 12b. I very much dislike this word 
“notwithstanding” what the statute said, what Parliament 
has passed and what the public know and what is in the 
Revised Statutes, “notwithstanding that”, that the public, 
the employees of the Canadian Wheat Board are going to 
be transferred from one category of the Public Service Act 
to another. What has one dollar got to do with that?

The Chairman: I think we are going over that ground 
again. That really is the essence of the motion that has 
already been passed by the committee.

Senator Benidickson: I am just putting it on the record as 
a gross example of what we are confronted with.

The Chairman: Yes, but I do not think you expect another 
answer from the officials on it?

Senator Benidickson: No.

The Chairman: Thank you, senator, for your very com
prehensive examination. Are there any further questions? 
It would be my proposal to formulate a report reflecting 
the examination the committee has made, and to present it 
to the Senate. Is it your wish that the report be left in the 
hands of the chairman?

Hon. Senators: Agreed.

The Chairman: Honourable senators, before we adjourn, 
may I say we have before us the Estimates for the fiscal 
year ending March 31, 1973.

Senator Benidickson: This is the end of the year. I did 
make a note to ask the question. Should we assume prop
erly that this is the last supplementary Estimates that we 
Will be asked for with respect to 1971-72?

Mr. MacDonald: To our knowledge, at least, sir.

The Chairman: That is not a promise.

Mr. MacDonald: It is probably a practical fact.

The Chairman: The Main Estimates have been referred to 
us by the Senate and we will be examining those in due 
course.

Rather than make a general examination of the Esti
mates, we have tended to be more specific in our examina
tions. I have been giving consideration to an examination 
of the adequacy and accuracy of unemployment statistics 
and the definition of “full employment” as it is presently 
used as a means of measuring the slackness or tightness of 
the economy.

What is worrisome is that the Economic Council defined 
“full employment” as 3 per cent; it is now talking about 3.8 
per cent. In our report on Growth, Employment and Price 
Stability we referred to figures of 4 and 41 per cent. It is 
becoming more and more apparent that the single figure 
of unemployment can be extremely misleading with 
regard to the slackness or tightness in the economy. While 
the government and the central bank do not necessarily 
exercise their policies on the basis of that figure, it is 
nevertheless the figure that is most often taken into 
account by parliamentary oppositions, by the mass media 
and the public generally. They use that figure to create 
pressure on a government or a central bank to take appro
priate actions in respect of the tightness or slackness of 
the economy.

If, indeed, due to changes in the make-up of that statis
tic, full employment is not something in the neighbour
hood of 3 or 3.8 or 4 or 4 j per cent, it may be that we could 
find ourselves, and do find ourselves, in a situation of 
trying to stimulate an economy that has already been very 
badly over-stimulated. Perhaps we should attack the prob
lem of unsatisfactory unemployment in a different 
manner.

Such an examination might be very worthwhile, espe
cially in a climate in which we have a number of people 
suggesting that the only way out of our dilemma is some 
sort of incomes policy or price and wage controls. I think 
we will want to know more precisely the methods by 
which we should determine the tightness of our economy.

It may well be that even today at 5.7 per cent we may be 
very close to a situation of extreme tightness and as a 
result of extreme inflation.

There is an American study which I have read which 
indicates that at 4 per cent full employment—their target— 
2.6 per cent of the married men will be unemployed, 7 per 
cent of the females will be unemployed, and 12 per cent of 
the teenagers will be unemployed.

This study points out that, as the teenagers and females 
constitute an ever-increasing proportion of the number of 
people participating in the employment market, this very 
fact means that the definition of “full employment” may 
be becoming less and less reliable. Indeed, the tendency to 
lump unemployment under one figure is a very dangerous 
one—in other words, we say a single percentage is what 
unemployment is.

The author of this study—and there are a number of 
studies in this direction—indicates that we should have a 
number of figures to look at.
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I throw that out as an indication of the way my mind is 
working regarding the sort of study we might undertake in 
respect of the Estimates.

Senator Benidickson: I was wondering if you would con
sider working on a special reference, an extension of the 
reference of the committee that did such good work last 
year under your chairmanship. This kind of thing may 
require more staff than we normally rely on.

The Chairman: It would indeed.

Senator Benidickson: I do not know whether it is specifi
cally proper to deal with it under Estimates. I know that 
fiscal policy has something to do with it. I wondered if you 
would consider making a motion, as you did before, for a 
particular reference on this very important point which 
you have so well outlined.

The Chairman: The point is well taken, senator. The 
study on Growth, Employment and Price Stability arose 
the same way, out of the Estimates.

Senator Benidickson: But you had a motion.

The Chairman: As a matter of fact, we did not. We later 
had a motion because the Supply bill came down, and we 
had to pass the Estimates. We were forced, by the efflux
ion of time, to have a special motion, and we did that.

Senator Benidickson: Is there anything in the rules of the 
Internal Economy, Budgets and Administration Commit
tee whereby special reference is better enabled to provide 
expert staff than a standing committee?

The Chairman: No, we have no problem that way. The 
reason that I would like to continue to do it under the main 
Estimates is that in another year, perhaps next year, I 
would like this committee to take on the function, under 
the main Estimates, of a very detailed and intensive 
examination of expenditures, either under a program or of 
a department.

Senator Benidickson: We did that the year before last on 
Indian Affairs.

The Chairman: I am thinking of something considerably 
more detailed than that. For that reason I would like to 
keep our examinations under the wing of the main Esti
mates, so that if we shift to the detailed type of examina
tion that I am thinking of, we would not create a situation 
in which there is more opposition than I would expect, 
either from Treasury Board or from the department 
concerned.

Senator Isnor: How about a conflict of study between 
your suggested committee and that of Senator Croll?

The Chairman: I beg your pardon, senator?

Senator Isnor: Would there be a conflict of study between 
your suggested committee work and that of Senator Croll?

The Chairman: In respect of what—poverty?

Senator Isnor: Yes.

The Chairman: I think not. In any event, if there were, I 
would avoid it.

Senator Isnor: They have broadened theirs to take in 
employment, have they not?

The Chairman: They have certainly made a form of eco
nomic examination in the course of formulating the 
report. That is quite right. I do not think that we would 
impinge on each other in this respect. As I say, if there is 
any chance of this happening, I would avoid it.

Senator Isnor: I think it should be given very careful 
thought. It could create the impression in the minds of the 
public, if submissions are going to be made on unemploy
ment to a greater extent than at present, that you might 
perhaps be encouraging it.

The Chairman: That is what I want honourable senators 
to think about before we embark on such an examination; 
in other words, whether or not it is contemporary, whether 
it is wise, and whether it will produce anything.

The reason why I would like to make the examination—I 
am speaking personally; I want to hear what honourable 
senators think—is that if the statistic that we are using, the 
single statistic, is misleading us into believing that there is 
slack in the economy when, in fact, there may not be, we 
will tend to continue to try to stimulate an economy which 
may not be able to take that stimulation. The result might 
be an unemployment figure which seems high, and may 
well be high, and inflation. We would have the twin prob
lems. The trade-off would become extremely bad. If that 
happened over a period of time, those who were calling for 
wage and price controls would obviously and definitely 
win their point. We might then undertake wage and price 
controls for the wrong reason.

I have no objection to undertaking wage and price con
trols if for the right reason, and if they are effective. If 
they are for the wrong reason, they will tend to be ineffec
tive, and the danger then is, if they are ineffective, that 
they will be continually tightened, and we run the risk of 
having virtually no economic freedom at all.

The main reason why I would suggest such an examina
tion is to make sure that we do not embark on such an 
exercise without knowing exactly what are the statistics 
and what sort of trade-off we are really trying to achieve.

Senator Isnor: I think you would have to take into consid
eration the principle adopted by other countries. At the 
present time we compare the situation with other 
countries.

The Chairman: In fact, senator, we do not. There is only 
one country in the world with which Canada is able to 
compare its unemployment statistics, and that is the 
United States. The definitions that are used in all the other 
major countries bear almost no relation to the definitions 
used by Canada and the United States.

Senator Benidickson: That is one reason why they can say 
their unemployment is one per cent or 2 per cent.

The Chairman: Quite right.

Senator Beaubien: That is a good reason for examining 
our figures and studying them carefully. I think it is a very 
good idea.
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The Chairman: It is really a personal view of what the 
committee might do. I should like honourable senators to 
examine the suggestions and perhaps we could talk about 
it as we go along. In the meantime, I am assembling a fair 
amount of information, and am talking to people who are 
experts in the field. Canada is fortunate in having a 
number of experts. Strangely enough, one of the sources 
of this expertise is to be found in this committee’s exami
nation of Manpower and Employment in 1961, in which 
Dr. Deutsch was very much involved.

Senator Isnor: I do not want you to think, from what I 
have said, that I am against it. It is just that I have always 
thought that there is already a lot of work involved with 
the Estimates. I simply throw that out for consideration.

The Chairman: Your point is well taken, senator, and 
perhaps you could reflect on it further and we can talk 
about it at a later time.

Are there any other matters to be raised, honourable 
senators? If not, on your behalf, I should like to thank both 
Mr. Dewar and Mr. MacDonald for coming today.

Hon. Senators: Hear, hear.

The Chairman: Your explanations were forthright. If 
there is an improvement in the committee’s hearings, it is 
probably that we gave you a little less information to look 
up than last time.

The Committee adjourned.
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APPENDIX "A"

Ottawa, Ontario. 
K1A OR5 
February 8, 1972

Senator D. D. Everett,
The Senate,
Room 259-E,
Ottawa, Ontario.
Kl A 0A6

Dear Senator Everett:

Attached are replies to questions left unanswered at the 
time Mr. Osbaldeston and I last appeared before the 
National Finance Committee.

I hope the length of time I have taken in preparing the 
replies has occasioned no inconvenience. The delay arose 
because of a series of circumstances affecting my ability 
to reach the sources of some of the information I needed.

Yours sincerely,

Bruce A. MacDonald,
Director General,
Budget Coordination.

c.c.: Senator A. Grosart

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR INFORMATION 

SENATE NATIONAL FINANCE COMMITTEE 

RE: SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES (C) 1971-72 

Subject
Automotive Adjustment Assistance Program 

Answer
1. This program was set up under authority of an item 

which appeared in Supplementary Estimates (C) 1965-66.
Industry Vote L27c

Loans, in the current and subsequent fiscal years and 
in accordance with terms and conditions prescribed by 
the Governor in Council, to assist manufacturers of 
automotive products in Canada affected by the Cana
da-United States Agreement on Automotive Products 
to adjust and expand their production; such loans to 
be made for the purpose of acquisition, construction, 
installation, modernization, development, conversion 
or expansion of land, buildings, equipment, facilities 
or machinery and for working capital; and to author
ize nothwithstanding Section 30 of the Financial 
Administration Act, total commitments of $20,000,000 
for the foregoing purposes during the current and 
subsequent fiscal years.

2. Items in subsequent Estimates have extended the pro
gram to apply to “material suppliers and tooling manufac
turers” and increased the amount available for loans from 
the original $10 million to $107 million:

Estimates Year Vote Amount
Supps. C 1965-66 L27c 10.0
Main 1966-67 L35 8.6
Supps. A L35a 6.4
Ma:n 1967-68 L60 30.0
Main 1970-71 ITC, L15 5.0
Main 1971-72 ITC, L20 15.0
Supps. A ITC, L20a 32.0

Total 107.0

3. The interest charged is 2 percent higher than that 
charged to Crown Corporations and the latter varies with 
the general rate of interest.

4. There is no provision for forgiveness and there are no 
cases of delinquency.

5. The Department feels that disclosure of recipients’ 
names and of particulars as to individual loans would 
breach the confidential relationships under which the 
loans were entered into.

Subject
Expected deficit given Supplementary Estimates (A). 

Answer
The Minister of Finance forecast a budgetary deficit of 

$1,000 million on October 14, 1971.

Subject
Carrying costs of the Public Debt during the 1960’s. 

Answer

Interest on the Public Debt 
(Millions of Dollars)

1960- 61 757
1961- 62 803
1962- 63 882
1963- 64 954
1964- 65 1,012
1965- 66 1,077
1966- 67 1,156
1967- 68 1,270
1968- 69 1,442
1969- 70 1,676

Subject
Employment Support Act 

Answer
The questions about this Act have been overtaken by 

events in that the United States surcharge has been 
dropped. The following particulars have been taken from 
a press release of the Department of Industry, Trade and 
Commerce dated January 19, 1972.

All Applications for grants relating to the United States 
surcharge under the Employment Support Act, were to be 
forwarded to the Employment Support Board on or before 
January 31, 1972.
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The Act, which was introduced in the House of Com
mons on September 7, was designed to provide employ
ment support grants for Canadian plants affected by 
import surcharges or similar trade restricting measures 
imposed by foreign countries.

Under the Act, grants were available only for the peri
ods during which the import surcharges or other trade 
restricting measures imposed by foreign countries were in 
effect. The United States 10 per cent surcharge was ter
minated as of December 20, 1971. Consequently, no grants 
relating to the United States surcharge can be made for 
any period beyond December 19, 1971.

Since its inception last October, the Board has received 
some 800 applications for assistance totalling approxi
mately $24 million in support of 27,000 jobs. To date (Janu
ary 19) the Board had approved applications totalling $4.73 
million in support of 12,316 jobs.

“Up to $80 million was earmarked in the Consolidated 
Revenue Fund for possible grants during the current fiscal 
year. When the Board has ruled on all applications 
received to January 31, 1972, the total amount of grants is 
expected to be substantially below that figure.”

Subject
Feasibility of providing a complete list of all outstanding 

loans, investments and advances with particulars.

Answer
Volume 1 of the Public Accounts for the fiscal year 

ending March 31, 1971 lists the balances outstanding on 
loans, investments and advances. The relevant schedules 
are on pages 10-7 to 10-16 which cover departmental work
ing capital advances (Schedule C); loans to the provinces 
or their agencies from the Canada Pension Plan Invest
ment Fund (Schedule D); Domestic Advances, Loans and 
Investments (Schedule E); External Loans and Invest
ments (Schedule F); and Inactive Loans and Investments 
(Schedule H).

Fairly extensive explanatory notes are provided with 
respect to items listed in these schedules.

The explanatory notes do not, however, go far enough to 
satisfy the interest expressed by some members of the 
Committee. A study of the testimony shows this interest to 
extend to:

—type of loan (mortgage, preferred stock or other 
security)
—name and class of debtor (individual, municipality, 
corporation, government, etc.)
—rate of interest
—repayment or amortization schedule and conditions 
—forgiveness provisions
—statutory authority under which each loan was pro
vided (this item suggests possible classification)
—repayment experience.

The best single source of basic data on these matters 
would appear to be the files of the Government Account
ing Branch of the Department of Supply and Services.

(This is the Branch which puts together the Public 
Accounts.) The Department has advised that no compila
tion of the information specified now exists and that its 
compilation in a form suitable for presentation and use by 
the Committee would be a major undertaking for which 
additional manpower resources would be necessary.

Subject
Feasibility of providing to the Committee “the total of 

the Government Spending Program with as much of a 
breakdown as possible, as compared to the previous year 
and as compared to the Gross National Produce”.

Answer
The quotation above is from the remarks of the Chair

man (page 23:23 of the proceedings) as he summed up a 
long discussion. From the discussion it is apparent that the 
members of the Committee who participated wished a 
report on government spending that embraced not only 
the outlays shown in Estimates but in addition:

—all loans, investments and advances which are not 
required to be included in Appropriation Acts and 
therefore do not currently appear in Estimates
—The outlays by funds such as the Canada Pension 
Plan Investment Fund and the Unemployment Insur
ance Fund
—all the expenditures of Crown Corporations like the 
Canadian National Railways
—all or at least government-financed expenditures of 
Panarctic and like organizations in which the govern
ment holds shares.

The information sought would be expected to cover a 
coming year as well as one not quite finished or just 
finished. Given this fact alone, the information require
ment goes much beyond anything now brought together.

In addition, a full assessment of the spending program 
would require very complete information on resources, 
both current cash balances and expected revenues, wheth
er in the nature of taxes, the nature of return on invest
ments, or any other source.

If the total scope of government expenditures were 
thought of as a great circle, then as its centre would be a 
smaller circle making up the budgetary expenditures of a 
non-statutory nature and some non-budgetary expendi
tures. This smaller circle is what appropriation acts are 
concerned with. There would be a series of concentric 
rings around this smaller circle adding together to make 
up the whole.

The small circle
1. budgetary expenditures requiring inclusion in 
appropriation acts
2. non-budgetary expenditures requiring inclusion in 
appropriate acts

The concentric rings
3. budgetary expenditures of a statutory nature (pre
sented in Estimates for information purposes only)
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4. non-budgetary expenditures authorized under stat
utes other than appropriation acts
5. payments of pensions and benefits from government 
employee pension accounts and funds such as that of 
the UIC and the CPP
6. loans to provinces and provincial agencies out of the 
CPP Investment Fund
7. expenditures of Crown Corporations financed from 
their own operations or from loans obtained from 
sources other than those listed above
8. tax revenues the Federal Government collects on 
behalf of the provinces.

Only the first three items above fall within the scope of the 
Estimates.

There would be very serious conceptual problems to be 
solved in developing this gross picture of government 
expenditures. Only some of these problems come immedi
ately to mind.

(a) Most of the receipts of the Unemployment Insur
ance Fund and the Canada Pension Plan Investment 
Fund come from employees and employers. To what 
extent are the disbursements from these funds to be 
considered “government” expenditures?

(b) Crown Corporations vary greatly in their depend
ence on the government for funds. Page 1, 2 of the 
most recently published Public Accounts lists 31 
Crown Corporations and other bodies who were only 
partially dependent or not at all dependent on the 
government in the year the Accounts covered. They 
vary from the Company of Young Canadians whose 
independence consists only in being able to draw on 
unexpended balances of funds paid into its account 
from previous years’ appropriations; through the CNR 
which borrows money from the government and other 
sources and receives government subsidies and com
pensation for its operating deficit; to Polymer which 
currently does not even borrow money from the gov

ernment. Reference was made on the Committee dis
cussions to Panarctic which is not a Crown Corpora
tion at all but, like Telesat, a public corporation in 
which the government is a major shareholder.

(c) Should this gross picture of government expendi
tures be conceived on an accrual or on a cash basis, or 
should it be conceived as partly on one basis and 
partly on the other? The accrual basis can provide a 
better measure of the government’s impact on the 
economy since payments under a cash basis may take 
place after the event. But the accrual approach is not 
consistent with the government’s financial systems 
prescribed in the Financial Administration Act.

(d) Crown Corporations do not all have the same 
fiscal year. Given the availability of detailed forecasts 
from all Corporations, forecasts would have to be 
adjusted to a common base, probably the govern
ment’s fiscal year April to March.

(e) There would be a number of adjustments neces
sary to the Estimates and other figures to make certain 
they relate to the same base. For instance, a few items 
in Estimates provide for authority to spend in future 
years while most do not. Occasionally, Estimates are 
used to authorize write-offs of loans by charging the 
balance of the loan as a budgetary expenditure. But 
since no cash is involved, this item would not corre
spond in substance to the other items.

The development and maintenance of a system to pro
vide the complete picture of government expenditures, 
which has been only sketched here, would require addi
tional manpower resources; possible institutional changes; 
the setting up of new flows of information; and a great 
deal of cooperation from a number of government depart
ments and Crown Corporations. It is not possible without 
further study to derive any firm estimate of the new man
power resources required, but even the very preliminary 
outline of the concepts that is given here suggests that the 
task would certainly require the equivalent of a small new 
economics division, say of six to ten professionals.
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Order of Reference

Extract foom the Minutes of Proceedings of the Senate of 
Thursday, 24th February, 1972

“With leave of the Senate,

The Honourable Senator McDonald moved, seconded by 
the Honourable Senator Cook:

That the Standing Senate Committee on National Finance 
be authorized to examine and report upon the expenditures 
proposed by the Estimates laid before Parliament for the 
fiscal year ending the 31st March, 1973, in advance of Bills 
based upon the said Estimates reaching the Senate.

The question being put on the motion, it was-
Resolved in the affirmative.

Robert Fortier 
Clerk of the Senate
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Minutes of Proceedings

Tuesday, June 20, 1972.

Pursuant to adjournment and notice the Standing Senate Com
mittee on National Finance met this day at 2.00 p.m. to consider 
the Main Estimates laid before Parliament for the fiscal year ending 
March 31, 1973.

Present: The Honourable Senators. Everett, Chairman; Beaubien, 
Bourget, Bourque, Croll, Grosart, Isnor, MacDonald, Molson, 
O’Leary, Paterson and Walker-(12)

On motion of the Honourable Croll, it was Resolved that 800 
copies in Ennglish and 300 in French of these proceedings be 
printed.

On motion of the Honourable MacDonald, it was Resolved that 
letters dated April 26 and May 18, 1972, from Mr. Bruce A. 
MacDonald, together with answers to questions relating to Sup
plementary Estimates (B), 1971-72, be printed as appendices (A and 
B) to these proceedings.
WITNESSES:

Treasury Board:

Mr. D. B. Dewar, Deputy Secretary (Program Branch);
Mr. B. A. MacDonald, Director General, Budget Co-
Ordination Group.

The Officials of Treasury Board undertook to supply answers to 
several questions relating to the Main Estimates 1972-73.

It was unanimously Agreed that the drafting of the Report be left 
in the hands of the Chairman and presented at the earliest 
opportunity.

At 4.00 p.m. the Committee adjourned to the call of the 
Chairman.

ATTEST:

Gérard Lemire, 
Clerk of the Committee.
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Report of the Committee

Tuesday, June 20th, 1972.

The Standing Senate Committee on National Finance, to which 
were referred the Estimates laid before Parliament for the fiscal year 
ending March 31, 1973, has in obedience to the order of reference 
of Thursday, 24th February, 1972, examined the said Estimates and 
reports as follows:

1. Your Committe was authorized by the Senate, as recorded in 
the Minutes of the Proceedings of the Senate of 24th February, 
1972, “to examine and report upon the expenditures proposed by 
the Estimates laid before Parliament for the fiscal year ending the 
31st March, 1973, in advance of Bills based upon the said Estimates 
reaching the Senate.”

2. In obedience to the foregoing, your Committee held one 
meeting on the Estimates and heard evidence from Mr. D. B. Dewar, 
Deputy Secretary, Program Branch, Treasury Board, and Mr. B. A. 
MacDonald, Director General, Budget Co-ordination, Treasury 
Board.

3. The Main Estimates for 1972-73 amount to $15,749 million as 
compared with the Main Estimates of 1971-72 when the amount 
was $14,352 million. Of the total of the Main Estimates for 
1972-73, $7,640 million are statutory in nature while $8,109 
million represent funds for which Parliament is asked to provide 
authority. In addition to these amounts there are $790 million of 
non-budgetary items. The change in budgetary expenditures as 
contained in the Main Estimates of 1971-72 and 1972-73 is $1,397 
million or 9.7%. In the past there has been interest in your 
Committee in comparing the rate of growth in expenditures and the 
rate of growth in GNP. The most current figure we have is for the 
rate of change in GNP between 1971 and 1972, and that was 9.1%.

4. Statutory expenditures account for almost 50% of the total in 
the Estimates. These cover some very large payments, such as the 
interest on the public debt, fiscal transfer payments to the provinces 
and payments to the provinces under shared cost programs. 
Statutory expenditures rose by $549 million or 7.7% between the 
Main Estimates of 1971-72 and these for 1972-73.

5. Your Committee noted that a change in the method of 
accounting for Unemployment Insurance Commission payments has 
resulted in a one year reduction in the Estimates of $180 million 
which is composed of $111 million in government grants and 
contributions and $69 million in operating expenditures. The effect 
of this change in accounting is to understate the amount of the 
budgetary expenditures by some $180 million and your Committee 
recommends that in future the changes in accounting procedures 
that affect the year to year comparison of Estimates be brought 
more clearly to the attention of the reader.

6. Attached to this report is a list which compares the 
disaggregated differences between the Main Estimates for 1972-73 
and the total forecast expenditures for 1971-72. It is to be noted 
one of the largest increases is to be found in Health and Welfare

which is partially composed of an $84 million increase in Medicare 
costs and a $100 million increase in hospital care costs.

Respectfully submitted.
D. D. Everett, 

Chairman.
Schedule to Report

Forecast 
Main Expendi- 

Estimates tures Differ-
1972-73 1972-72 ence

(Millions of Dollars)
Health and Welfare
Economic Development and

3,831 3,653 178

Support 2,241 2,289 (48)
Public Debt 2,160 2,035 125
Defence 1,947 1,900 47
Fiscal Transfer Payments 1,307 1,396 (89)
Transportation & Communications 1,110 1,035 75
Internal Overhead 951 828 123
General Government 795 696 99
Education Assistance 667 573 94
Foreign Affairs 372 319 53
Culture & Recreation 368 324 44

15,749 15,048 701
Detail

Health and Welfare - up $178 million

Main increases in:

Medicare 
Hospital Care 
Canada Assistance Plan 
Housing and Urban Renewal

84 million 
100 million 
47 million 
35 million

(Note: There is an offsetting decrease here of 
$111 million because there are no bud
getary contributions to UIC in 1972-73)

Economic Development - down $48 million

Assistance to Industrial Research
and Innovations 27 million

Many small increases
(Note: Shows a decrease in total because the fol

lowing items included in 1971-72 Expen
ditures not repeated in 1972-73 Main Es
timates.)
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Capital Assistance for
Training Facilities 76 million 

Local Initiatives 120 million
1971 Census 24 million
Hog deficiency payment 22 million

Defence — up $47 million

Ceiling adjusted, mainly to allow for pay parity.

Fiscal Transfers - down $89 million

1972-73 less than 1971-72 because of the termination of the estate 
tax at the federal level and, accordingly, the provincial share.

Transportation and Communications - up $75 million

Increases in almost all components, the largest is for Post Office - 
$42 million.

Internal Overhead - up $123 million

Public Works Accommodation 22 million
Public Service Bilingualism 25 million

Public Service Pensions and 
Medical Plans

General Government — up $99 million 
National Revenue

(Taxation 21; Customs &
Excise 10)

Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
Territorial Governments 
Consumer Services (including 

Food and Drug)
Education Assistance - up $94 million 
Payments to the Provinces,

- Post Secondary Education
- Bilingualism 

Student Loans Program 
Foreign Affairs - up $53 million 
Grant Assistance to developing

countries
External Affairs Department
Culture and Recreation - up $44 million
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

58 million 

31 million

23 million 
14 million

12 million

80 million 
10 million 
4 million

36 million 
10 million

26 million



The Standing Senate Committee on National Finance 
Evidence
Ottawa, Tuesday, June 20, 1972

The Standing Senate Committee on National Finance, to which 
was referred the Estimates laid before Parliament for the fiscal year 
ending 31st March, 1973, met this day at 2 p.m.

Senator Douglas D. Everett (Chairman) in the Chair.

The Chairman: Honourable senators, I should like to table two 
letters. The first one is from Mr. MacDonald, Director General, 
Budget Co-ordination, Treasury Board, regarding questions that 
were asked at the last meeting of this committee on Supplementary 
Estimates (B) for the fiscal year 1971-72.

The second letter is again from Mr. MacDonald, dated May 18, 
giving information requested by honourable senators at the last 
meeting of this committee on Supplementary Estimates (B) for the 
fiscal year 1971-72.

Do I have your approval to table these documents?

Hon. Senators: Agreed.

The Chairman: Do I have your approval to have them printed as 
appendices to today’s Proceedings?

Hon. Senators: Agreed.

The Chairman: The first letter will be printed as Appendix “A”, 
and the second letter will be Appendix “B”.

{See Appendix “A ”, p. 23 and Appendix “B", p. 26).

The Chairman: Honourable senators, we have with us today: Mr. 
D. B. Dewar, Deputy Secretary, Program Branch, Treaasury Board; 
and Mr. Bruce A. MacDonald, Director General, Budget Co-ordina
tion, Treasury Board. 1 expect that honourable senators will wish 
Mr. Dewar, if he so wishes, to make an opening statement.

Mr. D. B. Dewar, Deputy Secretary, Proyam Branch, Treasury 
Board: Mr. Chairman and honourable senators, the main Estimates 
for 1972-73 total $15,749,000,000 in budgetary expenditures. 
About one-half of this amount-$7,640,000,000-is statutory in 
nature in that it follows from legislation previously passed by 
Parliament and still in force. The remaining $8,109,000,000 will 
require authorization under new appropriation acts. Authority is 
also sought through these Estimates for loans in the amount of $790 
million.

The main Estimates for 1971-72 contained $14,352,000,000 in 
budgetary expenditures. The year-to-year change, therefore, has 
been $1,397,000,000 or 9.7 per cent.

In the past this committee has been interested in comparing the 
rate of growth and expenditures with the rate of growth in the 
gross national product. The most recent figure we have is for the

rate of change in the GNP between 1971 and 72, which was 9.1 per 
cent. 1 have no forecast of the rate of change between 1972 and 
1973.

Senator Isnor: Is the 9.1 per cent an increase over the previous 
year?

Mr. Dewar: Yes, sir, the rate of change of GNP from 1971 to 
1972.

As is usual, statutory expenditures account for almost 50 per 
cent of the total Estimates. These cover some very large payments, 
such as the interest on the public debt, fiscal transfer payments to 
the provinces, and payments to the province under shared cost 
programs. Statutory expenditures rose by $549 million, or 7.7 per 
cent, between the main Estimates of 1971-72 and these for 
1972-73.

There is a small addition this year to the amount of information 
contained in the Estimates. There are several instances in which 
programs generate revenues. In the past the only information 
supplied in the Estimates has consisted of an entry stating the total 
estimated revenue to be credited directly to the program itself and 
the total to be credited to general revenues. In these Estimates we 
show, for the first time, detail by type as to the actual source of the 
revenue, such as revenues from sales of permits, the proceeds of 
sales, and fees for services.

The Chairman: Would you like to give us an example of that, Mr. 
Dewar?

Mr. Dewar: If senators look at page 2-12, under the Department 
of Agriculture, following the left-hand column down, within the 
research program, underneath the black type “Total Estimates- 
Total des prévisions”, you see “Less-Receipts credited to revenue”, 
and there is a breakdown there of “Proceeds from Sales,” “Rental 
of Houses” and “Other". This is the detail by nature or source of 
the receipts that I had in mind.

The Chairman: Could you give us more detail of that detail?

Mr. Dewar: No, we are unable to do so. Perhaps the department 
could provide some information, if they were questioned.

The Chairman: It would be strictly departmental information?

Mr. Dewar: Yes.

Senator Grosart: In general, what would those sales be? Have 
you any idea?

Mr. Dewar: Mr. MacDonald happens to know, if he may speak 
now.
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Mr. B. A. MacDonald, Director General, Budget Co-Ordination, 
Treasury Board: I used to work in the Department of Agriculture, 
The Research Branch has flocks of chickens that produce eggs, and 
the eggs are sold to packers. There are also products that arise from 
experiments of various kinds, entirely edible food, which is sold; and 
some revenue is credited to the vote. Some is credited direct to the 
Consolidated Revenue Fund.

Senator Grosart: How would the distinction be made? You say 
other sales would go to the Consolidated Revenue Fund?

Mr. MacDonald: Each case in which there are any revenues from 
sales, or from any source, which are credited to a vote in these 
Estimates requires words in the vote to that effect. In some cases 
the revenue that is associated with the program is in no way related 
to the operations of the program; it does not come under the 
heading of revenue that can be generated, as it were, by the 
program, and there is no logic at all in crediting to the vote. That 
usually goes to the Consolidated Revenue Fund directly, rather than 
as an offset to the estimated cost of the program.

Senator Grosart: With respect to this innovation, crediting or 
offsetting these, is the fact new or is just the reporting new?

Mr. MacDonald: The detail is new but the fact is not.

The Chairman: The fact is the same?

Mr. MacDonald: The fact is the same.

The Chairman: The agricultural program was once developing an 
animal called the “cattalo”, a cross between a buffalo and a cow, I 
guess. It was supposed to be hardy enough to stay outside, but it 
was mean and nobody could get near enough to it to do anything 
with it. Presumably they sold off the cattle to whoever would buy 
them. Would that be the sort of thing that would be included?

Mr. MacDonald: Presumably. I do not know about the particular 
instance.

Mr. Dewar: If I may finish this statement, Mr. Chairman. I will 
be happy to try to answer any questions senators have about the 
contents of this Blue Book. I am sure you will appreciate that on 
most matters of detail I would have to refer you to the department 
concerned or, if you prefer, arrange for the supply of the 
information later in written form. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The Chairman: Honourable senators, before we begin question
ing, I might say it has been our mode of questioning in examining 
the Estimates not to question so much the detail of the individual 
estimates, which is something the other place does in a vast series of 
meetings, but to question more the mode of reporting. That is not 
to say that senators, if they feel like asking specific questions, are 
not more than entitled to do so. That has, however, been the mode 
of questioning.

Senator Grosart: My first question is about the total figure that 
Mr. Dewar gave us, which is the budgetary figure of

$15,749,300,000. I come back to the point I have raised earlier, 
that this is not a realistic figure of total federal government 
expenditures. I think it is fair to ask that it be related to total 
government expenditures.

The closest I have been able to come to a figure is found on page 
50 of the successor to the White Paper, “Economic Review,” where 
under the heading “Federal Government Revenue Expenditure and 
Position-National Income and Expenditure Account Basis” I find a 
figure under “Expenditure” of $17.368 billion. This is $2 billion 
more than we are dealing with in the Estimates. Would you account 
for that difference? I know it is acccountable.

Mr. Dewar: I would like, if I may, to make one comment on why 
this kind of situation exists. Then perhaps Mr. MacDonald could 
comment on the nature of the numbers themselves.

I think senators will appreciate that what we have here in the 
Blue Book is the summation of the requests to Parliament for the 
voting of appropriations. This book does not include, except on a 
reporting basis, items that have already been authorized by Parlia
ment for expenditure under other acts, either prior appropriation 
acts or other statutes. This is, I think, the major reason why one 
finds that the amount requested of Parliament in this book differs 
from a report of the total public expenditures. It relates, of course, 
to the purpose for which the book is assembled. I wonder if Mr. 
MacDonald would comment further on the specifics of the senator’s 
question.

Senator Grosart: The reason I ask the question is that I see the 
Blue Book figure repeated over and over again, even by economists, 
as the total expenditure of the federal government.

Mr. MacDonald: I imagine the total figure you quoted there 
would be the figure for the prior fiscal year, 1971-72.

Senator Grosart: That is right.

Mr. MacDonald: I believe it was $17,368,000,000.

Senator Grosart: That is right.

Mr. MacDonald: A difference of about $2 billion. Some of that 
does in fact appear in the form of loans in estimates. In fact, in 
1971-72, taking into account both the main Estimates and 
Supplementary Estimates, there were $1.3 billion in loans. I should 
also mention that in any case there is usually a shortfall from 
estimates to expenditures. It has been calculated to be of the order 
of one to one and a half per cent, so 1 am not able to account in 
total for these figures.

The other major items would be the advances made by the 
government under the National Housing Act to the Central 
Mortgage and Housing Corporation; under the Farm Credit 
Corporation Act for farm loans; under the Export Development Act 
for loans, and so on. There is a relatively small number of items, 
amounting usually to something less than $1 billion, over and above 
what is accounted for in the these Estimates under the budgetary 
expenditures and loans, investments and advances.
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Senator Grosart: Just for the record, Mr. Chairman, I should like 
to ask Mr. MacDonald if I would be correct in taking these items 
from page 144 of the “Economic Review”, where 1 find $856 
million of the difference apparently accounted for under the 
heading of “Financing of Lending Institutions, including Central 
Mortgage and Housing, Farm Credit Corporation, Export 
Development Corporation, Municipal Development and Loan 
Board.” Then in the same table there are loans to other Crown 
corporations, including Atomic Energy of Canada, St. Lawrence 
Seaway, Air Canada, Canadian National Railways and others 
amounting to $501 million.

Mr. MacDonald: Some of the items in the second category are in 
the Estimates, senator. Some of the Crown corporation acts do not 
provide authority for the Minister of Finance to lend money, and 
this authority has to be sought in the Estimates, but other than for 
the few who are in this list that you mention, the difference is 
accountable for by loans such as to Air Canada and CNR, and to the 
financial intermediaries, as they are referred to. There may also be 
something about foreign exchange transactions in that list you 
referred to.

Senator Grosart: This is dealt with in other tables. Foreign 
exchange is usually the final item. I find there is usually a sub-total 
excluding foreign exchange transactions, and then there is a second 
total including that.

Mr. MacDonald: Yes.

The Chairman: Senator Grosart, have you finished that line of 
questioning?

Senator Grosart: Yes.

The Chairman: Senator McDonald has a question.

Senator McDonald: Mr. Chairman, I notice in the tables of total 
estimates, page 1-16, main Estimates, 1962-63, the figure $6 billion 
odd. Ten years later the figure is $15 billion odd. What is the 
relationship of the $6 billion odd to the gross national product, 
compared to the expenditure of $15 billion odd ten years later? 
What percentage of the gross national product is represented by 
these two figures over the period of ten years?

Mr. Dewar: I believe we have some information on that, senator.

Mr. MacDonald: The gross national product in 1962 was $42.3 
billion. The gross national product in 1971, which is the latest year 
for which we have figures, was $92.1 billion.

The Chairman: That covers from 1962 to 1971?

Mr. MacDonald: That is 1962, when it was $42.3 billion, and 
1971, when it was $92.1 billion.

The Chairman: Thank you.

Mr. MacDonald: I have not calculated the actual percentages. I 
understand that the federal government expenditures have risen as a 
portion of GNP over that period, but I have no calculations.

Senator McDonald: The figures we have before us would not 
indicate that; they would indicate that they have lessened: 
Forty-two vis-à-vis ninety-two in a nine-year period.

Mr. MacDonald: There is some difficulty in the straight compar
ison over that period of time, senator, because of what has 
happened to some kinds of transactions. There have been transfers 
of tax points to provinces in lieu of direct payments. So, the figures 
for 1962 on expenditures and those for 1971 on expenditures are 
not truly comparable because they do not encompass the same area.

Senator McDonald: Do you have any percentages over that same 
period for total government expenditures-Not just the main 
Estimates?

Senator Grosart: I can give them to you. They are in the White 
Paper.

Senator McDonald: I know they are in there.

Senator Grosart: From 1961 to 1971 the revenue increased on an 
average of 11.8 per cent and the GNP on an average of 9 per cent. 
That is all governments.

Senator McDonald: That is all governments, yes, but that is not 
the figure I want. What I want is the expenditures of the national 
government, only, over that period. I do not necessarily want the 
amounts, but what has happened as a percentage of gross national 
product over the last ten years. Has the total amount, or the total 
percentage, of our gross national product being spent by the 
national government increased or decreased over the past ten years?

The Chairman: Is that on goods and services, or does that include 
transfer payments as well, senator?

Senator McDonald: The total expenditures, including transfer 
payments.

Senator Grosart: Mr. McDonald has indicated the difficulty of 
answering that because of the transfers. It is a meaningless figure in 
view of the transfers. The relationship of GNP to total expenditures 
of all governments is the only way you can come to a realistic 
figure.

Senator McDonald: 1 am quite aware of your concern, Senator 
Grosart, but what I want from the witness is the information I have 
asked for. 1 do have the figures for transfer payments, and I am 
quite capable of subtracting one from the other to find out why we 
need more and more of the taxpayers' money to run this nation, 
whether it is at the municipal, provincial or federal level. I want to 
find out, really, where this tremendous growth is taking place. This 
is what I am aiming at. I should like the answer from the witness, if 
he has the information with regard to the national government’s 
total expenditures, including transfer payments.
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Mr. MacDonald: I do not have that information with me, senator. 
We could obtain it and supply it. I could say that there have been 
some calculations about what is referred to as revenue elasticity-the 
elasticity of the federal government’s expenditures to the gross 
national product-which indicate that the expenditures have gone 
up at a marginally faster rate than the revenues. Some of the 
explanation for this is sought in the transfer of health costs from the 
private sector to the public sector. Our own quick calculations on it 
indicate that, at least over these past five years or so, the health 
costs are sufficiently large to account for the fact that the rate of 
growth in government expenditures as compared to gross national 
product has been greater than one. Without these medical expen
ditures the elasticity would have been about one; with the medical 
expenditures it is about 1.2.

Senator McDonald: Of course, this is an arguable figure, when 
you attempt to transfer what you would estimate health care costs 
to be, which might have happened without government and health 
insurance plans. There is a lot of dispute on the amount of money 
involved under a system where you do not have a national health 
plan vis-à-vis a system where you do have one, and I am one of those 
who are convinced that the nation’s expenditures on health are 
much greater because of health insurance than they would have 
been if health insurance had never come into existence. If you could 
supply me with the information I am seeking, even at a later date, I 
would find it very helpful. 1 would like to do a little research on this 
point.

Mr. Dewar: I think we can get those figures for you quite soon.

Senator Bourget: could you also get the figures regarding the 
increase of the expenditures of the federal government compared to 
the increase in the expenditures of the provincial governments and 
the municipalities, combined?

Mr. Dewar: Yes, sir.

Senator O’Leary: What percentage of the $790 million for loans, 
investments and advances would be grants? Would they be all 
interest-bearing, revenue for the government, or are some of them 
not in that category?

Mr. MacDonald: Senator, all are interest-bearing loans, but a 
substantial part are loans to developing countries, where the interest 
rates are rather favourable, over a long period of time, and when 
there may be some forgiveness.

Mr. Dewar: Perhaps I could comment on that. Some of the loans 
to developing countries in fact have zero interest, so it is not quite 
accurate to say that these are all interest bearing. I think that apart 
from that area, which makes up some $200 million of the $700 
million odd, nearly all of the loans would be interest bearing, at 
some rate.

Senator O’Leary: I was not thinking of developing countries: I 
was thinking of domestic loans. On these loans to the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation, do you really expect to collect the 
principal? And if you do not, what are they? They are grants.

The Chairman: Are there any write-offs in these existing loans or 
previous loans to the CBC?

Mr. MacDonald: No, senator, the loans are not written off; they 
are carried as liabilities of the CBC.

Senator O’Leary: Are they carried as liabilities or assets?

Mr. MacDonald: As liabilities of the CBC.

Senator O’Leary: But assets of the government, even though the 
government might not believe in its heart that it is ever going to get 
the money back? How old would some of them be?

Mr. MacDonald: I do not know how old some of the capital 
loans to the CBC are, but they have been going on for quite a 
number of years, certainly for over five years, and some of them 
longer.

Senator O’Leary: They are for deficit purposes?
Mr. MacDonald: No, senator, the payments for operating deficits 

are made by budgetary expenditures.
Senator O’Leary: How often have repayments been made? Have 

you ever collected anything in the way of getting back the principal 
of the loan?

Mr. MacDonald: I am not fully aware of the amounts received in 
repayment of principal of loans since that form of loan was given to 
the CBC. However, I should like to be in a position to give written 
information to the chairman in answer to that question.

Senator Walker: How can they ever make a payment, since they 
are getting into debt every year? They go into deficit every year.

Mr. Dewar: The budgetary provision for the CBC includes their 
operating deficit, and the cost of the loans they receive for capital; 
and I think the senator’s comment is quite correct.

Senator McDonald: They are grants; the only loans are for 
capital, is that right?

Mr. Dewar: The loans are for capital.
Senator McDonald: And all of their operational deficit is written 

off as a grant?
Mr. Dewar: That is right, including this estimate.
Senator Grosart: Is it a grant or a contribution?

Some Hon. Senators: Oh!
Senator Grosart: There is a distinct difference.
Mr. MacDonald: Yes, in the sense that it is a payment to the 

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation for operating expenses in 
providing broadcasting services. I believe it is neither a grant nor a 
contribution, in the strictly technical sense.

Senator Grosart: Then we have another category to learn.

Senator McDonald: Why the distinction between ordinary loans 
for capital expenditures and whatever term you want to use, the 
government contribution, for operation? As it seems to me, if you 
make a contribution, whether you want to call it a grant or 
something else, for their deficit on operating account, how can
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anyone pay back a capital loan, if they are constantly being 
provided, annually, with capital moneys to pay their operating 
deficit? If you do not have an operating surplus, how are you going 
to pay a capital loan back?

Mr. MacDonald: Senator, this subject has been before the Public 
Accounts Committee of the other house on two or three occasions 
and the successive deputy ministers of finance, who have had the 
operational responsibility in the matter of loans, have defended the 
practice with respect to the CBC and other agencies such as the 
National Capital Commission, on the grounds that it leads to the 
presentation of a clearer financial picture. I am really not competent 
to speak on the subject to any great extent, but we could provide 
you with the arguments presented.

Senator McDonald: I have read them. They are not very 
convincing. That is the only comment I will make.

Senator Croll: Can 1 turn now to the Auditor General? Have 
you a copy of his report before you?

Mr. Dewar: No, I do not.

Senator Croll: Oh, my! 1 would have thought you would have 
memorized it. There is no use in my reading it. You remember the 
reference to the weakening of parliamentary control? The Auditor 
General says, at page 22 of his report:

Reference was made in paragraph 47 of our 1970 Report to 
the inclusion in the 1969-70 Estimates of amounts which 
were not required to meet expenditure coming in course of 
payment during that year. Nevertheless they were recorded as 
expenditure of the year under the authority of special 
wording in the several vote texts in the Appropriation Acts.

Then he refers to the CBC, the National Harbours Board and some 
others. How do you explain that? This is a repetition which comes 
before us time and again, these same observations, as I recall, on 
other occasions, perhaps not in the same amounts.

Mr. MacDonald: Are we referring still to the loans, senator, to 
the Treasury grants?

Senator Croll: No, I am referring to parliamentary control. 1 
have left loans.

Mr. MacDonald: I believe these are references to various 
non-lapsing funds.

Senator Croll: Yes.

Mr. MacDonald: The argument used in that connection is that 
authorities, for non-lapsing funds have been specifically spelled out 
in votes of Parliament. Appropriation acts have provided authority 
for the establishment of reserves arising out of appropriations of one 
year to be carried into the next. In summary, Parliament has 
approved these reserves.

Senator Croll: He quotes the Financial Administration Act:

All estimates of expenditures submitted to Parliament shall 
be for the services coming in course of payment during the 
fiscal year.

This is quoted from the act. You say now that they carry over?

Mr. MacDonald: Well, sir, the Appropriation Act usually 
provides that. The Appropriation Act is also an act of Parliament, 
which is specific; and the opinion that we have had from legal 
authorities on this is that the specific authority supersedes the 
general authority of the Financial Administration Act.

Senator Croll: Would not the Auditor General be aware of that 
opinion?

Mr. MacDonald: It has been communicated to him, sir.

Senator Croll: It has been communicated to him? I cannot find 
any reference, but I will look over it.

Senator Grosart: Looking at the overall increases in the 
Estimates this year, where do they occur in broad categories? For 
example, in the last fiscal year the large areas of growth were 
transfers to the provinces, capital outlays and transfers to persons. 
These areas show very large jumps from 1970 to 1971. What is the 
situation this year in those areas?

Mr. Dewar: I am not sure whether we can speak to it in those 
categories. If I could refer you to the next page in your book, page 
1-32, where there is a Summary of Budgetary Estimates for 
1972-1973 by function, I am able to comment on the contents of 
each of those functions and what the major elements of change are 
as between the two years, if you wish.

Senator Grosart: I was going to come to that in further detail in 
the next table, but it would be useful. For example, “Fiscal Transfer 
Payments” is not broken down in this functional table as between 
transfers to provinces and transfers to persons.

Mr. MacDonald: Fiscal transfers in this sense are all to the 
provinces.

Senator Grosart: fhis is where the difficulty arises. We are 
presented over and over again in these Estimates with these 
confusing terms. A fiscal transfer is just as much a transfer to 
persons as is any other type of transfer, and it is used in that sense. 
The reason I make that comment is not to be found in the Estimates 
themselves, but is to be found in the document which is very closely 
related to them. If we take the White Paper we find an entirely 
different set of figures for government “financing” requirements 
and government “financial” requirements. Now, if anything can be 
more confusing than that, I do not know what it is. Here again we 
have the same thing. A fiscal transfer is a transfer to a person just as 
much as it is a transfer to a province; it is all fiscal. However, I shall 
not labour the point. You said you would go ahead and give us the 
ingredients of the functions.

Mr. Dewar: If you wish, senator, I can speak to the major 
components in each. Beginning at the top with “General Govern
ment Services,” there is an increase of $99.3 million as between the

24900-2%
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years, and of that sum $31 million is in the cost of the National 
Revenue Department, $21 million in taxation and $10 million in 
Customs and Excise. This would include the year when that 
department was preparing its operations under the new tax laws. 
$23 million under “General Government” is an increase to the Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police, largely in response to increased popu
lation and increased commitments across the country to contract 
provinces. Then, $14 million of the increase is for the cost of 
territorial governments, the Yukon and Northwest Territories, and 
repreesents, in effect, the deficit of the territorial governments 
budgets. Then, approximately $12 million is related to consumer 
services, including the Food and Drug Program and parts of the 
Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs.

On Foreign Affairs, if I may move on to the next one, there is an 
increase of $52 million, and of that sum $36 million is for grant 
assistance to developing countries. The total foreign aid program 
rises between 1971-72 and 1972-73 from approximately $430 
million to $490 million, but that program consists of loans and 
grants, and the $36 million increase in the grant portion is within 
this Foreign Affairs item here. Then $10 million of the Foreign 
Affairs increase is also related to the Department of External Affairs 
and its operations abroad.

Senator Grosart: On that, Mr. Dewar, could you explain the 
figure you have just given in relation to the figure we find at the 
bottom of page 1-36, under “Assistance to Developing Countries”? 
There we have a figure of $371.6 million.

Mr. Dewar: Yes, sir. That figure of $371.6 million is made up of 
two parts under Foreign Affairs: External Relations, which relates 
to operations of the Department of External Affairs at $109 
million; and “Assistance to Developing Countries,” which is the 
Foreign Aid Program, which amounts to $262.3 million. Of that 
$262.3 million, $11.7 million is the administrative cost of CIDA and 
is not, therefore, grant aid as such. Grant aid is represented by $250 
million, and to that you would have to add “Loans to Developing 
Countries” in 1972-73 to arrive at the total Foreign Aid Program of 
$490 million, where loans would amount to something of the order 
of $240 million. I do not have all the details of that in front of me.

Senator Grosart: Well, this is the kind of problem I was speaking 
about. Here you have “External Relations,” “Assistance to Develop
ing Countries,” and these do not constitute a total figure. I know it 
is a total figure for the purpose of this book, but this causes endless 
confusion because people look at this, and I have had it quoted to 
me that this is our foreign aid figure, when in fact the true figure is 
way above this. I do not know what we can do about it. For 
example, wha* about the International Research and Development 
centre?

Mr. Dewar: The costs of that centre are included in this figure of 
$250 million, since it is funded by a grant payment by CIDA.

Senator Grosart: Then how would you relate the distinction 
between our multi-national aid and our bilateral aid in this table? 
Would you say it involves contributions to international organiza
tions? 1 do not think it can be that.

Mr. Dewar: No, sir. You cannot read that distinction out of this 
table. “Contributions to International Organizations" can be related 
to the next line where it says, “Memberships and Support, External 
Affairs.” These are the costs of Canada’s share of the budget of the 
United Nations Organization, NATO and other international organi
zations to which we belong, and it does not relate to foreign aid.

Senator Grosart: So that the sum of $262 million is what we 
could put under “Assistance to Developing Countries,” but then we 
would have to add about that amount again to get the true figure.

Mr. Dewar: That is right, sir.

If I may comment on the other items on page 1-32, under the 
heading of “Defence” there is an increase as between the two years 
of $46 million. This change is made up almost entirely of the cost of 
what is referred to as pay parity, which is the giving to the members 
of the armed forces of equal pay entitlements to those given in 
other parts of the Public Service. I realize I am oversimplifying 
greatly on this point. One has to study the comparative conditions 
of service in the two environments, the benefits and disadvantages 
for servicemen! compared to those in the Public Service the 
remuneration which is necessary to equate conditions in the armed 
services with those in the non-military Public Service. We have 
attempted to equalize the two environments.

Senator Grosart: Can we say that the pay and allowances in the 
armed forces are equal to the pay for equivalent work in the Public 
Service generally?

Mr. Dewar: It is very close now. I think the process is not 
complete, but it has been started.

Senator Grosart: Men in the armed services do not seem to think 
so. However, I suppose they will never think so.

Senator McDonald: I suppose that when you are talking about 
pay you mean pay and pension. Was there not a pension adjustment 
as well?

Mr. Dewar: Y es, mere is a pension adjustment as well.

Senator O’Leary: We have endeavoured to relate the growth of 
the national expenditure to the growth of the gross national 
product. Could you tell me whether the percentage growth of the 
gross national product over the past 10 years has kept pace with the 
growth of the net national debt?

Mr. MacDonald: I regret to say that we do not have that figure, 
Senator O’Leary, but we can obtain it for you fairly readily.

Senator O’Leary: Is it not true that certain expenditures create 
an overhead which in turn involves further expenditures? What 
happens if there is a drastic decline in the gross national product 
over a 10-year period and the overhead and attending expenses 
remain the same? Does this ever concern the Treasury Board? This 
may be a matter of policy; I do not know.
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Mr. Dewar: Senator O’Leary, I cannot comment on how much it 
concerns those who worry about policy matters because 1 cannot 
comment on how likely it is that this would happen. This would be 
the kind of problem which essentially would be of concern to the 
Department of Finance which establishes or at least, recommends 
economic and fiscal policies. The Treasury Board is essentially 
concerned with the expenditures budget within the framework set 
for us by the government.

Senator O’Leary: Is it fair to ask whether the thoughts of the 
Treasury Board ever conflict with those of the Department of 
Finance?

Senator Croll: They conflict a great deal.

Mr. Dewar: I think that is a fair comment, Senator O’Leary.

Senator Grosart: As well as with those of the Department of 
Industry, Trade and Commerce.

Senator Walker: The gross national product for 1962-63 was 
$42.3 billion and the figure for the main Estimates was 
$6,048,000,000. In 1971-72, the gross national product increased to 
$92.1 billion and the main Estimates to $14,352,000,000. If the 
main Estimates for the year 1971-72 had been estimated on the 
same basis as in 1962-63 they would have been roughly 
$13,143,000,000. Therefore, the figure has increased by nearly 
$1,200,000,000, which indicates that the main Estimates are getting 
ahead of the gross national product. The figure of $1,200,000,000 is 
a tremendous increase. You have indicated that the main Estimates 
include other items as well which were not included in the year 
1962-63. Is there any comparison which can be made between the 
figures for the gross national product and the main Estimates 
between the years 1962 and 1971 ?

Mr. Dewar: Senator Walker, it is difficult to compare the two 
years on an equal basis. Mr. MacDonald mentioned the introduction 
of medicare, which I believe was within this period. Therefore, this 
affects the expenditure for the year 1971, which would not be the 
case for 1962. This represents a transfer of costs from the private 
sector to the public sector. This is the kind of factor which makes a 
comparison on an equal basis very difficult.

Senator Walker: Yes, it does. It makes it impossible to comment 
intelligently on the increase in expenditures.

For example, let us turn to page 1-32 and refer to the item 
“Health and Welfare.” Health and Welfare is 24.3 per cent of the 
total budget. What percentage was it in 1962? How can we estimate 
the tremendous increase every year in the main Estimates? Is there 
no basis for comparison? Surely, someone has worked these things 
out?

Mr. Dewar: Senator Walker, I am trying to be helpful. I think the 
best comment I could make is that this data is available, although 
not in percentage form. However, one could take the figure for 
medicare out of the 1971 Estimates and compare the two figures. 
This could be worked out. Similarly, we have available the data on 
Health and Welfare for 1964-65, as well as the expenditure under

that function for 1971-72. It appears in this book. This analysis can 
be worked out. I do not have the results of that analysis at the 
moment.

The Chairman: You are referring to the book, “How Your Tax 
Dollar is Spent”. It shows the total budgetary expenditure for 
1964-65, which is the earliest year for which these figures are 
available.

Senator Walker: Mr. MacDonald has indicated that there has 
been a very substantial increase in the budget occasioned by the 
increase in health and welfare payments. I agree with this. Does this 
account for the enormous increase in the main Estimates, comparing 
them to the gross national product?

The Chairman: You might be interested in the figures for 
1964-65. The total budgetary expenditure was $7,218,000,000 for 
which Health and Welfare amounted to $1,824,000,000.

Senator McDonald: What is that percentage?

Senator Bourget: That would amount to 25 per cent.

Senator Walker: The chart indicates 24.3 per cent.

The Chairman: It would amount to 25.27 per cent. In 1972-73 
the total expenditures are $15,749,300,000, National Health and 
Welfare being $3,831,100, or 24.235 per cent.

Senator McDonald: When did the national medical plan come 
into being?

Senator Croll: In 1968.

Senator McDonald: That knocks the argument that you have 
transferred health care from the private to the public sector, into a 
cocked hat. Health and Welfare costs run about the same percentage 
of gross national product today as they did prior to the introduction 
of the health care plan.

Mr. Dewar: Yes, I recognize that.

Mr. MacDonald: A higher percentage of gross national product, 
but approximately the same percentage of the budgetary Estimates.

Senator Grosart: I might say, Mr. Chairman, that the figures are 
available. A complete breakdown of comparisons by departments, 
functions and sectors is published. However, this is really Public 
Accounts, rather than Estimates.

I wonder if I could suggest that Mr. Dewar carry on with his very 
interesting analysis of table 4?

Mr. Dewar: The next function in table 4 to which I intended to 
speak is “Transportation and Communications,” for which is 
indicated an increase of $74.7 million between the two years. There 
is an increase generally across this function, which includes the 
Department of Transport, the Post Office, the Department of 
Communications and related agencies, but the largest single element
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is in the Post Office, where there was an increase of $42 millions of 
the $75 million total.

There is a decrease of $48.2 millions under “Economic Develop
ment and Support.” This is rather a special situation, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Walker: You mean because it is a decrease?

Mr. Dewar: Yes, it is caused by a special situation in this 
function. In fact, there have been increases in a number of areas, 
such as assistance to industrial innovation and research and 
development. There are, however, some items in the 1971-72 
expenditures which are not repeated in the 1972-73 Estimates. The 
largest item is $120 million for the local initiatives program. 
Another item is the major census of 1971.

Senator Isnor: Mr. Chairman, I would like to inquire with regard 
to the deficit of the Post Office. What was it last year compared to 
the two preceding years?

Mr. MacDonald: If I may, senator, the figure that Mr. Dewar 
quoted was not the deficit of the Post Office but the increase in 
expenditures. The Post Office is not treated as a crown corporation 
for which the government pays the deficit. Almost all the revenues 
of the Post Office are credited directly to the Consolidated Revenue 
Fund. The expenditures of the Post Office are treated in exactly the 
same manner as those of any other department.

Senator Isnor: Do you mean to tell me that you do not take into 
consideration the expenditures and receipts of the Post Office, 
bearing in mind the increases which went into effect two years ago?

Mr. MacDonald: They are taken into account, but I am pointing 
out that the expenditures of the Post Office are treated, for 
purposes of the Estimates, exactly as those of, for instance, the 
Department of Agriculture. In essence, the total expenditures of the 
Post Office are budgeted, rather than its deficit.

Senator Isnor: Do you not take into consideration in any way 
the increases in rates of the Post Office in estimating its receipts and 
expenditures, to see how they stand?

The Chairman: That is not to say that a separate statement could 
not be taken off. I believe that Mr. MacDonald is pointing out that 
for the purposes of these Estimates the general revenue is taken into 
the Consolidated Revenue Fund. It is not a deficit financing 
operation. I assume that such a statement was taken off?

Mr. MacDonald: Yes. At page 19-6 of the Estimates the 
calculation of the deficit for the years 1970-71, 1971-72 and 
1972-73 is shown.

Senator Isnor: 1 wish to find out if it was an advisable move to 
increase the rates on postage, and what were the net results of those 
increases. Naturally, when a change is made it is made for profit.

The Chairman: They did not appear to have much effect. The 
deficit remained approximately the same, decreasing only slightly. It

appears to have been $95 million for 1970-71, decreasing to $87 
million for 1971-72; and it is estimated that it will decrease to $71 
million this year.

Mr. Dewar: Mr. Chairman, a modernization program is under 
way in the Post Office, involving increased expenditures, which is 
one of the factors to which I referred a few moments ago in 
speaking of the approximately $40 million increased expenditure in 
1972-73 over the previous year for the Post Office. These figures at 
pages 19-6 and 19-7 indicate that the deficit on the Post Office has 
fallen somewhat, even in the face of increased expenditures for 
modernization.

The Qiairman: Just a moment. You appear to imply that those 
increased expenditures are part of that figure. I do not think that is 
quite true. They are separated out, so that in 1972-73 capital 
expenditures, grants and contributions are estimated.

Mr. Dewar: The table on pages 19-6 and 19-7 is a continuation 
of the one on the previous two pages which lists the expenditures of 
the Post Office. It there takes into account receipts credited to the 
vote, and other netting items, taking it down to “Total Estimates” 
at the bottom of page 19-5. From that figure is taken the receipts 
credited to revenue so show the deficit position. I would suggest 
that there is a relationship here between the deficit and the 
expenditures.

The Chairman: By example, the deficit estimated for 1972-73 is 
$72 million, or $71,645,000. That is increased to $82,487,000 if we 
take in capital expenditures, grants and contributions.

Senator Isnor: There is a further deficit of $10 million.

The Chairman: That is correct. There appears to be an operating 
deficit of $71,500,000. Add to that capital expenditures of another 
$11 million, gives us $82,500,000.

Senator McDonald: Has not that capital expenditure resulted in 
a lesser operating loss?

The Chairman: It was hoped that it would. That was the point 
Mr. Dewar was making. It was hoped that through modernization 
their efficiency would be increased.

Mr. Dewar: The point I was making is that at the right-hand side 
of page 19-7 you will observe that the total deficit figure, taking 
into account operating and capital, was $100 million in 1970-71; 
$95 million in 1971-72, and the figure is estimated to be $82 
million in 1972-73.

Senator Isnor: I do not know whether or not I made my case 
clear, Mr. Chairman, but there was a difference of opinion when the 
government increased postage rates. I believe the increase has been 
reflected in the deficit in the years that followed. I would like to 
know whether I am right or wrong. I do not know that a large 
number of firms did away with their mailing lists because of the 
increase in costs. I wondered whether or not it was a wise move. 
That is what I wanted to establish.
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The Chairman: I doubt whether we can establish that here. We 
might ask the question of the Postmaster General. It might help 
you, senator, if I state that the revenue of the department went 
from $337 million in 1970-71 to $480 million, estimated, for 
1972-73. That is an increase of $140 million on a base of $337 
million. A certain amount of that would no doubt include increased 
volume, but I would also expect that the bulk would be from the 
increased rates. It seems to suggest that the increased rates have 
increased revenue. The expenditures of the department and other 
departments have gone from $97 million in that year to $110 
million the following year. They are estimated to stay at $110 
million this year. So the conclusion one could draw is that the 
increase in rates has probably been successful in increasing the 
revenues of the department and decreasing the deficit.

Senator Beaubien: If salaries went up to $330 million and the 
gross is $480 million, where did the rest of the money go?

Senator Bourget: Where did you get those figures?

Senator Beaubien: I thought the chairman gave us those figures. 
The rates have gone up from $300 million to $480 million.

The Chairman: I am sorry, I gave you the wrong figures. The 
figures which I gave you do not relate. The $337 million to $480 
million is the total revenue.

Mr. MacDonald: It is the total revenue which is credited direct to 
the Consolidated Revenue Fund. There is a further figure of $30 
million in revenue on the preceding page which, under the Post 
Office Act, is re-spent directly by the Post Office. I suppose it is 
more correct to say that the total revenues have gone from 
approximately $352 million to $510 million.

The Chairman: The figure I failed to give was the expenditures, 
which appear to be operating expenditures, on page 1908. They 
went from $445 million-correct me if 1 am wrong, Mr. 
MacDonald-in 1970-71 to $493 million in 1971-72, to a figure of 
$538 million estimated in 1972-73.

Senator Beaubien: Five hundred and thirty-eight million dollars 
is the estimate.

Senator Molson: Why does this department have this large 
section on pages 194 and 19-5 “Disbursements from Revenue”? 
Earlier you were saying, Mr. Chairman, that the revenue was 
credited to the general funds. Here they have “Receipts credited to 
the Vote” and “Disbursements from Revenue”. Then they have 
“Receipts credited to revenue”. Why would they deal with moneys 
in these different ways?

Mr. MacDonald: These are provisions of the Post Office Act, 
which have established the Post Office in a somewhat different 
situation for expenditure and revenue purposes than other depart
ments. There are, for instance, revenue postmasters, the men who 
operate out of drug stores and similar small establishments. They are 
paid directly from Post Office revenues rather than out of the 
Consolidated Revenue Fund.

Senator Molson: Why should they be?

Mr. MacDonald: 1 am unable to answer that.

Senator Molson: I just wondered whether you could answer that. 
It seems to me that there are different types of treatment in this 
department from almost any other department. They divide their 
revenues into three different types, all of which have a long list of 
sources of revenue under those different headings. It seems to me to 
be a terribly complex method that has grown up like Topsy. I am 
unclear about it

Mr. MacDonald: It may well have grown in that fashion, sir. I 
really do not know.

The Chairman: Perhaps we could return to your list, Mr. Dewar?

Mr. Dewar: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The next function to 
which I should like to speak is “health and welfare”, in which there 
is an increase expenditure of $177 million over the previous year. 
The main elements of that increase are: $100 million increase in the 
cost of hospital care; $84 million attributable to the increased cost 
of medicare...

Senator Croll: That is $184 million altogether?

Mr. Dewar: Yes, senator a $48 million increase in the cost 
under the Canada Assistance Plan; and $35 million under housing 
and urban renewal.

These figures obviously add up to more than $177 million. There 
is an offsetting decrease here of some $ 111 million because there is 
no budgetary payment to the unemployment insurance fund in 
1972-73 as a result of the nature of the new act.

Senator Croll: There is a saving of $ 111 million on that, did you 
say?

Mr. Dewar: There is an item of $111 million which appeared in 
the Estimates of the previous year which does not appear here.

Senator Grosart: It is bookkeeping?

Senator Croll: It is not bookkeeping. It is $111 million ...

Senator Grosart: No, but it does not appear in these estimates 
under the new act.

Mr. Dewar: It results from a different method of financing the 
government’s share of the unemployment insurance expenditure.

Senator Croll: It means the insured paid it instead of the 
government out of general revenue.

Mr. Dewar: Well, it is a little more complicated than that, if I 
may say so, sir. It has to do with the fact that the government will, 
under the new act, make payments into the unemployment 
insurance fund in arrears of actual experience. In other words, the
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payment due to the fund for the cost in 1972 of the government’s 
share under the new act will be paid in 1973 against actual 
experience, whereas previously the payments were made current.

Senator O’Leary: Does this mean that in that particular area 
there was a saving to the taxpayer, or does it not?

Mr. Dewar: No, it does not mean that.

The Chairman: It amounts to a free ride for one year.

Senator Croll: It is a different taxpayer, that is all.

The Chairman: It is like paying your tax a year late.

Senator O’Leary: “He who came later.”

Senator Molson: Is there any interest involved?

Mr. Dewar: I do not think that will enter into it, sir.

The Chairman: But in strict accounting there has been a change 
in accounting principles which indicates an expenditure of $111 
million higher than is actually shown.

Mr. Dewar: Lower, sir; the amount of the budgetary estimates is 
$ 111 million lower.

The Chairman: But the actual expenditure is $111 million higher 
than is shown.

Mr. Dewar: Yes, sir, that is right.

Senator McDonald: Do you have the percentage increase in the 
federal government’s share of the total cost of hospital and medical 
care?

Senator Croll: That question was asked in the House of 
Commons, Senator McDonald, and you will find there is an answer 
in either yesterday’s or today’s Hansard in that respect.

Senator McDonald: That would be either Friday’s or Monday’s 
Hansard of the other house?

Senator Croll: Yes.

The Chairman: Do you keep a record of the changes in 
accounting practices? For example, in a financial statement the 
auditor, I think, would be required-and perhaps Senator Molson 
can tell me if this is correct-to indicate any changes of a substantial 
nature in accounting practices.

Senator Molson: I think it is always stated that they are 
consistent with the previous year’s practices.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Chairman, at page 13-16 of the Estimates 
you will find an explanation as to why the Estimates for the 
Unemployment Insurance Commission are zero in 1972-73.

The Chairman: Would you care to read that, Mr. MacDonald?

Mr. MacDonald: Yes. It is under the heading “Program Descrip
tion,” and reads as follows:

With the passage of the Unemployment Insurance Act, 1971, 
there are no 1972-73 expenditures with respect to the 
Unemployment Insurance Commission to be shown in 
these Estimates.

Under the Act, the costs of administration are charged direct 
to the Unemployment Insurance Account and do not 
require annual appropriations.

In addition, the government’s contribution is based on the 
level of unemployment in a calendar year and made in 
arrears so that any contribution for 1972 would 
appear in 1973-74 Estimates.

The Chairman: Would there be any other substantial items of 
that nature?

Mr. MacDonald: None, Mr. Chairman, except those which may 
involve transfers of functions between departments. There are no 
other changes as between 1971-72 and 1972-73 of an accounting 
nature of that type.

Senator Beaubien: Mr. MacDonald, approximately how much 
money would be involved in the government’s share in the funding 
of the unemployment insurance fund, depending on the amount of 
unemployment? Are we talking about $100 million, or-

Mr. MacDonald: We do not have any figures on this for these 
Estimates. As you know, it is the cost of the benefits under the 
Unemployment Insurance Act related to unemployment above 4 per 
cent and also for benefits related to extended-

Senator Croll: Supplementary benefits?

Mr. MacDonald: Yes, supplementary benefits. Thank you, 
senator. I do not have the figure for that.

Senator Beaubien: You must have a rough estimate.

Mr. MacDonald: It is a figure of the Unemployment Insurance 
Commission’s which we do not have occasion to use in our work in 
preparing the Estimates, so I do not know.

The Chairman: Would you like that figure, Senator Beaubien?

Senator Beaubien: Is this the first time that that figure has not 
been included in the Estimates?

Mr. MacDonald: Yes. Under the old act, as you may recall, there 
were five shares in the funding of the Unemployment Insurance 
Fund. Two shares were paid by the employer, two by the employee, 
and one by the federal government. The one paid by the federal 
government was on a current basis according to estimates. The new
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act took effect at the beginning of 1972, so the new arrangements 
have obtained only for the first time with respect to this year.

Senator Beaubien: What was the last amount the federal 
government paid in?

Mr. MacDonald: $110 million, I believe.

Senator Beaubien: So we are talking about $110 million or$115 
million?

Mr. MacDonald: I think so.

The Chairman: That is the figure here.

Senator Molson: What are you referring to, Mr. Chairman?

The Chairman: Page 13-17, 1971-721

Senator Molson: 1 have $180 million.

The Chairman: Senator Molson, under “Grants and Contribu
tions, Forecast Expenditures, 1971-72,” it is $110,669,000.

Senator Molson: And the total is $180 million.

Mr. MacDonald: Under the old act the government also covered 
the administrative costs to the Unemployment Insurance Commis
sion.

Senator Molson: The difference is the $180 million.

The Chairman: That is correct, because the same figure shows as 
a change beside it. That now makes it a $ 180 million item.

Mr. MacDonald: Except that under the new act all the costs of 
administration will be charged directly to the fund and only borne 
by employers and employees rather than by the government.

Senator Molson: You are reducing the amount of the Estimates 
from year to year, in this case by $180 million. That is really the 
figure we are talking about?

Mr. MacDonald: That is correct.

Mr. Dewar: Under “education Assistance” there is an increase of 
$94 million, which is made up of an $80 million increase in 
payments to the provinces for post-secondary education, an increase 
of $10 million in payments to the provinces under the bilingualism 
development program, which is mainly for the cost of minority 
language education in the provinces; and there is a $4 million cost 
increase under the student loan program.

Senator Grosart: The main item there is an open-ended program. 
It has a limit, I believe, but it is basically open-ended.

Mr. Dewar: Yes, it is at this stage.

Senator Grosart: What other open-ended cost-sharing programs 
are still in effect?

Mr. Dewar: If I may interpret the word “open-ended” to mean, 
in a sense, a program where the costs are shared and we must share 
according to a certain formula-

Senator Grosart: “Open-ended” in the sense that the federal 
contribution is a percentage of the provincial or local expenditure.

Mr. Dewar: The Canada Assistance Plan, Hospitalization Agree
ments and Medicare would, I think, be the three largest.

Senator Croll: When did education, in that sense, first appear in 
those large figures? Going back some years, 1 do not remember any 
such large figures. How far back can you go? When did it suddenly 
take a climb?

Senator Grosart: When they passed the act.

Senator Croll: I remember in the time of Abbott there was 
hardly anything there.

Mr. Dewar: The figures we have here would indicate that 
essentially it occurs from approximately 1967-68. I cannot recall 
the date of the legislation on post-secondary education.

Senator Croll: That is the last five years.

Mr. Dewar: Perhaps i can give you some numbers, senator.

Senator Croll: Go ahead. Make me feel bad.

Mr. Dewar: The expenditure on education assistance was $28 
million in 1964-65, $29 million in 1965-66, $90 million in 1966-67, 
$114 million in 1967-68, $287 million in 1968-69, $315 million in 
1969-70, $463 million in 1970-71, $573 million in 1971-72, and 
$667 million proposed in 1972-73.

Senator Grosart: This is basically because of the undertaking of 
the federal government to fund 50 per cent of the cost of 
post-secondary education.

Mr. Dewar: Yes.

Senator Grosart: In addition to the other grants.

Senator Croll: A big help to the provinces.

Senator Grosart: That is when the federal government bravely 
decided to use the word “education”.

Senator Croll: You are quite right on that.

Senator Grosart: They put the student loans under the Bank 
Act; that legislation was under the banking powers.

Mr. Dewar: The next function is “Culture and Recreation”, 
where there is an increase of $43 million. The largest item involved
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there is the payment to the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation of 
$26 million. That is, the increase is $26 million, to a level of, as I 
recall, $207 million for operating account.

Senator Molson: Is that culture or recreation?

The Chairman: The $26 million was for “Jalna”!

Senator Grosart: That is operating only, not capital.

Mr. Dewar: Yes, sir.

Senator Croll: What is the capital, if you have it handy?

Mr. Dewar: The capital would appear under loans: $26 million.

Senator Croll: Was the $26 million greater this year than it had 
been in previous years?

Mr. MacDonald: Somewhere between $26 million and $30 
million for some years now.

Senator Grosart: Is that officially a contribution or a grant?

Senator Croll: You are kidding, aren’t you?

Senator Grosart: I am not kidding. If you look at the book you 
will find a distinction is made between the two, and a very great 
distinction. One is subject to audit and the other is not. That is one 
of the distinctions.

Mr. MacDonald: For purposes of classification of this book, it is 
treated as a payment to a crown corporation as an operating 
expenditure, neither as a grant nor a contribution.

The Chairman: Would you continue, Mr. Dewar?

Mr. Dewar: The next item is “Fiscal Transfer Payments”, on 
which there is a decrease of $88.9 million. The circumstances 
surrounding that change are that under the new legislation, because 
there has been a termination of estate tax at the federal level, the 
provincial share of estate tax is reduced. That is the reason for that 
decrease.

Senator Croll: Estate tax did not amount to any such sum as 
that. They said, “The reason we are out of this business is that 
amounts to nothing." I remember somebody in Alberta telling me it 
was $3 million, and they said, “We’ll forget about it.”

Mr. Dewar: I have a note that it was more than the amount of 
$88 million that we are talking about.

Senator Croll: And we walked away from $88 million in tax?

Senator Beaubien: They gave $75 million of that $88 million to 
the provinces.

Senator Croll: We let the provinces do what they like. Assuming 
we collected whatever we did, a certain portion went to the 
provinces? Or was this our own money?

Mr. Dewar: Perhaps I might start again.

Senator Croll: Say it your own way.

Mr. Dewar: The way I should put it is this. The $89 million 
decrease under this item is made up of a decrease in payments to the 
provinces of their share of estate tax, offset by some increase on 
equalization payments. I do not have the numbers on those two 
factors, but there is a net decrease of $89 million, which clearly 
indicates that the estate tax share of it to the provinces was more 
than that.

Senator Grosart: It was a quid pro quo on capital gains tax.

Senator Croll: We traded it off.

Senator Grosart: Under capital gains you had deemed realization 
on death. Therefore you had an effective succession duty right 
there, so the federal government pulled out of it for that reason.

The Chairman: The only figure I know about is that the Ontario 
revenue from that tax was $110 million, which therefore would 
indicate that if three-quarters of the revenue went to Ontario- 
which was not exactly the case, because they levied their own 
tax-if that were roughly correct, one-third of that amount would 
have stayed with the federal government, which in the case of 
Ontario alone would be something like $35 million, which would 
indicate that the $89 million would probably be the federal share of 
that.

Senator Grosart: Apart from that, what is now the bend of fiscal 
bansfer payments to the provinces? Is it stable now?

Mr. MacDonald: No, the trend is up. Part of the cost of 
post-secondary education is covered by fiscal bansfer of tax points. 
This is, I am afraid, another case in which total costs are not 
reflected in estimates. If you remember, the arrangements with the 
provinces were that the government would compensate for 50 per 
cent of the cost of post-secondary education in transferring certain 
tax points. The money in the Estimates is to make up the deficiency 
of tax points to meet 50 per cent of the costs.

Senator Grosart: So that we are dealing with fiscal transfer 
payments here separate from education assistance in the table that 
Mr. Dewar is dealing with?

Mr. MacDonald: Yes sir. In “How Your Tax Dollar is Spent” 
there is an indication of the breakdowns of all the payments to the 
provinces, for whatever purpose.

The Chairman: Except that you do have a separate figure for 
fiscal transfer payments in that column?

Mr. MacDonald: Yes.
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Senator Grosart: Leaving out the post-secondary education 
payments, what is the trend on the fiscal transfers to the provinces?

Mr. MacDonald: I may take a minute to look at the history here 
in the Estimates. For 1970-71, there is $1,043,000,000 and for 
1971-72 there is $1,172,000,000; and for 1972-73 there is 
$1,088,000,000. The trend was down in the last two years because 
of succession duties. The fiscal transfer payments are in a général 
upward direction.

The Chairman: What would you define as a fiscal transfer 
payment, then?

Mr. MacDonald: There is a break out of that on page 8.18.

The Chairman: What would your definition be?

Mr. MacDonald: They are payments that are made under the 
Federal-Provincial Fiscal Arrangements Act, payments under the 
British North America Act, under the Public Utilities Income Tax 
Transfer Act, and other statutory authorities. The main one is that 
under the Federal-Provincial Fiscal Arrangements Act.

Mr. Dewar: Mr. Chairman, I have only two items left on this list 
of functions. The first is “Public Debt,” on which there is an 
increase between the two years of $125 million. I must say I am not 
competent to comment on this item, which would be one on which 
the Department of Finance can speak best.

Senator Grosart: Was there not a drop last year? The cost of 
financing of public debt dropped last year-I think it was in the 
short term rates.

Mr. Dewar: I am not aware of this, senator. The last function, if 
1 may speak to it, is “Internal Overhead Expenses” of government. 
On this one there is an increase of $123 million, and this is made up 
of such items as the accommodation costs of public works, that is, 
the construction as well as the management, operation and 
maintenance of buildings, and leasing. There is an increase of $22 
million in that element. There is $25 million for the development of 
bilingualism in the Public Service. That is a new vote which you will 
see in these Estimates under the Treasury Board Department. The 
third element is the increased cost of Public Service pensions and 
medical plans, part of which would be a function of changed rates 
of salary and partly changed costs.

Senator O’Leary: What is the average rate of interest in servicing 
the public debt? Does it grow from year to year, or does it remain 
reasonably steady?

Mr. Dewar: I am unable to comment on that. Perhaps Mr. 
MacDonald would.

Mr. MacDonald: I believe there have been some drops in the last 
two or three years, in relation to the various movements of interest 
tales. It either responds to the movement of interest rates, or causes 
them. I am not sure, but there is a degree of correlation.

Senator Grosart: It is not 5 per cent any more.

Mr. MacDonald: No.

Senator O’Leary: How would the interest rate compare now 
with ten years ago?

Mr. MacDonald: I really do not know. The figures are in the 
public accounts each year.

Senator Grosart: Is Mr. Dewar through with table 4?

Mr. Dewar: Yes, sir.

Senator Grosart: I wonder if I might go over some of the same 
categories in a different way. If we take table 3, we get what I might 
call an old-fashioned look at the figures; that is, the expenditures by 
departments and agencies rather than by functions.

This starts on page 1-24. If I am correct, Mr. Dewar, looking at 
the departments to see what expenditures are up, No. 1 seems to be 
the Department of National Health and Welfare, which is up $240 
million. That seems to be the department which has the greatest 
increases in expenditures. Would you just recapitulate quickly what 
that is? I know you may have done some of it in the functional 
analysis.

Mr. Dewar: The two biggest items would be hospital insurance, 
where there is an increase from one year to another of $100 million, 
and Medicare, in which there is a change of about $84 million.

Senator Grosart: You say $100 million. Did another province 
come in? Why would there be that jump in one year?

Mr. Dewar: It is just increased costs, I think, senator. I do not 
believe another province came in during that period.

Senator Grosart: Number 2 in my list would be the Treasury 
Board. This appears on page 1-31, and the increase would appear to 
be $ 145 million.

The Chairman: Is that the largest increase in expenditure?

Senator Grosart: It is the second largest. I went through them 
and marked them. I think the largest increase is $240 million, which 
is National Health and Welfare; and the second largest, if my 
marking is correct, is Treasury Board, which is $145 million. It 
seems to be No. 2.

Mr. Dewar: I think one item is the $25 million for development 
of bilingualism in the Public Service. Another is a new vote which 
was put into the Treasury Board estimates for this year, the 
provision of a central fund for summer student employment 
programs-which in the previous year tended to be voted in Supps. 
This year we had planned ahead, and for that there is $62 million.

Senator Grosart: Why was that put under Treasury Board?
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Mr. Dewar: The reason for that is that at the time these 
Estimates had to be printed, which was approximately January, the 
plan and program for the student employment activity was not yet 
finalized as to the distribution among departments of funds to hire 
students.

The government had at that time, however, decided to launch a 
program of a certain kind at a certain level. The funds were placed 
in the Treasury Board as the management department, for allocation 
to other departments as soon as the details were known.

Senator Grosart: It was a sort of second contingency fund.

Mr. Dewar: Exactly, sir, but with the deliberate purpose of 
revealing the purpose of this part of the contingency operation.

Senator Grosart: No. 3 appears on page 1-29, Regional Economic 
Expansion, $79 million.

Mr. Dewar: Yes, the main change here was payments on 
industrial incentive grants against commitments entered into previ
ously.

Senator Grosart: These would be statutory, then.

Mr. Dewar: Yes, sir, they are. These are the payments that are 
made when an enterprise comes into production, but the commit
ment would have been made some years before.

Senator Grosart: Under the various industrial incentive acts?

Mr. Dewar: Yes.

Senator Grosart: No. 4 would appear to be the Secretary of 
State, an increase of $85 million. Again that is on page 1-29, 
Department of Secretary of State.

Mr. Dewar: That is approximately the increase under the 
post-secondary education payments which come under that depart
ment.

Senator Grosart: That is the “Department of Education”, that is 
right? No. 5 would appear to be the RCMP, which 1 think you have 
explained. Again that is on page 1-29. There is an increase there of 
about $43 million. I think you have explained that to us.

Mr. Dewar: Yes. It is hard to say that it is any single thing. It is 
increased salaries, a larger operation and a larger population to serve.

Senator Grosart: Yes. Do the RCMP break even on their 
contracts with the provinces?

Mr. Dewar: No, senator, they do not. I hesitate to use a specific 
figure, but I think the recovery under contracts is of the order of 50 
per cent. I must be guarded in my comments there, however, 
because I am not sure of the precise figure.

Senator Grosart: So this, in effect, is a subsidy to protection of 
persons and property in the provinces.

Mr. Dewar: I would not want to comment on that.

Senator Grosart: No. Let me put it this way: From the point of 
view of the Estimates, it is an allowance; part of the Estimates 
would provide an allowance for the deficit on the contracts with the 
provinces?

Mr. Dewar: In effect, yes. The Estimates show the gross 
expenditure of the RCMP and show as a recovery the payments by 
the provinces for the contracts, giving in effect what you have 
described.

Senator Grosart: They must have a balance sheet, with an 
accounting province by province.

Mr. Dewar: Oh, yes.

Senator Grosart: No. 6 is National Defence, which is plus $43 
million. I think you have explained that as pay increases.

Mr. Dewar: Yes, sir, pay parity.

Senator Grosart: And No. 7 is $142 million, the Post Office, 
which you have already explained as well. Those are “the top 
seven”, as I see them, Mr. Chairman. On that basis, Mr. Dewar, does 
the matter of financial requirements, or financing requirements-1 
am not sure which term to use-of the federal government come 
within your purview in making up the Estimates?

Mr. Dewar: No. I remarked earlier that the Department of 
Finance, essentially, is the adviser to the government.. .

Senator Grosart: Yes.

Mr. Dewar: ... on fiscal and economic policy and on the finan
cing method. We are involved to the extent, that in developing the 
expenditure plan within whatever framework we are instructed to 
use, we may be reflecting certain fiscal objectives as well, in the 
sense of stimulation or, other economic thrusts. But some kinds of 
expenditures are more effective as stimulation than others. 
However, if I understand your question correctly, it relates to the 
method of financing the government s operation and the scale at 
which the government is to adopt a certain deficit or balanced 
position. On that kind of thing, no. we are not involved, senator.

Senator Grosart: Just to put it in simple terms, I was thinking 
rather of the relation between the $15 billion with which you are 
concerned in budgetary and non-budgetary items. You are con
cerned with non-budgetary items. The loans, investments and 
advances, and so on. This may not be a question you can answer, 
but I would be interested in knowing if the procedure for the 
Department of Finance is to say to the Treasury Board, “Here is the 
limit in your $15 million”. Is that the way it operates?

Mr. Dewar: I do not quite understand the distinction, senator, 
that you are making between budgetary and non-budgetary.

Senator Grosart: I am lumping them together. Let us say there is 
$15 billion for which you are responsible or report in the Estimates.
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You come up with a figure of $15 billion, which is less than the 
total requirement of the government for the year. For example, the 
expenditures last year were $17 billion. Now, one way or the other, 
you are providing or accounting for or reporting on $15 billion. And 
I am not even sure that the $17 billion is realistic for last year; 1 
think it is more than that.

Mr. Dewar: If I may put it this way, senator, on the advice of the 
Department of Finance, and other advice that it may take, the 
government, at an early stage in its operations, will inform us of the 
amount of budgetary expenditures, and I should add, non-budge ta ry 
expenditures as well, that they wish us to plan for.

Senator Grosart: Part of which you merely report on-the 
statutory part of it, for example.

Mr. Dewar: Yes, sir, but that becomes a sort of unavoidable part 
when we start to work on it.

Senator Grosart: Yes.

Mr. Dewar: And the $15 billion figure to which you have 
referred is part of this job of putting together a package of the size 
we have been asked to put together, given the priorities that the 
government has expressed to us for expenditure programs and the 
demands the departments make known to us.

Senator Grosart: My other question is this: Taking the statutory 
Blue Book items-and I will use the Blue Book rather than budgét
as about half the Blue Book total, is there any structure or mecha
nism within the procedure of Treasury Board to re-examine the 
statutory half? In other words, do we assume, “Well, there is an act, 
so we cannot do anything about it. The act is there and we have to 
spend this money.”? Is there any procedure whereby we can look 
at these acts and see whether a particular program should continue?

Mr. Dewar: We do give advice from time to time that 
such-and-such a program ought to be considered in this fashion. 
Obviously, it is a question for ministers to decide when and how 
such changes should be made, but in brief, yes, the cost of statutory 
programs is at any one moment of time a kind of unavoidable cost. 
But, naturally, in assessing the total package and the funds available 
that are discretionary, we are asked from time to time and we do 
offer advice on possible changes in the statutory area. I would not 
want to go any further than that.

Senator Grosart: It has often been said by people who are 
experts in this field that if there is an area of unnecessary 
expenditure within the Blue Book figures it would be in the area of 
statutory expenditures, for the simple reason that programs tend to 
go on and to become self-perpetuating. So I am just wondering if 
there is any mechanism for an overall look. I am quite sure that as 
departmental estimates come before the Treasury Board you will 
examine them in relation to that department, but there seems to be 
the assumption that, because an expenditure is required by a statute 
which may be 20 or 30 years old, you cannot do anything about it. 
This really refers to the application of systems analysis.

Mr. Dewar: Exactly. I am not too sure how I should respond to 
the word “mechanism,” but this is done.

Senator Grosart: But probably not on an overall basis. On the 
basis of the individual department as it comes with its requirements, 
you might say to them, “Well, if you cannot cut your new 
expenditures or your non-statutory expenditures, maybe you will 
have to cut some of your statutory expenditures if you want to have 
the same amount of money.”

Mr. Dewar: It is not done quite that way.

Senator Grosart: Not in writing.

Senator O’Leary: As a simple layman, I should like to ask this 
question: When an expenditure is authorized by Parliament-and let 
us say it Public Works-is there any way in which you can note the 
carrying out of that expenditure? And if you felt that there was 
extravagance, is there any way in which you can check that 
extravagance in the carrying out of a program authorized by 
Parliament?

Mr. Dewar: Yes, 1 think there is. Parliament, in authorizing a 
program -if I may develop your idea somewhat, senator-is saying, I 
think, to Public Works, “We approve that you should build that 
building,” or whatever it is, “and you have told us your estimate for 
doing so is so many dollars. On those grounds, we approve.” Now, 
our function, I think, both before that proposal comes before 
Parliament and afterwards, is to inquire into its priority, its need 
and also its cost, nor forgetting its efficiency.

Senator Walker: My understanding is that you go into that in the 
beginning. As soon as the year starts you go over all the estimates to 
find out whether or not they are extravagant.

Mr. Dewar: Well, sir, if I may say so, that is part of the process 
of putting this book together, and probably our role of reviewing 
projected costs is greatest at that stage. After approval has been 
given, there are still check-points in the system. The department 
may be required by the executive of government to follow through 
certain-and I shall repeat the word -check-points. There may be 
three phases into which this operation will be broken, and they will 
be asked to report back on their progress and their costs against the 
plan in each of those phases. There may be certain rules laid down 
as to the management system to be followed in carrying out this 
program, and they may be asked to use certain techniques of 
analysis and management control on the basis of past experience. 
Beyond all this there are certain regulations, of course, concerning 
contract approvals which must come to Treasury Board. All of these 
are directed in a general way at the effectiveness and the efficiency 
of the manner in which the money is spent both before and after 
parliamentary approval.

Senator Walker: Then the Auditor General steps in, after it has 
all been spent, and checks up on whether or not there has been 
extravagance. You have been speaking to us about checking the 
performance and how the money has been spent while it is in fact 
being spent, and then afterwards the Auditor General steps in-or he 
is supposed to.
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Mr. Dewar: Yes.

Senator Isnor: Mr. Chairman, might we put on the record, the 
estimated net deficit for the present year and the actual deficits of 
the past three years?

The Chairman: I suppose that would really come under public 
accounts, senator. I think we can get that for you. That would be on 
a national accounts basis.

Senator Isnor: Yes.

Mr. MacDonald: I do not have anything on a national accounts 
basis, but I do have the budget speech of the Minister of Finance in 
which he refers to the 1971-72 deficit and the forecast deficit for 
1972-73.

The Chairman: That is the budgetary deficit.

Mr. MacDonald: The budgetary deficit for 1971-72 is $600 
million, and the forecast for 1972-73 is $450 million.

Senator Walker: What was the forecast for 1971-72? Was it 
$250 million?

Mr. MacDonald: I think at some stage it was forecast to be 
higher than $600 million. I am speaking now of the initial forecast. I 
am reasonably sure that at one stage it was forecast as being higher 
than $600 million.

The Chairman: Are there any further questions, senators?
If not, I shall thank the witnesses on your behalf.

Senator Isnor: On the same basis? The committee adjourned.
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APPENDIX “A”

Senator D.D. Everett, 
The Senate,
Room 259-E,
Ottawa, Ontario.
K1A 0A6

Dear Senator Everett:

Ottawa, Ontario. 
K1A 0R5 
April 26, 1972

Total commitments (financial 
encumbrances) as at 
March 31, 1972
Total expenditures as at March 
31, 1972

Unliquidated balance (tentative)

B. LOAN ACCOUNT (Data for 1971-72 
fiscal year)
Carry forward from 1970-71 
Parliamentary Appropriations 
1971-72

TOTAL

When the Deputy Secretary of the Program Branch and 1 
appeared before the National Finance Committee, we were asked to 
supply information on certain questions we were unable to deal 
with at that time.

The information is respectfully submitted as an attachment to 
this letter.

Yours sincerely,

Bruce A. MacDonald, 
Director General, 
Budget Coordination.

Total commitments as at March 
31, 1972
Total expenditures March 31, 1972 
(during 1971-72)
Unliquidated Balance*

C. LOAN ACCOUNT (Historical Data)
(a) Total loans approved by 

Parliament to and of 1971-72
(b) Total Value of Master Loan 

Agreements Entered into
(c) Total Expenditures to date

Total as at April 1, 1971 
Disbursements 1971-72

Total as at March 31, 1972

$112,449,001.03

67,283,246.18
$90,144,370.62

$345,299,619.56

145,000,000,00

$490,299,619.56

331,904,203.74

143,378,920.12
$346,920,699.44

$778,000,000.00

$770,131,280.70

$287,700,380.44
143,378,920,12

$431,079,300.56

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR INFORMATION 
SENATE NATIONAL FINANCE COMMITTEE

RE: SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES (B) 1971-72

Subject
Unexpended balances on Grant and Loan Authorities for 
External Aid

Answer
CIDA reports the following tentative balances in the Grant and 
Loan Accounts as at March 31, 1972.

*Note: The unliquidated balances shown are tentative only as 
further expenditures may occur during April for goods supplied, 
services rendered, or work done in 1971-72.

Subject
Expenditures of the three levels of Government (net of 
transfers) as a share of GNP

Answer

1. The only data series which gives relatively recent information is 
the Statistics Canada System of National Accounts. The attached 
table summarizes this information over the past five years and 
the bracketed figures indicate the respective shares of GNP.

A. SPECIAL ACCOUNT (Grant Aid)
Carry forward from 1970-71 $82,598,916.80
Parliamentary Appropriations 
1971-72 (includes Supps B) for
IDA Sub-Vote 74,828,700.00

$157,427,616.80

2. Over the five year period government expenditures at all levels as 
a percent of GNP increased 4.4% from 28.1 in 1967 to 32.5 in 
1971. Of this increase the Provinces accounted for more than 
one half the total, or 2.3%, and the local governments for 1.5%.

Federal Governments expenditures increased by 0.6% of GNP 
during this period.TOTAL
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Current Government Expenditures and their Share of GNP

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

mUhons of dollars 
(Per cent of GNP)

National Accounts
TOTAL CURRENT GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES (AU Levels) 
(After Elimination of Inter-government transfers)

18,494
(28.1)

20,671
(29.0)

23,327
(29.7)

26,728
(31.6)

29,967
(32.5)

Federal 8,559
(13.0)

9,249
(13.0)

9,909
(12.6)

11,440
(13.5)

12,525
(13.6)

Provincial 4,361
(6.6)

5,103
(7.2)

6,217
(7.9)

7,140
(8.5)

8,234
(8.9)

Local (Including Hospitals) 5,574
(8.5)

6,319
(8.9)

7,201
(9.2)

8,148
(9.7)

9,208
(10.0)

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT 
(At Market Prices) 65,722

(100.0)
71,388
(100.0)

78,560
(100.0)

84,468
(100.0)

92,126
(100.0)

Source: Statistics Canada, National Income and Expenditure Accounts, Cat. No. 13,001
Note: Canada Pension Payments are included under Federal, and the Quebec Pension Payments under Provincial Expenditures
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A comparison of Canada’s level of government expenditures and 
that of a number of other countries is presented in the following 
table, based on recently published OECD information:

National Accounts of Selected OECD Countries 
1968

Total
Current
Govern

ment GNPat

Expend
itures

as
Expend Market %of

itures Prices GNP
Canada

(millions of Cdn. $) 20,358 68,477 29.7*
United States

(millions of U.S. $) 253,207 876,029 28.9
Japan

(billions of Yen) 7,369 51,242 14.4
France

(billions of Francs) 215.67 624.29 34.5
Germany

(billions of DM) 172.20 529.00 32.6
Sweden

(millions of Kronor) 49,476 132,195 37.4
United Kingdom 

(millions of £) 14,290 42,341 33.7

3. It has been the policy of the Department of Agriculture over the 
years to actively encourage quality improvement in agricultural 
commodities. To this end the decision was reached to make 
deficiency payments only on those hogs with index 100 and 
over. The Hog Index is a quantitative index measurement ranging 
from 80 to 112 based on certain physical factors and fat 
measurements. In 1971, 60.9% of hogs marketed achieved an 
index of 100 or more.

4. Deficiency payments will be made to eligible hog producers up 
to $1,000 per producer ($5 x 200) as applications are processed. 
Producers have been requested to submit their applications by 
March 31, 1972. However, claims received after March 31, 1972 
may be considered by the Board for payment.

List of Write-offs over $100,000 of 
Debts by National Revenue in 

1971-72 Supplementary Estimates (B)

Amount
Deceased - No Estate

Barnes: Faye, Peter, Lac La Hache, B.C. $114,899.61
Luboff: Walter W., Saskatoon 236,778.07
Singer: Emile, St. Sauveur des Monts, Que. 245,498.48

Further Collection Expense not Justified

Source: OECD, National Accounts of OECD Countries, 1950-1968 
’This percentage share is marginally different from the Statistics 
Canada figure of 29.0% due to OECD’s manipulation of figures to 
achieve comparability between the data from the various countries.

none over $100,000

Not Residing in Canada 

Steiner: Bandi A. 156,419.91

Subject
Formula for Calculating Hog Deficiency Payments

Answer
1. Hogs are a mandatory commodity under the Agricultural 

Stabilization Act, and must be supported at 80% of the average 
price of the previous ten years.

2. The 80% support level for the calendar year (hog year) 1971 was 
$24.14 per hundred weight, index 100. The initial average annual 
price for index 100 hogs at seven major collection points 
throughout Canada during 1971 was calculated to be $23.67. 
However, the Agricultural Stabilization Board recommended that 
rather than pay the price difference identified, and in order to 
recognize the increased costs experienced by the hog industry 
(including the imposition of the U.S. Surcharge), a payment of 
$5.00 per hog, index 100 and up, should be made to a maximum 
of 200 hogs per producer.

Corporation Inoperative and Without Assets
Buckingham Mfg. Co. Ltd. Streetsville,

Ont. Re. Income of Quality Bed & 
Spring Mfg. Co. Ltd.

Claremont Products Co. Ltd. Streetsville, 
Ont. Re. Income of Midwest Co. Ltd. 

Lord Elgin Hotel Ltd., Montreal, Que. 
Modern Film Distributors Ltd., Vancouver, 

B.C.
Quality Bed & Spring Mfg. Co. Ltd. 

Winnipeg, Man.
Samer Agencies Ltd., Vancouver, B.C. 
Seville Souvenirs, Montreal, Que.

Undischarged bankrupt Corporation - 
no assets and trustee discharged

none over $100,000

117,103.31

203,159.61
583,440.94

185,325.77

107,923.93
104,479.91
237,111.05
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APPENDIX “B”

Ottawa, Ontario. 
K1A0R5 
May 18, 1972

Senator D.D. Everett,
The Senate,
Room 259-E,
Parliament Buildings,
Ottawa, Ontario.
K1A0A6

Dear Senator Everett:

In submitting the information on certain questions raised at the 
National Finance Committee proceedings, I neglected to supply the 
details of the grants paid to After-Care Agencies.

This information is now respectfully submitted, and I wish to 
apologize for the delay.

Yours sincerely,

Bruce A. MacDonald,
Director General,
Budget Coordination.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR INFORMATION 
SENATE NATIONAL FINANCE COMMITTEE

RE: SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES (B) 1971-72

Subject

Listing of the amounts paid as grants to After-Care Agencies 
1971-72.

Answer

The following is a listing of the amounts paid from the 
provision provided in the 1971-72 Main Estimates Vote 5:

Elizabeth Fry Society of Ottawa $ 1,800
Elizabeth Fry Society of British

Columbia 4,000
John Howard Society of Saskatchewan 11,765
John Howard Society of Vancouver

Island 11,555
Catholic Welfare Bureau of Manitoba 2,000
Association des Services de

Rehabilitation Sociale, Quebec 76,680
Council of Catholic Charities of Toronto 2,500
Elizabeth Fry Society of New Brunswick 250
Street Haven at the Crossroads, Toronto 1,000
The Inn, Windsor, Ontario 1,000
Salvation Army 15,000
Elizabeth Fry Society, Toronto 3,600
St. Lawrence House, Montreal 3,600
St. Edward’s HalfWay House 3,600
Winnipeg United Church Half Way House 2,000
John Howard Society of Canada 157,095
Elizabeth Fry Society of Kingston 14,000
St. Leonard’s House, Windsor 4,000
John Howard Society of New Brunswick 11,555
Harold King Farm, Keswick, Ontario 2,500
Quo Vadis 3,000
St. Leonard’s Society, Prison Art 2,500

$335,000

The amount of $75,000 provided in Supplementary Esti
mates (B) for payment to After-Care Agencies providing 
residential services will not be paid out. This amount was 
provided to cover expected requests from those agencies 
providing residential services and registered under the 
Charitable Institutions Act, 1962-63 for Ontario on the basis 
of $10.00 per residential day less assistance received from 
provincial programs to which the Federal Government 
contributes. Due to the delay in the announcement of the 
interim policy and the commencement of the Community 
Task Force Study on residential services, requests were not 
received as anticipated and therefore the amount was not 
spent.

Published under authority of the Senate by the Queen’s Printer for Canada

Available from Information Canada. Ottawa. Canada.
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